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Abstract: This paper reports the facile synthesis of a novel architecture of Cu-MnS with PVP, where the
high theoretical capacitance of MnS, low-cost, and high electrical conductivity of Cu, as well as
appreciable surface area with high thermal and mechanical conductivity of PVP, as a single entity to
fabricate a high-performance electrode for supercapacitor. Benefiting from their unique structures,
the Cu-MnS with 2PVP electrode materials show a high specific capacitance of 833.58 F g−1 at 1 A g−1,
reversibility for the charge/discharge process, which are much higher than that of the MnS-7 h,
Cu-MnS, and Cu-MnS with 1 and 3PVP. The presence of an appropriate amount of PVP in Cu-MnS is
favorable for improving the electrochemical performance of the electrode and the existence of Cu was
inclined to enhance the electrical conductivity. The Cu-MnS with 2PVP electrode is a good reference
for researchers to design and fabricate new electrode materials with enhanced capacitive performance.
Keywords: supercapacitors; cabbage plant like nanostructured; Cu-MnS with PVP; electrochemical
studies; stability
1. Introduction
Research related to energy production, storage, and distribution is becoming increasingly
important due to the large proliferation of portable electronics, auxiliary power sources, and hybrid
electric vehicles in recent years [1,2]. The two most frequently used energy storage devices are lithium
ion batteries and electrolytic capacitors. Lithium ion batteries have a very low power density with
low cycle life and suffering from ageing and it can explode due to overcharge [3,4]. In contrast,
electrolytic capacitors also can explode due to the spark ignition of free oxygen or high gas pressures
and it shows a low energy density [5]. Therefore, both commonly used energy storage devices
are not secure and suitable when high energy and power densities are required. From an energy
storage perspective, supercapacitors with high power densities of 10 kW kg−1 with excellent energy
densities of approximately 150–200 W h kg−1 are the prominent options [6]. Depending on their
energy storage mechanism, supercapacitors are categorized mainly into three groups: electric double
layer capacitors (EDLC), pseudocapacitors, and hybrid electrochemical capacitors. EDLC consisting
of carbon based materials such as carbon nanotubes, carbon hollow nanospheres, activated carbon,
graphene, nitrogen-doped carbon nanofibers, and storage charge via the electrostatic interactions of
ions at the electrode/electrolyte interface, and thus exhibit relatively low specific capacitance (SC);
however, hybrid electrochemical capacitors usually consist of one battery-type Faradaic electrode
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with another capacitive electrode in the entire device [7,8]. Pseudocapacitors usually consisting of
metal oxide/hydroxide or conducting polymer electrodes display higher energy density and higher
specific capacitance, and redox reactions take place at the surface of the electroactive materials.
Therefore, pseudocapacitors have attracted considerable research interest in recent years and exhibited
a higher SC (300–1000 F g−1) than that of EDLC [9]. Pseudocapacitors have many other benefits,
such as excellent performance and high power density, compared to traditional lithium ion batteries.
Therefore, pseudocapacitors are promising devices for low cost, easy to maintain, fast charging, small
size, extensive range of setup temperatures, high-performance energy storage, eco-friendly, and safe
applications [10,11].
On the other hand, many studies of traditional pseudocapacitor materials have been limited
by the lack of high performance with a facile preparation method or reasonable cost. In addition,
the electrochemical stability or cycling performance of polymer composite electrodes is challenging
with a >10% reduction of SC after 1000 charging/discharging cycles. Moreover, the high-performance
energy storage electronic devices currently used in industry are susceptible to accidental fire damage
due to electrolyte leakage, overheating, and current overflow [12,13]. These issues have prevented
their wider use by traditional companies manufacturing modern electronic devices. These problems
can resolved and these devices can be made secure by synthesizing hybrid ternary nanocomposites
with pseudocapacitor materials.
Transition metal nitrides (TMNs) have been investigated widely for supercapacitor applications.
On the other hand, the synthesis of TMNs is a very difficult and time consuming process due to
the formation of N≡N bonds [14]. Moreover, it shows instability in humid atmospheres and air,
which can drastically alter the physicochemical properties and turn the energy storage performance
of the material. Among the metal sulfides candidates, manganese sulfide (MnS) exhibits intriguing
characteristics, such as low-cost, exceptional electrochemical performance, environmental friendliness,
and natural abundance [15,16]. This is the most promising electrode material for the next generation
supercapacitors because of its high theoretical SC of 1370 F g−1 in aqueous electrolytes. Compared
to ternary transition metal oxides, metal sulfides often exhibit higher conductivity, ionic diffusivity
compared to metal oxides due to the substitution of oxygen with sulfur atoms, narrow band gap,
large anionic polarizability, and larger sizes of the S2− ion [15,17]. On the other hand, regardless of its
high theoretical SC value, the experimental SC of MnS supercapacitors is much lower than that of the
anticipated value owing to its meager electronic conductivity (10−5–10−6 S cm−1), low surface area of
10–80 m2 g−1, and poor cyclic stability. The SC value and electrical conductivity of the MnS electrode
material can be enhanced further by synthesizing a binary composite with copper (Cu) and polyvinyl
pyrrolidone (PVP). Composite materials possess synergistic improvements in properties, such as
cycling stability, charge transfer resistance, and chemical activity to poisoning for SCs, which are
greatly superior to a simple combination of individual components [18]. Among the many metallic
materials, Cu has attracted significant interest because of its essential roles in metal-catalyzed reactions
and its environmental credentials. In addition, Cu is of particular interest because of its high electrical
conductivity and it is used widely in catalysts, resins, thermal conduction, and electronics [19].
Mochao Cai et al. reported the PVP-assisted synthesis of a Fe3O4/graphene composite for lithium
storage applications [20]. The presence of PVP molecules stabilized the graphene oxide suspension and
enhanced the reversible capacity, cycling performance, and rate capability significantly. Furthermore,
PVP nanoparticles are the least toxic, have a high surface area, and show fast electron communication
features; hence, they have been used extensively as nanosensors for a range of biomolecules and ions.
Xumin Zhang et al. used PVP to modify graphene oxide for enhancing the thermal and mechanical
conductivity and observed appreciable results [21,22].
This paper reports the facile synthesis of a novel architecture of Cu-MnS with PVP, where the
complementary features of high theoretical capacitance of MnS, low-cost, and high electrical
conductivity of Cu as well as the appreciable surface area with high thermal and mechanical
conductivity of PVP, on a single entity on nickel foam to fabricate a high-performance electrode
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for supercapacitor applications. The active phase of Cu and PVP in MnS promotes ion diffusion on
the interfaces, and the void space between the particles can endure the volume change in long-term
cycling. The electrochemical tests revealed the as-prepared Cu-MnS with the 2PVP electrode to have
an extraordinary SC of 833.58 F g−1 at a current density of 1 A g−1 and very high cycling stability of
96.95% over 1000 cycles in a 2 M KOH solution. Therefore, it can provide a new pathway towards the
commercialization of Cu-MnS with PVP-based supercapacitors.
2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Materials
Manganese sulfate monohydrate [MnSO4·H2O], sodium sulfate [Na2SO4], ammonium persulfate
[(NH4)2S2O8], copper sulfate pentahydrate [CuSO4·5H2O], polyvinyl pyrrolidone, polyvinylidene
fluoride, potassium hydroxide KOH, 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
Carbon black acetylene was purchased from Alfa Aesar. All chemicals used in the experiment were of
analytical grade and used as received.
2.2. Synthesis of Cu-MnS with PVP Nanoparticles
In a typical synthesis of MnS, 0.1 M MnSO4.H2O, 0.1 M Na2SO4, and 0.1 M of (NH4)2S2O8 were
dissolved in 30 mL of deionized water with vigorous stirring. The solution was stirred for 30 min under
ambient conditions to form a clear white color solution and then transferred to a Teflon lined stainless
steel autoclave heated to 150 ◦C for 5 h. After cooling naturally to room temperature, the as-obtained
MnS material was collected, filtered, and washed several times with deionized water and ethanol to
remove the excess reactants and loosely bound ions. The black precipitates were collected and dried in
an oven at 80 ◦C for 10 h to enhance the specific surface area. Cu-doped MnS and Cu-doped MnS with
PVP were prepared using the same procedure, where 10 wt. % of CuSO4. 5H2O and/or polyvinyl
pyrrolidone (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 g) were dispersed into the MnS mixture and heated to 150 ◦C for 5 h.
2.3. Preparation of Working Electrode on Nickel Foam Substrate
The nickel foam substrate with rectangular dimensions of 1 × 1 cm2 was used as a substrate
because of its good electrical conductivity and desirable 3D porous structure. The nickel foam reduces
the diffusion resistance of the redox electrolyte and improves the facility of ion transportation [23,24].
Prior to synthesis, the nickel foam substrates was cleaned with acetone and a 3 M HCl solution for
10 min to remove the surface oxide layer. Finally, the nickel foam was washed with ethanol and
deionized water by sonication and dried with a hair dryer. The working electrode was prepared by
mixing 75 wt.% of active material, 15 wt.% of carbon black acetylene, and 5 wt.% of polyvinylidene
fluoride in 2 mL of 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinane with stirring overnight. The resulting slurry was loaded
on the nickel foam and dried overnight in an oven at 60 ◦C. The loading densities of the active materials
were acquired by measuring the electrode with a microbalance with an accuracy of 0.01 mg and the
weight of the active materials was approximately 5 mg cm−2 for all electrodes. The loading was
measured by calculating the difference between the measured mass of the active materials coated and
uncoated on a nickel foam substrate.
2.4. Characterizations
The resulting MnS, Cu-MnS, and Cu-MnS with PVP electrodes were characterized by field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; SU-70, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). Their compositions
and crystalline structures were characterized by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) attached
to the FE-SE microscope and powder X-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku D/MAX 2500PC, Rigaku
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), which were collected from 20 to 80 ◦C in 2θ with a Cu target and
a monochromator at 40 kV and 250 mA. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, KBSI, Busan, Korea)
was performed to examine the elemental compositions using Al Kα X-rays at 240 W.
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2.5. Electrochemical Characterization
The electrochemical tests were carried out in a classical three-electrode setup; hierarchical Cu-MnS
with PVP/nickel foam architectures were used directly as the working electrode, platinum wire, and
Ag/AgCl as a counter electrode and reference electrode. Cyclic voltammetry (CV, SP-150 Biological
Science Instrument, Seyssinet-Pariset, France) was performed at room temperature over the voltage
range of −0.5 to 0.5 V at different scan rates using a three and two-electrode cell. The galvanostatic
charge–discharge (GCD) cycles were measured within a voltage range of 0.4 to −0.5 V at various
current densities to evaluate the SC. To evaluate the SC retention, three thousand cycles were performed
at a high current density and the GCD curves were derived. The specific capacitance, area capacitance,
and the energy and power densities values was calculated for the single electrodes and their respective
equations are given in the supporting information in Sections 1–3. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) was observed using a biologic potentiostat/galvanostat/EIS analyzer (Biological
Science Instrument, Seyssinet-Pariset, France) by applying frequencies from 100 KHz to 0.1 Hz and
an AC voltage of 5 mV at the open circuit potential.
3. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 presents the fabrication process of MnS, Cu-MnS, and Cu-MnS with PVP samples based
on the experimental data. Published reports suggest that nanotubes, nanowires, and nanorods are the
most common 1D nanostructures and they have attracted considerable attention due to facile strain
relaxation during ion intercalation, efficient 1D electron transport and effective electrode-electrolyte
contact because of their large surface-to-volume ratio [25,26]. Cu-MnS with PVP was prepared by
mixing MnS, Cu, and PVP solution at specific ratios, as described in the experimental section to
achieve efficient and stable materials. The cabbage-like nanostructured sample was prepared by
a hydrothermal method at 150 ◦C for 5 h (Figure 1b). The resulting Cu-MnS with 2PVP wet powder
(Figure 1c) was cleaned and filtered with DI water and ethanol and annealed further at 80 ◦C for 10 h.
The powder was then coated on nickel foam and used further for electrochemical reactions.
 
Figure 1. Illustration of the synthesis route for Cu-MnS with PVP nanocomposite.
The crystallographic structure of the product obtained by the hydrothermal method was
determined by X-ray power diffraction (XRD). Figure 2a presents the XRD patterns of the MnS-7 h,
Cu-MnS, and Cu-MnS with 2PVP nanocomposite. Figure 2a (MnS-7 h) showed broad XRD peaks at
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28.53, 34.30, 40.72, 42.61, 56.43, 58.96, 64.79, 67.01, and 72.30◦ 2θ. No other characteristic peaks from
impurities—such as Mn(OH)2, MnO, or MnO2—were detected, which reveals the high-phase purity
of the as-prepared MnS. On the other hand, the intensity of the pure MnS peaks decreased gradually
with the deposition of Cu and 2PVP in MnS and no XRD peaks were observed for Cu-MnS with 2PVP,
indicating that the Cu and PVP were dispersed well in MnS. The observed values are accordance with
the reported data (Joint Committee for Powder Diffraction studies file no. 40-1288 and 40-1289).
Figure 2. XRD (a) and FTIR (b) patterns of the MnS, Cu-MnS, and Cu-MnS with 2PVP nanocomposite.
The vibrational properties were also studied by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy,
as shown in Figure 2b. The peaks at approximately 646 and 823 cm−1 were attributed to the Mn-S
stretching vibration and the existence of a response interaction between the vibrational modes of
sulfide ions in the powder. The additional band observed at approximately 1253 cm−1 was assigned
to the sulfide source in MnS, indicating the coordination between Mn atoms in MnS. The bands at
3000–3600 cm−1 were assigned to the –OH group, indicating the existence of H2O absorbed in the
surface of nanocrystals. The broad absorption peak in the range, 1500–1650 cm−1, were assigned
to the C=O stretching modes due to the absorption of carbon dioxide [27,28]. The FTIR spectrum
of Cu-MnS and Cu-MnS with 2PVP samples displayed comparable peaks to the spectrum of pure
MnS-7 h. The peak at 1253 cm−1 was split into multiple peaks, indicating that the doped Cu and PVP
affected the structure of MnS.
XPS was conducted to evaluate the chemical states and metal oxidation states of the MnS,
Cu-MnS and Cu-MnS with 2PVP materials. Figure 3 shows the corresponding results. All the
analysis (XRD, XPS and FTIR spectroscopy) were conducted using the powder to exclude the effects of
nickel foam substrate. As shown in Figure 3a, the wide-scan XPS survey spectra of the three different
materials confirmed the presence of S2p, C1s, N1s, O1s, Mn2p, and Na1s. The Mn2p spectrum of
Cu-MnS with 2PVP nanocomposite could be fitted to two binding energies of 642.00 and 653.85 eV,
corresponding to the Mn2p3/2 and Mn2p1/2, respectively. The Mn2p for Cu-MnS with the 2PVP
nanocomposite showed two strong intensity peaks, which were higher than those of the bare MnS-7 h
and Cu-MnS, suggesting the strong formation of Mn in the composite [29]. The presence of Cu and
PVP in MnS can increase the electrochemical activity of MnS in the electrochemical process. According
to the binding energy separation of Mn2p, a ΔE of 11.85 eV was observed for the resulting materials
indicating that the dominant valence of Mn is Mn4+. Figure 3c presents the S2p spectra of the resulting
electrodes; the major peak at 168.1 eV was assigned to the S2p3/2 characteristic peak of sulfur in MnS.
Copper and PVP were not detected in the Cu-MnS and Cu-MnS with 2PVP due to the low crystallinity
and too thin layers of Cu and PVP. The new peak at approximately 163.00 eV in Figure 3c for Cu-MnS
with 2PVP can be associated with the partial oxidation of unsaturated S atoms in air. Moreover, from
XPS analysis of MnS-7 h, Cu-MnS, and Cu-MnS with 2PVP composites, the presence of Mn (17.97, 9.49,
and 2.05%), S (4.22, 9.69, and 6.24% for the MnS, Cu-MnS, and Cu-MnS with 2PVP), O, and C was
quite evident without impurities. The XPS curves showed that Mn and S were distributed uniformly
and there was a high C content, as shown in Figure 3d.
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Figure 3. The XPS survey spectrum of (a) MnS-7 h, Cu-MnS, Cu-MnS with 2PVP and high resolution
spectrums of (b) Mn2p, (c) S2p and (d) O1s of MnS-7 h, Cu-MnS and Cu-MnS with 2PVP composite.
In this study, nickel foam was used as a substrate that exhibits good electrical conductivity
and a 3D hierarchical structure with open macropores that allow prompt ion and electron transfer.
Figure 4a,c presents FE-SEM images of bare MnS and Cu-MnS grown on nickel foam, and Figure 4b,d
show their corresponding magnified images. The surface of MnS consists of distinct wrinkled
nanotubes that can be seen from their end tips (Figure 4b), which might have emerged during
the hydrothermal cooling process due to a divergence in the coefficient of thermal expansion [30].
These wrinkled nanotubes can serve as nucleation sites for the growth of Cu-MnS with PVP
nanostructures as well as allow the uniform distribution of Cu and PVP. After adding 10 wt.% of Cu into
MnS, the surface morphology did not change substantially but the length (580–600 nm) and diameter
(100 nm) of the nanotubes decreased, which revealed the agglomeration of wrinkled nanotubes.
The effect of PVP in Cu-MnS with three different concentrations on the surface morphologies of the
samples was then evaluated, as shown in Figure 5. The Cu-MnS with 1PVP nanocomposite exhibited
a combination of nanomushroom and nanoflower-like structured morphologies. The low magnification
SEM images covering more than 10 μm in length, displayed many nanoflower like structures,
which were not uniform in morphology and formed many micro/nanogaps. High resolution images
(Figure 5b) show that the flower composed of number of interlaced flakes. Figure 5a,b shows that
the cross-linked flakes agglomerate together declining the available sites for electrochemical process.
Compared with Cu-MnS with 1PVP, uniform and great surface adhesion on nickel foam was observed
for Cu-MnS with 2PVP, which is expected have a more number of accessible charge transfer channels
for redox reaction and much more effective surface due to their synergistic effect [31].
6
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Figure 4. HR-SEM images: low magnification images of (a) MnS, (c) Cu-MnS and high-magnifications
images of (b) MnS, (d) Cu-MnS.
Moreover, the 1PVP and 2PVP might have a synergistic effect and boost the electrical contact
between MnS and Cu, which provides a large surface area, and might enhance the electrochemical
performance. The proposed method is easier than the already published hydrothermal methods
using PVP with high thermal and mechanical conductivity, which would establish the high electrical
conductivity that further increases the rate performance. Interestingly, when the PVP concentration
was prolonged further to 0.3 g (Figure 5f), all leaves shrank and a few degraded, which provides
a crouched specific surface accessible to the aqueous electrolyte as well as enhanced electron transfer
resistance compared to Cu-MnS with 1PVP and 2PVP, which should have a significant diminishing
effect on the specific capacitance.
A thermogravimetric study was carried out over the temperature range of 50–800 ◦C; Figure S1
presents the corresponding curve (weight loss (%) versus temperature). The as-wrinkled nanotubes
of MnS-7 h, containing mainly metal and sulfur precursors, degraded continuously between 100 ◦C
to 800 ◦C, where a steady weight loss of 14.55% was observed, which could be due to the solvent
present in the as-wrinkled nanotubes and to the evaporation of water. The agglomeration of wrinkled
nanotubes (Cu-MnS) degrades via three main steps. The first weight loss of approximately 2% was
observed between 100 ◦C to 450 ◦C, which might be due to the evaporation of water. A second step
occurs between 450 ◦C to 580 ◦C where a steady weight loss of 20% was observed, which may be
due to the decomposition of the metal precursor. The third weight loss of 2.52% until 800 ◦C was
assigned to further decomposition of the metal precursors. Improved thermal stability was observed
with respect to the pure Cu and 2PVP content in MnS up to 550 ◦C and a continuous weight loss was
observed between 550 and 800 ◦C due to the decomposition of PVP.
7
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Figure 5. HR-SEM images: Cu-MnS with 1PVP, Cu-MnS with 2PVP and Cu-MnS with 3PVP (a,c,e) low
magnification images and (b,d,f) high-magnifications images.
Based on the above results, all the characterizations showed that the Cu-MnS with 2PVP strongly
attached to the nickel foam substrate using the brush-coated method combining a hydrothermal
reaction. The assembled Cu-MnS with 2PVP electrodes displayed cabbage plant-like nanostructures
with two dominances for the increase in electrochemical capacitor performance: the large surface
area ameliorated from the PVP composition, which could contribute sufficient electro-active species
and minimize the ion diffusion path for electrolyte ions during the electrochemical process; and high
conductivity, which could affect the kinetics of electron transport [32–34].
To explore the electrochemical capacitor behavior of the as-prepared MnS, Cu-MnS, and Cu-MnS
with PVP electrodes, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed using a three-electrode cell in 2 M KOH
aqueous solution at the scan rate of 25 mV/s with a potential range from −0.5 to 0.5 V using Ag/AgCl
and Pt wire as the reference and counter electrode. CV, GCD, and EIS measurements are one of the
ideal tools for measuring the electrochemical performance of the electrode material for supercapacitors.
As shown in Figure 6, the CV curve of the MnS electrode prepared for 7 h exhibited the largest
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surface area compared to the MnS-5 and MnS-10 h-based electrodes, indicating better electrochemical
performance. As reported in the literature, such a high specific capacitance was attributed to the
unique 1-D nanostructure of the MnS nanorods (Figure 4a) and the charge storage mechanism of
the MnS nanorods is mainly a surface process, which consists of the intercalation/de-intercalation of
alkali cations. The electrochemical properties including GCD, and EIS curves for MnS-5, MnS-7, and
MnS-10 h are shown in supporting information (Figure S2). The specific capacitance of MnS-7 h as
a function of different current density is shown in Figure S2c. The maximum specific capacitance is as
high as 154.26 F g−1 at 1 A g−1, which is higher than that of MnS-5 and MnS-10 h based electrodes.
Figure S3 shows the CV curve of the bare nickel foam at scan rate of 25 mV s−1 in same amount of
KOH electrolyte and it can be concluded that the capacitance is much smaller than that of the MnS-5,
MnS-7, and MnS-10 h based electrodes, suggesting that the current collector does not contribute to
the capacitance.
Figure 6. (a) Electrochemical performance of supercapacitors based on MnS coated on nickel foam with
varying preparation times for 5, 7, and 10 h. (b) CV curves of MnS prepared for 7 h based supercapcitors
for different scan rates in 2 M KOH solution.
Figure 7a,b also showed the influence of the different mass ratios of PVP in Cu-MnS on the
capacitor performance. Figure 7a,b present the CV traces of Cu-MnS, Cu-MnS with the 1PVP, 2PVP,
and 3PVP electrodes. All PVP-modified Cu-MnS electrodes displayed excellent pseudo-capacitor
behavior. The Cu-MnS with 2PVP showed an exceptional area and higher current density values
compared to the other electrodes, which indicates a rapid charge transfer rate and high capacitance at
a scan rate of 5 mV s−1 (Figure 7b) [35]. Figure 7c shows the CV curves of the Cu-MnS with 2PVP at
scan rates of 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, and 50 mV s−1. These curves indicate a rapid charge transfer rate with
enhanced current density. The specific capacitance (SC) decreased with increasing scan rate due to
the increase in internal resistance of the electrode, produced by the crash of ionic species, which do
not have sufficient time to pass electrolyte ions and electrons deep into the micropores/mesopores
of the nanocomposite material [36,37]. Moreover, previous results suggested that micropores and
mesopores with sizes less than ~5 nm have lower activity at high scan rate/current densities. As shown
in Figure 7c and Figure S3 (CV curves of Cu-MnS, Cu-MnS with 1PVP and 3PVP with different scan
rates), the positive and negative shifts observed at higher scan rates, which replicate the imperfect
redox reaction and the loss of a few peaks, indicate partial loss of the redox reaction [38].
Figure 8a shows the GCD measurements for the resulting electrodes tested at a current density of
1 A g−1 in a 2 M KOH solution. The SC, and energy and power densities were calculated from the
GCD curves using Equations (S3)–(S5) in supporting information. Inconsistent with the CV results,
the PVP-based electrodes showed the longest discharge time and the calculated SC of Cu-MnS, Cu-MnS
with 1PVP, 2PVPm, and 3PVP were 203.83, 251.8, 833.58, and 495.58 F g−1 at 1 A g−1. The galvanostatic
SC of the Cu-MnS with the 2PVP electrode material was performed at current densities ranging from
1 to 8 A g−1. These curves appear to be almost symmetrical over the potential range of 0.4 to −0.5 V,
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indicating that the prepared material has greater reversibility for the charge/discharge process [39].
Therefore, the synthesized Cu-MnS with 2PVP can be considered an ultimate supercapacitor electrode
material. In general, the high charge transfer rate and lower surface area of the electrode restrained ion
and electron transport at the electrochemical interfaces, which led to a significant decrease in SC [36].
The introduction of copper and PVP to MnS can enhance these factors and successfully enriched the
in-plane ion diffusion coefficient and SC. Importantly, the synergistic effect between Cu, PVP, and
MnS helped increase the contact area between the aqueous electrolyte and electrode materials, which
produced abundant electro-active sites. The highest SC of Cu-MnS with 2PVP (833.58 and 581.64 F g−1
at 1 and 2 A g−1) in the current case indicates the superior capacitive performance compared to the
previously reported studies based on MnS and their composite. The CV curves at different scan rates,
the GCD curves at different currents, and Nyquist plots of bare MnS for different deposition times
(5, 7, and 10 h), Cu-MnS, and Cu-MnS with 1 and 3PVP electrodes, are shown in the supporting
information (Figures S2 and S4–S6). Additionally, the GCD test was performed for bare nickel foam
(Figure S7) and the discharge time is very low and it can be ignored compared with Cu-MnS with
2PVP based electrodes.
EIS further revealed the precise electrical conductivity of the electrode in the frequency region
from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz under open-circuit conditions at room temperature (Figure 8c). The Nyquist
plots in Figure 6f for the Cu-MnS and Cu-MnS with the PVP-based thin film electrodes showed two
distinct regions in the plot—i.e., a distorted semicircle at the high frequency region and a straight line
in the low frequency region—which represents the charge transfer process and capacitive nature of the
electrode, respectively. Similar high frequency intercepts were observed for the Cu-MnS and Cu-MnS
with 2PVP based electrodes, indicating that they have similar ohmic resistance (the combination of
contact resistance between the active materials on the Ni foam and the current collector, the intrinsic
resistance of the active materials, and the ionic resistance of the aqueous electrolyte). The Cu-MnS with
2PVP composite electrode had a lower charge transfer resistance (Rct), which was significantly lower
than that of the Cu-MnS, 1PVP, and 3PVP-based electrodes. This suggests that the Cu and appropriate
amount of PVP in MnS can decrease the Rct, significantly. This shows that the low Faraday resistance
contributes to the enhanced SC and power of the Cu-MnS with 2PVP composite electrode in a KOH
solution [40,41].
Figure 7. Cyclic voltammetry of (a) Cu-MnS, Cu-MnS with 1PVP, Cu-MnS with 3PVP and (b) Cu-MnS
with 2PVP curves at scan rate of 25 mV s−1. (c) CV of Cu-MnS with 2PVP electrodes at various scan
rate from 5 to 50 mV s−1.
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Figure 8. (a) Galvanostatic charge–discharge profile of four different electrodes at current density of
1 A g−1 in 2 M KOH solution and (b) specific capacitance values calculated from the GCD curves
of Cu-MnS with 2PVP electrodes as a function of current densities. (c) Nyquist profile of Cu-MnS,
Cu-MnS with 1PVP, Cu-MnS with 2PVP, and Cu-MnS with 3PVP electrodes respectively.
The long-term stability of the Cu-MnS and Cu-MnS with 2PVP electrodes was also performed at
a current density of 1 A g−1 for 1000 cycles. Figure 9 shows that the specific capacitance decreased
from 203.83 to 187.11 F g−1 during stability test after 1000 cycles for Cu-MnS electrodes, implying the
deactivation of electrode in KOH. While the specific capacitance of Cu-MnS with 2PVP electrode is
for higher than that of Cu-MnS and only 3.05% decrement was observed, indicating excellent cycling
stability. As illustrated in the Figure S8, the surface morphology was well maintained and preserved
with little structural deformation after 1000 cycles. In this study, the presence of an appropriate amount
of PVP in Cu-MnS is favorable for improving the electrochemical performance of the electrode and the
existence of Cu was inclined to enhance the electrical conductivity. The Cu-MnS with 2PVP electrode
is a good reference for researchers to design and fabricate new electrode materials with enhanced
capacitive performance.
 
Figure 9. Capacitance retention as a function of the cycle numbers at current density of 1 A g−1 in 2 M
KOH solution.
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4. Conclusions
In summary, cabbage plant-like nanostructured Cu-MnS with 2PVP materials were synthesized
by a facile and low-cost hydrothermal approach. The Cu-MnS with 2PVP samples on Ni foam were
investigated as the free-standing electrode material for electrochemical supercapacitor applications and
exhibited a higher specific capacitance of 833.58 F g−1 at 1 A g−1, good rate capability and extraordinary
electrochemical cycling performance. In addition, Cu-MnS and Cu-MnS with 1 and 3 PVP produced
a specific capacitance of 203.83, 251.8, and 495.58 F g−1 at 1 A g−1. The excellent electrochemical
properties were attributed mainly to the following two factors: (1) the large surface area ameliorated
from the PVP composition, which could contribute sufficient electro active species and minimize the
ion diffusion path for electrolyte ions during the electrochemical process, electron transfer, and better
accommodation to the volume change during long-term charge–discharge process; and (2) its high
conductivity and surface area, which could affect the electron transport kinetics. These results suggest
that the electrode material is a good candidate for high energy and power density applications that are
practical for large scale use.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/11/6/1590/
s1, Figure S1. Thermogravimetric images of as-prepared MnS, Cu-MnS and Cu-MnS with 2PVP samples. Figure
S2. (a) Galvanostatic charge–discharge curves of supercapcitors using MnS material with different preparation
time. (b) GCD curves of MnS-7 h at different current densities. (c) Specific capacitance calculated from the GCD
curves of MnS-7 h as a function of current densities. (d) Nyquist curves in 2 M KOH solution at frequency range
from 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz. Figure S3. CV curve of bare nickel foam in KOH electrolyte at scan rate of 25 mV s−1.
Figure S4. Cyclic voltammetry of (a) Cu-MnS, (b) Cu-MnS with 1PVP, and (c) Cu-MnS with 3PVP with different
scan rates in 2 M KOH solution. Figure S5. (a) Galvanostatic charge–discharge curves of Cu-MnS at different
current densities in 2 M KOH solution. (b) Specific capacitance of Cu-MnS electrode calculated from the GCD
curves as a function of current densities. Figure S6. (a) Galvanostatic charge–discharge curves of Cu-MnS with
1PVP at different current densities in 2 M KOH solution. (b) Specific capacitance of Cu-MnS electrode calculated
from the GCD curves as a function of current densities. Figure S7. GCD curve of bare nickel foam in KOH
electrolyte. Figure S8. HR-SEM image of Cu-MnS with 2PVP after stability test.
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Abstract: CoO–ZnO-based composites have attracted considerable attention for the development
of energy storage devices because of their multifunctional characterization and ease of integration
with existing components. This paper reports the synthesis of CoO@ZnO (CZ) nanostructures on
Ni foam by the chemical bath deposition (CBD) method for facile and eco-friendly supercapacitor
applications. The formation of a CoO@ZnO electrode functioned with cobalt, zinc, nickel and oxygen
groups was confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
low and high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) analysis. The as-synthesized hierarchical nanocorn skeleton-like structure of a CoO@ZnO-3h
(CZ3h) electrode delivered a higher specific capacitance (Cs) of 1136 F/g at 3 A/g with outstanding
cycling performance, showing 98.3% capacitance retention over 3000 cycles in an aqueous 2 M KOH
electrolyte solution. This retention was significantly better than that of other prepared electrodes,
such as CoO, ZnO, CoO@ZnO-1h (CZ1h), and CoO@ZnO-7h (CZ7h) (274 F/g, 383 F/g, 240 F/g and
537 F/g). This outstanding performance was attributed to the excellent surface morphology of CZ3h,
which is responsible for the rapid electron/ion transfer between the electrolyte and the electrode
surface area. The enhanced features of the CZ3h electrode highlight potential applications in high
performance supercapacitors, solar cells, photocatalysis, and electrocatalysis.
Keywords: nanorod structure; nanocorn structure; hierarchical nanocorn skeleton-like structure;
energy storage devices
1. Introduction
In recent years, with the increasing energy and power demands of the modern world, the
continuous depletion of fossil energy and the continuous growth of the global economy has prompted
considerable interest in the generation of renewable, clean and efficient energy (particularly in
terms of the management, storage, and production of this precious energy) [1–4]. Among the
electrical energy storage, ultra-capacitors have fascinated researchers and received enormous industrial
attention because of their high charge–discharge current capability, high power density, very high
efficiency, stable cycling performance, environmentally friendly nature and extensive temperature
range compared to fuel cells [5]. Batteries have higher energy densities than traditional capacitors
and conventional dielectric capacitors [6,7]. Therefore, major research has been directed towards the
progression of supercapacitors with minimal sacrifice of the very high energy density and long cycling
stability [8,9].
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Supercapacitors are used widely in high power applications such as portable electronic devices,
renewable energy storage devices, and hybrid electric vehicles [10]. Currently, the research into
supercapacitors has focused mainly on the specific energy of supercapacitors and electrode materials
and their micro- or nano-morphology [11]. In addition, continuous research has been concerned
with designing long cycling performance electrode materials with stability, electrolyte and assembly
technology [12–14]. Hence, the study of electrode materials has become a field of intense research
activity [15].
Supercapacitors can be classified into two categories based on the energy storage mechanism:
capacitors made typically from metal oxides or hydroxides and electric double layer capacitors
(EDLCs) [16,17]. In EDLCs, carbon-based materials are commonly used in supercapacitor electrodes
owing to their high power density, low cost, controllable porosity, and ease of process ability [18].
On the other hand, the relatively low energy density and volumetric capacitance has limited their
efficient use for higher potential supercapacitor applications [19–21]. Some carbon-based materials,
such as activated carbon and carbon nanotubes, were employed as electrode-based materials [22].
Nevertheless, in recent years, extensive attention has been paid to the surface area of the electrode [23].
In terms of capacitance, transition materials can have better capacitive performance than carbon-based
EDLC electrodes, resulting from the interface, and they are thus categorized as supercapacitors.
Capacitive materials contain metal oxides and sulfides, particularly metal oxide materials with higher
specific capacitance, such as CoO, MnO2, Fe2O3, and Co3O4 [24]. They have been considered promising
anode materials compared to other capacitor materials and show more stable performance than
carbon materials, which can result in excellent electrochemical capacitances as they can provide
various oxidation states for capable faradic reactions [25]. Among those metal oxides, CoO is an
ideal supercapacitor electrode material that has been shown to be promising for various applications
due to its high redox reactivity, good electric conduction, low cost, high theoretic capacitance and
ecofriendliness [26]. Moreover, CoO suffers from rapid capacity decay due to large volume expansion,
limited ion transport kinetics and poor conductivity, cycling stability, and rate performances.
To overcome this problem, binary metal oxides show good electrochemical performance because
they provide multiple redox reactions and have very high electrical conductivity. After the reaction,
the two oxide interfaces formed exhibit new and interesting properties due to diffusion phenomena
and proximity, which have become important in the nanoscale range. Binary metal oxide materials
delivered excellent capacitances compared to single metal oxides because of their beneficial oxidation
states and good electrical conductivity [27]. Among these metal oxides, ZnO has been described to be a
good electrode potential material for Electrochemical capacitors (ECs) because of its simple fabrication,
ecofriendliness and higher catalytic activity, as well as its high theoretical capacitance, mechanical
stability, and high chemical stability. More surprisingly, ZnO/CoO exhibits good performance with
superior reversible capacity and cycling stability compared to ZnCo2O4 [28]. The electrode material
CoO@ZnO has been associated with the synergetic effects of the different components. Moreover,
the hierarchical corn skeleton possesses the most closely-packed geometry, which allows for good
electrical conductivity and a large surface area suitable for a high-performance faradic reaction. It is
expected that the synergistic combination of these two materials (CoO and ZoO) could pave the way
to enhanced electrochemical properties. More recently, Cai et al. described ZnO@Co3O4 core/shell
heterostructures using facile hydrothermal synthesis. In contrast, the performance of metal oxide
based materials is still lower. Nevertheless, it is a big challenge to develop metal oxides with different
nanostructures and raise the potential of flexible electrochemical capacitors [29]. It is estimated that
the similar CoO@ZnO should be an excellent electrode material.
In this study, CoO and ZnO electrodes were prepared and CoO@ZnO-1h (CZ1h), CoO@ZnO-3h
(CZ3h) and CoO@ZnO-7h (CZ7h) electrodes were fabricated on Ni foam via a simple and inexpensive
chemical bath deposition method (CBD) for supercapacitor applications. First, for optimization,
the CoO nanorods were deposited uniformly on the as-prepared ZnO corn skeleton surface, such
as CZ1h, CZ3h and CZ7h electrodes via the CBD method. The unique interconnected hierarchical
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corn skeleton nanostructure of the CZ3h material resulted in an improved active electrode/electrolyte
interface as well as a higher active material efficiency that facilitated ion and electron transfer for
electrochemical reactions. Some studies indicated that hierarchical mixed oxides, i.e., cobalt and
zinc oxide nanostructures, exhibit a large surface area as well as better electrical conductivity by
producing hydroxyl groups and oxygen vacancies for the faradic reaction [30]. Under optimized
conditions, the as-prepared CZ1h and CZ7h electrodes exhibited specific capacitance (240 F/g and
537 F/g at 3 A/g, respectively). On the other hand, the nanorod structure of the CoO electrode
and corn skeleton-like ZnO electrode exhibited good specific capacitance (274 F/g and 383 F/g at
3 A/g, respectively). The hierarchical corn skeleton of the CZ3h electrode delivered a high specific
capacitance of 1136 F/g at 3 A/g and a considerably long cycling lifetime, showing 98.3% capacitance
retention after 3000 cycles. In this study, electrochemical measurements indicated that the hierarchical
corn skeleton of CZ3h has remarkable electrochemical capacitance with good electrical conductivity
and long lifetime cycling stability. The methodologies, through well-designed combinations and
synthesized methods executed in this work, are applicable for the development of energy storage
devices with ideal supercapacitor behavior and extraordinary electrochemical performance.
2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Chemicals and Materials
All of the reagents used in this study were of analytical grade and used without further
purification. Analytical grade chemical reagents, zinc nitrate (Zn(NO3)2 (Chemical Abstracts Service
(CAS) Number 13778-30-8)), hexamethylenetetramine (CH2)6N4 (Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS)
Number 100-97-0)), cobalt acetate (C4H6CoO4 (Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) Number 71-48-7)),
urea (CH4N2O(Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) Number 57-13-6)), acetic acid (CH3CoOH (Chemical
Abstracts Service (CAS) Number 64-19-7)), and potassium hydroxide (KOH (Chemical Abstracts
Service (CAS) Number 1310-58-3)) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich chemicals.
2.2. Preparation of ZnO and CoO on Nickel Foam
In a typical synthesis, pieces of Ni foam were cleaned carefully with a 1 M HCl solution for 30 min
and dialyzed for a weak to remove acids and ions. This was followed by a rinse in acetone, absolute
ethanol, and deionized (DI) water in an ultrasonic bath for 20 min. A 50 mL precursor solution was
prepared with 0.03 M of zinc nitrate and 0.04 M of hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) with magnetic
stirring for 30 min. The resulting light pink solution was transferred to a 50 mL beaker and the cleaned
Ni foam substrates were immersed vertically into the reaction solution. Subsequently, the beaker
was kept in an oven at 100 ◦C for 20 h. The loaded nickel foam precursor was washed carefully with
absolute ethanol and DI water and kept in an oven at 100 ◦C for 1 h. Finally, the obtained product
annealing the precursor at 350 ◦C for 3 h in a furnace to improve the crystallinity. A pure CoO electrode
was also prepared using the same experimental method with the relevant chemicals without the
addition of ZnO.
2.3. Preparation of CZ Composite Nanostructure
To synthesize CZ samples, 0.05 M cobalt acetate, 0.4 M acetic acid, and 0.04 M urea were dispersed
in 50 mL of DI water with magnetic stirring for 30 min. The pink solution was transformed to a 50 mL
beaker and the as-prepared ZnO electrode of Ni foam was immersed vertically into the solution and
then kept in an electric oven at 100 ◦C for optimization of various timings, such as 1 h, 3 h and 7 h, to
obtain the active electrodes. The reaction was allowed to cool to room temperature. The coating on the
Ni foam was removed from the oven and rinsed carefully with absolute ethanol and DI water and
maintained at 100 ◦C for 6 h in an oven.
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2.4. Characterization
The products of the crystal structure and phase purity were characterized by powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD, D8 ADVANCE, Tokyo, Japan). The morphology and microstructure of the
synthesized products and elemental maps were characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, s-2400, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
Amplitude-contrast transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to obtain information on the
surface morphology and size. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) by VG scientific ESCALAB250
was used to study the elemental arrangement of the prepared materials.
2.5. Electrochemical Characterization
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out using a BioLogiSP150 electrochemical workstation
instrument at various scan rates that ranged from 2 mVs−1 to 6 mVs−1 at a potential window of 0 V to
0.4 V. The galvanostatic charge–discharge (GCD) tests were conducted using chronopotentiometry at
current densities from 3 A/g to 7 A/g at potentials ranging from 0 V to 0.4 V. The three-electrode cells
were tested in a 2 M KOH aqueous solution as the electrolyte. The CZ electrodes on nickel foam were
investigated directly as the working electrode, while a saturated Ag/AgCl electrode and a Pt wire were
used as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) measurements were taken over a frequency region between 0.100 Hz to 100 KHz at the open
circuit potential with an alternating current (AC) potential amplitude of 5 mV. The energy density
(E, W h kg−1), power density (P, W kg−1), and specific capacitance (Cs, Fg−1)) were measured from














m × V (3)
where I is the discharge current, t is the discharge time, V is the potential window and m is the mass of
the active electrode, respectively.
3. Results and Discussion
The growth procedures of CoO, ZnO, CZ1h, CZ3h and CZ7h electrodes on Ni foam are illustrated
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the synthesis process of various nanostructures of CoO and ZnO and the effect
of time on CZ composite electrodes on the Ni foam.
Characterization and Electrochemical Performance of Active Electrodes
The surface morphology, size and surface structures of the as-prepared electrodes, such as CoO
and ZnO, were examined by low and high magnification Field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FE-SEM) and Energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS), as shown in Figure 2a–h.
Figure 2. Low and high-magnification Field emission-scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
the (a–c) CoO nanorod structures and (d–f) ZnO nanocorn structures and the energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) pattern of CoO and ZnO (g,h) nanostructures on Ni foam.
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Figure 2a–c presents SEM images of the CoO electrode on Ni foam by chemical bath deposition,
indicating immature nanorods with different sizes and morphologies. Figure 2a,b shows low-resolution
images of the CoO electrode. Different sized particles and the irregular morphology of the nanorod-like
structure resulted in a smaller surface area of the electrode due to rapid nucleation. Figure 2c shows
a high-resolution image of the CoO electrode showing a clear nanorod structure, indicating poor
adhesion and a small surface area. Figure 2d–f presents low-resolution images of ZnO. The ZnO
electrode showed well preserved nanocorn morphology on the Ni foam and may expose a larger
surface area for growth of the active electrode, as shown in Figure 2d,e. The high-resolution SEM
image of the ZnO electrode revealed the unique structure of a nanocorn morphology providing
suitable diffusion channels for interactions with the electrolyte for the charge storage mechanism
on the electrode surface (Figure 2f). Moreover, Figure 2f shows a high magnification of ZnO to
illustrate the well-ordered nanocorn morphology on nickel foam. The high magnification SEM images
(Figure 2f) show that ZnO consists of well-defined interconnected corn-shaped subunits with a size
of around 200–500 nm and a thickness of around 20–30 nm. In addition, a large number of small
pores with interconnected corn-like nanocorn structures were also observed. This type of unique
interconnected nanocorn morphology provides suitable diffusion channels for the transport of the
electrolyte and ensures efficient contact between the working electrode and electrolyte. Furthermore,
EDX of CoO and ZnO (Figure 2g,h) confirmed the presence of Co, Zn, Ni, and O as the principal
elemental components with no other impurities being obtained. EDX spectra of CZ1h and CZ7h
(Figure S1a,b in the supporting information) confirmed the presence of Co, Zn, Ni and O as principal
elemental components with no other impurities being obtained.
CZ was synthesized using the CBD method for various reaction times at 1 h, 3 h, and 7 h on Ni
foam, such as CZ1h, CZ3h and CZ7h. Figure 3a–i shows low and high magnification FE-SEM images
of the as-prepared samples. Figure 3a–c presents the CZ1h synthesized electrode on Ni foam. From
Figure 3a,b, high magnification images of the active electrode revealed a nano-flake like structure
that was formed by irregular connections with a low surface area and large pore sizes. In particular,
Figure 3c indicates large pore sizes and less adhesion, making it difficult for ions or electrons to be
transported within the electrode. Figure 3d–f presents the CZ3h synthesized electrode, indicating
a well interconnected structure with a high surface area converted from the CZ1h electrode by the
increased time. The nanostructure of CZ3h was comprised of CoO nanorods covered uniformly with
the ZnO nanocorn surface area (Figure 3d,e). The high magnification SEM images of CZ3h confirmed
that the synthesized composite has a non-uniform size which may be a result of the combination of
particles with a corn skeleton-shape and the growth of unequal crystalline grains for the period of
synthesis. Moreover, the CZ3h hierarachical nanocorn skeleton-like composites were closely connected
to each other, which increased the number of electroactive sites for electrochemical reactions and
formed a large surface area that can supply fast paths for the insertion and extraction of electrolyte
ions, which is beneficial to the faraday reaction between the active material and electrolyte ions.
Figure 3g–i shows the effects of increasing the time on the CZ7h electrode. As the annealing time
was extended from 3 h to 7 h, the similar mesoporous structure of CZ7h was converted completely to
disturbed nanoparticles with a weakened structure and large pores, indicating interrupted adjacent
pores and a reduced surface area of the active electrode, as shown in Figure 3g,h. Figure 3i shows that
the nanostructure is dispersed unevenly with voids among the particles on the surface of the active
electrode. The corresponding chemical reactions occurred during the hydrothermal synthesis and are
expressed using the following formulas:
CO(NH2)2 + H2O → 2NH3 + CO2 (4)
H2O + NH3 → OH− + NH4+ (5)
ZnF+ + OH− → Zn(OH)F (6)
CO2 + H2O → CO32− + 2H+ (7)
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CoF+ + xOH− + 0.5(2 − x)CO32− + nH2O → Co(OH)x(CO3)0.5(2 − x) · nH2O + F− (8)
Zn(OH)F → ZnO + HF↑ (9)
Co(OH)x(CO3)0.5(2 − x) · nH2O + O2 → Co3O4 + CO2↑ + H2O↑ (10)
The morphological features and structural information of the as-obtained samples of CoO,
ZnO, and CZ1h, CZ3h and CZ7h were studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM and
High resolution-TEM), as shown in Figure S2a–f in the Supporting Information. Figure S2a–c in
the Supporting Information shows a TEM image of the CoO electrode, which exhibits small sized
nanorods and nanoparticle-like morphology. As shown in Figure S2a,b in the Supporting Information,
irregular CoO nanoparticles were formed, resulting in a low surface area. Figure S2c in the Supporting
Information shows thin CoO nanorods. Figure S2d–f in the Supporting Information presents low
and high magnification TEM images of the ZnO nanocorn, showing good crystallinity with the
observations from the SEM images. The low magnification TEM images of ZnO clearly showed the
nanocorn nature by the nanosheet-like morphology with curling folded edges and obvious features,
as shown in Figure S2d,e in the Supporting Information. Moreover, the obvious contrast shows
(Figure S2f in the Supporting Information) black part and white part ligaments and indicates the
mesoporous characteristics of the ZnO nanocorn-like structure. This is well consistent with the TEM
observations, which were highly consistent with the SEM analysis.
Figure 3. (a–c) SEM and FE-SEM images of CZ1h, (d–f) SEM and FE-SEM images of CZ3h and SEM
and (g–i) FE-SEM images of CZ7h nanostructures.
Figure 4a presents low magnification images of the active electrode nanosheet-like structures.
The CoO nanorods were evidently coated with ZnO corn straw nanostructures and formed a clear
image, as shown in Figure 4b,c, indicating that this structure may shorten the ion diffusion length
markedly for electrochemical reaction. On the other hand, EDS was performed on the CZ3h sample,
as shown in Figure 4d, with active electrodes composed of Co, Zn, Ni, and O elements with no other
impurities being obtained. Figure 4e,f presents different magnification images of the CZ1h electrode.
The middle of the small thin layer sheet can be seen in Figure 4e, whereas the presence of CoO
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nanoparticles on the edge of the ZnO nanosheet was observed clearly in Figure 4f. Figure 4g,h shows
the TEM images of CZ7h at two different magnifications. Figure 4g shows a thin nanosheet, supporting
the corresponding SEM images, which is also seen clearly in Figure 3h. Scanning transmission electron
microscopy-energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) mapping has been used to investigate
the elemental distribution in the CZ composite. Figure 4i,j shows the STEM image of the CZ3h
hierarchical corn skeleton composite and its colored elemental mapping of Co and Zn, respectively.
This result clearly proved the homogeneous distribution of Co and Zn in the CZ3h corn skeleton-like
composite. Therefore, this hierarchical nanocorn skeleton-like (CZ3h) structure is beneficial for efficient
and fast ion and electron transport to the surface of the active materials, which enhances the effective
utilization of the active material.
The crystalline phase purity and composition of the as-prepared samples (CoO, ZnO, and CZ1h,
CZ3h, and CZ7h) were examined by XRD as shown in Figure 5. In the XRD pattern of CoO, the XRD
peaks at 21.8◦, 36.84◦, 37.8◦, 43.3◦, 44.81◦, 49.7◦, 63.29◦, 75.2◦ and 78.40◦ 2θ were attributed to the
(101), (003), (311), (400), (113), (400), (200), (622), and (311) planes, respectively. In CoO, all the XRD
peaks were indexed using (Joint committee on powder diffraction standards (JCPDS) No. 48-1719) and
related to the cubic phase. On the other hand, in the ZnO sample, the XRD peaks at 47.72◦, 44.8◦, 56.95◦,
64.4◦, and 68.2◦ 2θ were assigned to the (102), (400), (422), (220), and (112) planes of a well-crystallized
hexagonal structure ZnO (JCPDS No. 36-1451). In the remaining samples of CZ1h, CZ3h, and CZ7h,
the XRD peaks at 36.26◦, 45◦, 63.29◦, 76.20◦ and 78.40◦ 2θ were assigned to the (311), (400), (511),
(622), and (622) planes of a cubic spinal structure (JCPDS No. 23-1390), respectively. Moreover, the
XRD pattern in Figure 5 confirmed the successful preparation of CoO and ZnO on Ni foam. No other
peaks for impurities were observed, which confirms that the cobalt oxide precursor and zinc oxide
precursor had been transformed completely to the CZ composite after chemical bath deposition at
300 ◦C. In addition to these peaks, one strong peak in all samples at 51.9◦ 2θ was assigned to Ni foam.
The specific surface area and pore size distribution are important factors for electroactive materials in
supercapacitors. In order to evaluate the surface area properties of the as-synthesized CoO, ZnO, CZ1h,
CZ3h and CZ7h electrodes, N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms of “Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
analysis” are shown in Figure 5b,c. Uniform distribution of CZ3h ensures a higher electrochemically
active surface area and hence enhances the electrical conductivity. After analysis, CoO, ZnO, CZ1h
and CZ7h were found to have minimal surface area and subsequently lower specific capacitance than
CZ3h. The BET surface area and mean pore diameter of CoO, ZnO, CZ1h and CZ7h were found to
be 22.6 m2 g−1, 32.5 m2 g−1, 27.3 m2 g−1, 43.6 m2 g−1 with an average pore size mostly below 10 nm,
whereas CZ3h showed approximately 86.7 m2 g−1 with an average pore size mostly below 20 nm.
In addition, CZ3h showed enhanced pore size distribution and the pores were in the macroporous
range. This mesoporous structure of the CZ3h electrode could enhance the specific surface area and
the reaction sites at the interface of the electrolyte and electrode significantly.
XPS was also carried out to characterize the surface chemical composition and oxidation states of
the chemical bonding of Co, Zn, Ni, and O on the surface of CoO, ZnO, and CZ1h, CZ3h, and CZ7h,
and the results are presented in Figure 6. Figure 6b shows strong peaks for Zn 2p, Co 2p, Ni 2p and
O 1s in the CZ3h survey spectrum. The high resolution Zn 2p spectrum shows the characteristic Zn
2p3/2 and Zn 2p1/2 peaks at 1022 eV and 1045 eV, respectively, confirming the presence of divalent
Zn, as shown in Figure 6c. The strong peaks for Co 2p were typically deconvoluted into two peaks
at 781.5 eV and 796.5 for Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2, respectively, and two weak shake-up satellite peaks
at 786.2 eV and 802.6 eV, as shown in Figure 6d [31,32]. The energy gap between the main peaks
was approximately 15 eV, suggesting the presence of Co2+ and Co3+. An energy gap between the
main peaks and satellite peaks of around 6 eV would indicate divalent Co. Figure 6e shows the
strong resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of Ni 2p, which is typically separated into
two strong peaks at 857.0 eV and 875.0 eV for Ni 2p3/2 and Ni 2p1/2, respectively, and its satellite
peaks appear at 861.7 eV and 880.0 eV [33]. In addition, Figure 6f shows the O 1s spectrum with two
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deconvoluted peaks at 531.0 eV and 529.8 eV, suggesting hydroxide ions and metal oxygen bonds in
the sample [34–36].
Figure 4. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and High resolution (HR-TEM) images for CZ3h,
CZ1h and CZ7h composites. (a–c) presents low and high magnification TEM images of the CZ3h
composite electrode and (d) Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) spectrum, (e,f) CZ1h composite
electrode, (g,h) CZ7h composite electrode and (i,j) elemental mapping images of Co and Zn.
Figure 5. X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD) of all the samples. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
surface area measured from nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms of (b) CoO and ZnO (c) CZ1h,
CZ3h and CZ7h on Ni foam.
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Figure 6. Shows the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of (a) all samples and XPS spectra of CZ3h
of (b) survey spectrum, (c) Zn 2p, (d) Co2p, (e) Ni 2p and (f) O 1s.
To examine the electrochemical behavior and supercapacitor properties of the as-prepared CoO,
ZnO, and composites, the CZ1h, CZ3h, and CZ7h synthesized electrodes were first investigated in
a three-electrode system (Figure 7). Figure 7a compares the CV curves of all the CoO, ZnO, CZ1h,
CZ3h, and CZ7h electrodes in a 2 M KOH solution at 50 mV s−1 within a voltage window of 0 V
to 0.4 V. The electrochemical performance of the CZ3h electrode was significantly higher than the
remaining electrodes (CoO, ZnO, CZ1h, and CZ7h). The nanostructure of the CZ3h composite material
shows great adhesion on the nickel foam substrate and a large surface area which produces more
active sites for faradaic redox reactions and electron transport pathways, resulting in greatly enhanced
electrochemical performance. Figure 7b shows the galvanostatic charge–discharge curves of all
electrodes over 0 V to 0.4 V at 3 A/g. The prepared electrodes underwent the faradic redox reversible
reactions. Remarkably, the CZ3h electrode exhibited a high specific capacitance, which is much larger
than those for the CoO, ZnO, CZ1h, and CZ7h electrodes. The hierarchical corn skeleton structure of the
CZ3h nanocomposite that was synthesized via a facile chemical bath deposition offers many remarkable
advantages, such as efficient electrical contact between the nickel foam substrate and the electroactive
materials and simplified electrode preparation, which act to improve capability and capacitance.
Figure 7c shows the specific capacitance of the as-prepared samples calculated from the GCD curves at
different current densities. For comparison, the specific capacitance of the CZ3h electrode exhibited
1136 F/g at 3 A/g, which is higher than the other electrodes. The strong synergistic effect of the CZ3h
composite may contribute to the remarkable superior electrical performance compared with other
electrodes such as CoO, ZnO, CZ1h and CZ7h. Figure 7d shows the CV profile of the individual CZ1h
electrode. The shape of the CV curve remained the same even at a low scan rate of 2 mV s−1 up to
a high scan rate of 100 mV s−1 and the GCD curves also maintained the same shape from current
densities of 3 A/g to 7 A/g and exhibited a specific capacitance values of 240 F/g, 228 F/g, 214 F/g,
197 F/g and 190 F/g as shown in Figure 7e. The CV curves of the CZ3h composite electrode were
investigated from 2–100 mV s−1 (Figure 7f). The CZ3h electrode showed a nanocorn morphology
with an interconnected surface area, which is favorable for easy transportation in the electrochemical
reaction. On the other hand, the GCD curves of the CZ3h electrode at various current densities
(3 A/g to 7 A/g) exhibited a specific capacitance value of 1137 F/g, 1085 F/g, 892 F/g, 770 F/g and
675 F/g and are shown in Figure 7g. Construction of corn-skeleton structures with the combination of
two different materials were shown to be a promising strategy to boost the greater electrochemical
performance of metal oxides. Figure 7h shows the CV curves of the CZ7h electrode at various scan
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rates. The current density increased with increasing scan rate, and all curves showed a unique shape.
The GCD curves also maintained the same shape from current density values of 3 A/g to 7 A/g and
exhibited specific capacitance values of 537 F/g, 512 F/g, 502 F/g, 492 F/g and 475 F/g, as shown in
Figure 7i.
Figure S3a in the Supporting Information presents the CV profile of the CoO electrode, indicating
the clear shape of the CV curve from 2–100 mV s−1 and GCD curves also maintained the same
shape from current densities of 3 A/g to 7 A/g and exhibited specific capacitance values of 274 F/g,
255 F/g, 240 F/g, 217 F/g and 203 F/g (Figure S3b, Supporting Information), respectively. Figure
S3c in the Supporting Information shows the CV curves of the ZnO electrode recorded at scan rates
of 2–100 mV s−1 within the potential range from 0 to 0.4 V. The shape of the CV curve was the
same even at a high scan rate of 100 mV s−1. Figure S3d in the Supporting Information shows the
charge–discharge curves at current densities (3 A/g to 7 A/g) and exhibited specific capacitance values
of 383 F/g, 359 F/g, 312 F/g, 281 F/g and 273 F/g, respectively.
Ion diffusion and electron transfer in the electrode materials were examined. Figure 8a presents
the Nyquist plot of all the electrodes over the frequency range of 0.100 Hz to 100 KHz. Figure 8a shows
that the CZ3h electrode had a small semicircle in the high frequency range and a more vertical line in
the low frequency range than the CoO, ZnO, CZ1h, and CZ7h electrodes, suggesting higher charge
transfer between the active electrodes and the electrolyte. These very small circles are associated with
rapid ion diffusion in the CZ3h electrode. These results show that combinations of the KOH aqueous
electrolyte and the intrinsic resistance of the active electrode resulted in remarkable electrochemical
performance of the CZ3h electrode.
Figure 7. (a) Comparative cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of the CoO, ZnO, CZ1h, CZ3h and CZ7h
electrodes at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. (b) Comparative galvanostatic charge–discharge (GCD) curves of
the CoO, ZnO, CZ1h, CZ3h and CZ7h electrodes at a current density of 3 A/g, (c) Specific capacitance
vs. current density curve of the as-prepared electrodes, (d,e) CV curves and GCD curves of the CZ1h
electrodes at various scan rates and current densities. (f,g) CV curves and GCD curves of the CZ3h
electrodes at various scan rates and current densities. (h,i) CV curves and GCD curves of the CZ7h
electrodes at various scan rates and current densities.
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Figure 8. (a) Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) plots of the CoO, ZnO, CZ1h, CZ3h and CZ7h
electrodes and (b–d) cycling stability performance of the CZ3h, CZ1h and CZ7h electrodes at 4 A/g for
3000 cycles.
A long-term cycle test was performed to examine the stability, which is an indispensable factor
when determining the practical applicability of the CZ3h, CZ1h and CZ7h electrodes, as shown in
Figure 8b–d. The cycling stability of the CZ3h, CZ1h and CZ7h electrodes were measured up to
3000 cycles by recording the GCD at a current density of 4 A/g in a three-electrode system. Figure 8b–d
shows that the CZ3h electrode exhibits excellent capacitance that still retained 98.3% of the initial
value after 3000 cycles, which was remarkably higher than those of CZ1h (83% initial value after
3000 cycles) and CZ7h (90.6% of the initial capacitance after 3000 cycles). This was attributed to
the gradual penetration of the electrolyte into the interior of the electrode materials during cycling
and the high structural stability of the electrode. Efficient electrical contact between the nickel foam
substrate and the electroactive materials simplified electrode preparation, resulting in easy diffusion of
the electrolyte and short ion diffusion pathways, thus leading to improved cycling stability and rate
capability. To the best of our knowledge, these obtained output values for the CZ3h nanocomposite
are the one of the greatest values and have good potential for supercapacitor applications compared to
our previous reports and other composite materials (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Comparison of various zinc- or cobalt oxide-based electrode materials and their electrochemical









Co3O4/ZnO 6 M KOH 415 F/g 93.2% (1000) 2016 (ref. [37])
ZnCo2O4 6 M KOH 542.5 F/g 95.5% (2000) 2017 (ref. [38])
ZnCo2O4 2 M KOH 776.2 F/g 84.3% (1500) 2017 (ref. [39])
Co3O4 nanotube 6 M KOH 574 F/g 95% (1000) 2010 (ref. [40])
CNO–ZnO//ZnO 3 M KOH 125 F/g 92% (2000) 2017 (ref. [41])
ZnO nanoflakes 2 M KOH 260 F/g 73.33% (1000) 2018 (ref. [42])
Co3O4 nanorods 6 M KOH 456 F/g 65% (500) 2009 (ref. [43])
ZnCo2O4 2 M KOH 647.1 F/g 91.5% (2000) 2015 (ref. [44])
C@NiCo2O4 6 M KOH 404 F/g 87.1% (1000) 2018 (ref. [45])
Co3O4/Graphene 6 M KOH 328 F/g 97.9% (2000) 2017 (ref. [46])
CZ3h 2 M KOH 1136 F/g 98.3% (3000) This work
4. Conclusions
CoO, ZnO, CZ1h, CZ3h and CZ7h nanostructures were synthesized on Ni foam by an inexpensive
and ecofriendly CBD method. Ni foam provides a higher surface area, excellent electrical conductivity,
very high porosity, and sufficient functional groups to the material to enhance the electrochemical
performance. Various electrochemical techniques were carried out to characterize the nanostructure,
morphology, and structural properties of the working electrodes. The hierarchical interconnected corn
skeleton of the CZ3h electrode allowed the electrolyte to penetrate directly, indicating a reduction in
the ionic transfer resistance and thereby improving the working material surface area efficiency and
electron transport. In a three-electrode system, the CZ3h active electrode exhibited a good specific
capacitance (1136 F/g at a current density of 3 A/g). In contrast, the remaining electrodes (CoO, ZnO,
CZ1h, and CZ7h) exhibited 274 F/g, 383 F/g, 240 F/g and 537 F/g at a current density of 3 A/g
in the three-electrode system. Considering the encouraging electrochemical properties of the active
electrodes device, it is strongly believed that hierarchical corn skeleton nanostructures will form part
of new strategies for next generation energy storage devices.
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Abstract: Hierarchical NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanoflowers were fabricated on highly conductive
flexible nickel foam (NF) substrates using a facile hydrothermal method to achieve rapid
charge-discharge ability, high energy density, long cycling lifespan, and higher flexibility for
high-performance supercapacitor electrode materials. The synthesized composite electrode material,
NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 with a nanoball-like NF/NiMoO4 structure on a NiMoO4 surface over a
NF substrate, formed a three-dimensional interconnected porous network for high-performance
electrodes. The novel NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanoflowers not only enhanced the large surface area
and increased the electrochemical activity, but also provided an enhanced rapid ion diffusion path and
reduced the charge transfer resistance of the entire electrode effectively. The NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
composite exhibited significantly improved supercapacitor performance in terms of a sustained
cycling life, high specific capacitance, rapid charge-discharge capability, high energy density, and
good rate capability. Electrochemical analysis of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanoflowers fabricated
on the NF substrate revealed ultra-high electrochemical performance with a high specific capacitance
of 2121 F g−1 at 12 mA g−1 in a 3 M KOH electrolyte and 98.7% capacitance retention after 3000 cycles
at 14 mA g−1. This performance was superior to the NF/NiMoO4 nanoball electrode (1672 F g−1 at
12 mA g−1 and capacitance retention 93.4% cycles). Most importantly, the SC (NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4)
device displayed a maximum energy density of 47.13 W h kg−1, which was significantly higher than
that of NF/NiMoO4 (37.1 W h kg−1). Overall, the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite is a suitable
material for supercapacitor applications.
Keywords: supercapacitor; hierarchical nanostructures; NiMoO4/NiMoO4; NiMoO4; flexible
supercapacitor electrode; excellent cycling stability
1. Introduction
In recent years, novel energy sources have become a major challenge for global sustainable
development in the 21st century due to the exhaustion of fossil fuels and environmental pollution [1–4].
The concerns regarding global warming caused by the use of non-renewable fossil fuels have increased
considerably [5]. Over the past decade, serious efforts have been made to exploit renewable energy,
such as biofuels, wind power, and tidal sources, with the intention of partially replacing fossil fuels [6–8].
In this regard, considering the various energy storage devices available, the most promising and fast
emerging storage device is the supercapacitor (SC) owing to its high energy and power density, rapid
charge-discharge capability, high flexibility, and sustained cycle life [9,10]. SCs can provide a clean and
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efficient emerging storage technology to help solve the global and environmental energy crises [11].
Generally, energy storage in SCs takes place via two methods: electrochemical double layer capacitors
(EDLCs) and pseudocapacitors (PCs or redox capacitors) [12,13]. In EDLCs, the capacitance is due to
ion adsorption and desorption at the surface of the carbon electrode and redox electrolyte, whereas in
PCs, the energy is stored in reversible faradaic redox reactions taking place at the electrolyte-electrode
interface [14]. PCs generally have a very high energy density and specific capacitance compared to
EDLCs, owing to their excellent conductivity and electrochemical properties [15,16].
Of the different types of redox-active materials, ternary transition metal oxides (TMOs) are
used widely as PC electrode materials because of their various oxidation states for faradaic redox
reactions and high theoretical capacitance. Currently, ternary transition metal oxides, such as
NiCo2O4, CoMoO4, MnMoO4, ZnCo2O4, MnCo2O4, CuCo2O4, and NiMoO4, have been studied
extensively as new types of energy storage materials owing to their excellent electrochemical
performance and better conductivity [17–23]. Recently, few studies have examined the design of
multicomponent nanostructured materials for SC applications that show excellent energy storage
behavior. Lou et al. prepared NiCo2O4 structures exhibiting a nanorod and nanosheet morphology
using a facile solution method, which delivered a specific capacitance (Cs) of 905 and 887.7 F g−1 at
2 A g−1 [24]. Manickam et al. used a solution combustion synthesis approach to develop α-NiMoO4
nanoparticles, exhibiting a high Cs of 1517 F g−1 at 1.2 A g−1 [25]. Furthermore, Zhang et al. reported
a nanowire array of NiCo2O4 using a simple hydrothermal technique for SC applications, showing
a super high Cs of 1283 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 [26]. On the other hand, combining two types of TMOs to
form a unique nanostructure is an efficient way to improve the EC performance further. For example,
Mai et al. synthesized MnMoO4-CoMoO4 nanowire structures using simple refluxing technology and
achieved a high Cs of 181 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 [27]. Wang et al. used a solution method to synthesize
NiCo2O4@MnMoO4 nanocolumn arrays over a Ni foam substrate, exhibiting a high Cs of 1705.3 F g−1
at 5 mA cm−2 [28]. Recently, Cheng et al. reported hierarchical core/shell NiCo2O4@NiCo2O4
nanocactus arrays for SCs applications, showing a very high Cs of 1264 F g−1 at 2 A g−1 [29].
Among the various TMOs available, nickel molybdate (NiMoO4) has attracted enormous attention
owing to its outstanding electrochemical conductivity, high theoretical capacity, cost-effectivity, rapid
redox activity, low cost, earth abundance, and non-toxicity [30–35]. Until now, very few studies have
evaluated NiMoO4/NiMoO4 as an electrode material for SC applications. The main challenge for
potential real-time applications of SCs is to achieve high energy density, higher specific capacitance,
sustained cycle life, rate capability, high flexibility, and fast charge-discharge capability [36]. Therefore,
the development of a simple technique to fabricate nanostructured NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite
electrode materials with unique morphologies and high energy storage performance will be of
great significance.
Based on the above ideas, an aligned compact of a NF/NiMoO4 electrode and a NF/NiMoO4/
NiMoO4 composite on a nickel foam substrate were synthesized using a simple hydrothermal
approach to produce highly efficient electrode materials. The use of nickel foam as a current
collector increases the connection between NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanostructures with the collectors.
In addition, nickel foam (NF) also improves the conductivity, flexibility, and electron/ion transportation.
This hierarchical NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite allowed the migration of electrolyte ions
into the inner regions of the electrode, which could reduce the resistance of the electrolyte.
The electrochemical behaviors of the hierarchical structured NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite
electrode were investigated in a three-electrode system using a 3 M KOH aqueous electrolyte by
cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD), and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS). The NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite, as the active electrode material, exhibited
a high specific capacitance of 2121 F g−1 at a current density of 12 mA g−1, and excellent cycling
stability (98.7% capacitance retention after 3000 cycles). The high performance observed was attributed
to the synergism between NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
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the outstanding performance of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite was superior to that of the
NF/NiMoO4 electrode material, making it a promising candidate as a SCs material.
2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Chemicals and Materials
Sodium molybdate dihydrate [Na2MoO4.2H2O], nickel nitrate hexahydrate [Ni(NO3)2.6H2O],
thiourea [CH4N2S], ammonium fluoride [NH4F], potassium hydroxide [KOH], and Ni foam were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co., South Korea. Deionized (DI) water was used throughout the study.
All chemicals used for the synthesis of the NF/NiMoO4 nanoball structures and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
nanoflower-like structures were of analytical grade and used as received.
2.2. Preparation of the NF/NiMoO4 Nanoball Electrode on a Ni Foam Substrate
The composite NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanoflower electrode material was grown on Ni foam
using a facile hydrothermal reaction. Before the synthesis process, the Ni foam (1.5 × 2 cm2) was treated
with 3 M HCl for 40 min and were then cleaned with deionized (DI) water and ethanol for 30 min each.
The host precursor materials, such as 0.03 mol of [Ni(NO3)2.6H2O] and 0.06 mol of [Na2MoO4.2H2O],
were dissolved in 100 mL of distilled water and were stirred for 1 h. Subsequently, 0.4 mol thiourea
[CH4N2S] and 0.04 mol ammonium fluoride [NH4F] were added to the above mixture whilst stirring.
The mixture was continuously stirred for 1 h until complete dissolution. The above solution and a
piece of Ni foam were transferred to a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave. The hydrothermal reaction
system was conducted at 140 ◦C for 12 h. After cooling to room temperature, the NF/NiMoO4-loaded
Ni foam electrode was cleaned with DI water and ethanol, and dried overnight in a vacuum oven
at 100 ◦C. The collected NF/NiMoO4 foams were then annealed at 200 ◦C for 5 h to obtain the final
composite material.
2.3. Preparation of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 Nanoflower Composite Electrode on a Ni Foam Substrate
A secondary hydrothermal reaction was adopted; NF/NiMoO4 was used as the scaffold on
the nickel foam for further growth of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 structure using a similar process.
Typically, 0.03 mol of [Ni(NO3)2.6H2O] and 0.06 mol of [Na2MoO4.2H2O] were dissolved in 100 mL of
DI water with magnetic stirring for 20 min. The above solution was then transferred to a Teflon-lined
stainless steel autoclave and the NF/NiMoO4-deposited nickel foams were placed into the reaction
mixture and maintained at 120 ◦C for 8 h. The autoclave was cooled naturally to room temperature and
the as-obtained NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite material was washed with DI water and ethanol,
and finally dried overnight at 80 ◦C. Finally, the samples were annealed in air at 250 ◦C for 5 h.
The mass loading of the NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanostructures were around 7.0 and
10 mg cm−2, respectively.
2.4. Characterizations of Nanoballs and Nanoflowers
All samples were examined by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, S-4800,
Hitachi) at the Busan KBSI, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, Jem 2011,
Jeol corp. Tokyo, Japan), high resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker D8 Advance, Tokyo, Japan)
using Cu Kα operated at 40 kV and 30 mA, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, VG scientific
ESCALAB 250 system, Hitachi manufacturer, Tokyo, Japan).
2.5. Electrochemical Measurements
Electrochemical characterization of the as-prepared (NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4)
electrodes, such as CV, GCD measurements, and EIS, was carried out in a three-electrode configuration
using a Biologic-SP150 workstation. A three-electrode glass cell setup was used in the experiment.
The prepared samples, platinum wire, and saturated Ag/AgCl were used as the working, counter, and
33
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reference electrodes, respectively, with a 3.0 M KOH aqueous solution as the supporting electrolyte.
A charge-discharge study was carried out galvanostatically at 12–18 mA g−1 from 0 to 0.4 V vs.
Ag/AgCl and CV was recorded in the potential window of −0.2 to 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl by varying
the scan rate from 1 to 30 mV s−1. The specific capacitance, energy density and power density
















where I (A) represents current density; the potential range is depicted as ΔV. m (g) denotes the active
material mass and discharge time is depicted as Δt (s) [38].
3. Results and Discussion
Preparation, Morphology, and Characterization of NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
The surface morphologies of the synthesized NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 were
examined by FESEM. Figure 1a–f presents the FESEM images (lower and higher magnifications)
of NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 synthesized on a nickel foam substrate using a facile
hydrothermal method. Figure 1a–c shows SEM images of NF/NiMoO4, revealing the formation
of ball-like structures with rough NiMoO4 nanostructures on the NF surface. The image revealed
a large number of voids among the balls that were not distributed uniformly over the NiMoO4
nanostructure on NF (Figure 1b), which is not a beneficial surface for electrochemical reactions
(Figure 1c). In contrast, the FE-SEM image of NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanoflowers showed a
three-dimensional interconnected, porous, and roughened surface structure without major voids,
where ultrathin nanoballs of NF/NiMoO4 were grown and were distributed uniformly over the surface
of the NiMoO4 nanostructure (Figure 1d,f). The three-dimensional nanostructures interconnected with
each other to form a highly porous structure that was expected to enhance the surface area, increase
the electrochemical conductivity of the working materials and facilitate rapid transportation between
the active substance and electrolyte ion in supercapacitor electrodes.
 
Figure 1. Morphological characterization of Nickel foam NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4.
FE-SEM images of the prepared (a–c) NF/NiMoO4 and (d–f) of NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 and their
corresponding high magnification images.
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Figure 2a,b shows different magnification HR-TEM and TEM images of NF/NiMoO4, displaying
similar structures, which are in good agreement with FE-SEM analysis. Figure 1b presents a TEM
image with dark strips with a crumpled silk-like structure. The crystalline lattice fringe had a spacing
of 0.31 nm and was assigned to the (220) plane of NiMoO4. EDX analysis of NF/NiMoO4 (Figure 2c)
revealed the presence of Ni, Mo, and O elements without impurities. The atomic percentage of
elements of Mo, Ni, O and C are obtained to be 13.34%, 44.30%, 37.51% and 4.82%, respectively.
On the other hand, TEM images of the NF/NiMoO4 nanoballs in the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrode
revealed a lattice fringe spacing of 0.352 nm, which was assigned to the (111) plane of NiMoO4,
as shown in Figure 2d,e. The NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanoflowers were comprised mainly of Ni,
Mo, and O (Figure 2f) arising from the nickel foam, which confirmed the successful fabrication of
NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4. The atomic percentage of elements of Mo, Ni, O and C were obtained as
29.44%, 34.27%, 37.48% and 3.78%, respectively.
 
Figure 2. (a,b) HR-TEM and TEM images and (c) EDX pattern of NF/NiMoO4 on nickel foam.
(d,e) TEM images and (f) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) pattern of NF/NiMoO4/
NiMoO4 nanostructure on nickel foam.
The phase purity and crystal nature of the NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrodes
were analyzed further by XRD. Both samples exhibited XRD peaks at 2θ angle of 14.3◦, 25.3◦, 28.8◦,
32.6◦ and 43.9◦ 2θ (Figure 3), which were assigned to (1 1 0), (1 1 2), (2 2 0), (0 2 2), and (3 3 0) diffraction
planes of the monoclinic phase of NiMoO4 (JCPDS NO. 33-0948) [39]. Some other XRD peaks from the
nickel foam substrate were observed. Overall, the XRD data concurred with the TEM observations.
 
Figure 3. XRD pattern of the fabricated NF/NiMoO4 electrode and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite
electrode grown on NF.
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The chemical compositions and oxidation states of the elements of NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 were
analyzed further by XPS analysis and the results are shown in Figure 4. The survey spectrum of
NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 revealed the presence of Mo 3d, Ni 2p, and O 1s. The XPS spectra of Mo 3d
(Figure 4b) showed two major peaks centered at binding energies of 232 and 235 eV with a spin energy
separation of 3 eV, corresponding to Mo 3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2, respectively [40]. De-convolution of the
Ni 2p spectrum (Figure 4b) revealed two prominent Ni 2P3/2 and Ni 2P1/2 spin-orbit peaks at 855.3
and 872.6 eV respectively; each were fitted with spin-orbit doublet characteristic of the Ni3+ and Ni2+
binding states [41]. Figure 4c presents the de-convolution of the O 1s spectra showing the oxygen
contributions at 530.9 eV and 532 eV, which were assigned to s O1 and O2 associated with typical metal
oxygen bonds [42,43].
 
Figure 4. XPS survey spectrum (a), Mo 3d (b), Ni 2p (c) and O 1s (d) of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
composite material.
The electrochemical performance of the as-obtained samples of NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/
NiMoO4 were examined by CV and GCD in a three-electrode cell configuration with a 3 M
KOH aqueous electrolyte. Figure 5a presents the typical CV curves of the NF/NiMoO4 and
NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrodes at a scan rate of 5 mV s−1 in the potential window of −0.2 to
0.5 V (vs. saturated calomel electrode (SCE)). Figure 5b,c presents the typical CV curves of the
NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4 material on nickel foam substrates at various scan rates
from 1 to 30 mV s−1 over the potential range of −0.2 to 0.5 V. All CV curves revealed a well-defined
pair of redox peaks, which could be attributed to a Faradic redox reaction. The CV integrated
area, oxidation, and reduction currents of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrode were much higher
than those of the NF/NiMoO4 electrode, highlighting the significant energy storage performance
of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4. Moreover, as the scan rate was increased from 1 to 30 mV s−1
for NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4, the cathodic and anodic peak positions shifted to a lower and higher
potential, showing superior electrochemical performance and higher specific capacitance than the
individual components.
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Figure 5. (a) Comparison of the CV curves of the NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 at the
same scan rate (5 mV s−1). (b,c) CV curves of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrode and NF/NiMoO4
electrode at various scan rates. (d) GCD curves of the NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
electrodes at a current density of 12 mA g−1. (e,f) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of the
NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4 electrodes at different current densities.
GCD was conducted to examine the high charge-storage behavior of NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
electrode compared to other electrode of NF/NiMoO4. Figure 5d compares typical GCD plots of the
NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 samples at 12 mA g−1 in the potential window of 0 to 0.4 V;
significant differences were observed between the electrode materials. The NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
composite displayed a larger peak area than NF/NiMoO4 electrode, highlighting its superior
performance, which is in agreement with the CV result. Figure 5e,f presents GCD plots of
NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4 at different current densities from 12 to 18 mA g−1 in
the potential window from 0 to 0.4 V. The GCD results were in good agreement with the CV data.
The gravimetric specific capacitance of the NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrode
materials were determined from the discharge curves in a three-electrode configuration using
Equation (1), as shown in the Figure 6a. The specific capacitance of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 and
NF/NiMoO4 electrodes were 2121, 2038, 1942, and 1806 F g−1 and 1672, 1358, 1260, and 1092 F g−1,
respectively, at a current density of 12, 14, 16 and 18 mA g−1. The specific capacitance of the
NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrode was significantly higher than that of the NF/NiMoO4 electrode.
This was attributed to the larger effective surface area, which provided improved accessibility to
the electrolyte, enabled the effective transport of ions and reduced the charge transfer resistance.
Furthermore, the as-obtained specific capacitance results of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite
electrode in the present study is superior to those reported for NiMoO4-based materials, such as
hierarchical NiCo2S4@NiMoO4 core/shell nanospheres (1714 F g−1 at 1 A g−1) [44], Co3O4@NiMoO4
nanosheets (1526 F g−1 at 3 mA cm−2) [45], CoMoO4-NiMoO4.xH2O bundles (1039 F g−1 at 2.5 mA
cm−2) [46], Co3O4@NiMoO4 nanowires (1230 F g−1 at 10 mA cm−2) [47], NiMoO4@CoMoO4
hierarchical nanospheres (1601.6 F g−1 at 2 A g−1) [48], and core-shell NiCo2O4@NiMoO4 nanowires
(1325.9 F g−1 2 mA cm−2) [49]. To further investigate the long-practical applicability of the NF/NiMoO4
and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrodes for supercapacitor applications, a cycling stability test was
carried out in a 3 M KOH electrolyte at 14 mA g−1 for 3000 cycles, as shown in Figure 6b.
After 3000 cycles, the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrode maintained approximately 98.7% of its initial
capacitance, whereas the NF/NiMoO4 electrode exhibited 93.4% capacitance retention. These results
show that the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite has outstanding electrochemical stability.
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Figure 6. (a) Calculated specific capacitance at different current densities, (b) Long-term cycling
stability, (c) Nyquist plots and (d) Ragone plot of the NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
electrode materials.
Figure 6c presents Nyquist plots of the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4 electrodes
analyzed from the equivalent circuit from 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz. EIS data contains four categories:
solution resistance Rs, charge transfer resistance Rct, a pseudocapacitive element Cp, and Warburg
element W. The Rs can be estimated that the axis intercepts of the high frequency region in both
active electrodes were almost similar. The Rct, which distorted to be much smaller in the diameter of
the semicircle arc, revealed that the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrode consisted of lower interfacial
charge-discharge impedance. In addition, the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 electrode delivered a more
vertical line, recommending the W which is not a determining factor and this type of sample
can store charge more effectively. As expected, the Rct of NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 (0.05 Ω) was
lower than that of NF/NiMoO4 (0.09 Ω), which further confirmed the excellent conductivity of the
NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite electrode. Figure 6d shows a Ragone plot (energy density vs. power
density) of the as-obtained samples NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4. The energy density and
power density were calculated using Equations (2) and (3), respectively. The NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
device exhibited a very high energy density of 47.13 W h kg−1, which was much higher than that of
NF/NiMoO4 (37.1 W h kg−1), revealing excellent energy storage performance.
4. Conclusions
NF/NiMoO4 and NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanostructures were prepared on a nickel foam substrate
using a facile hydrothermal approach and evaluated as electrode materials for supercapacitor
applications. The morphological and structural properties of the hierarchical NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
electrode material provides more active sites and large electrochemical surface area to enhance
accessibility to the electroactive sites that improved the energy storing and transportation of ions
and electrons compared to the NF/NiMoO4 electrode. The electrochemical studies measured in the
3 M KOH electrolyte showed that this hierarchical NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 nanocomposite delivered
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superior electrochemical behavior with a maximum specific capacitance of 2121 F g−1 at 12 mA g−1
than the NF/NiMoO4 electrode (1672 F g−1 at 12 mA g−1), as well as outstanding cycling stability
(98.7% and 93.4% capacitance retention after 3000 cycles at 14 mA g−1). The NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4
device possessed a higher energy density (47.13 W h kg−1) than NF/NiMoO4 (37.1 W h kg−1). These
features make the NF/NiMoO4/NiMoO4 composite electrode a potential candidate for next generation
flexible energy storage systems.
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Abstract: NiCo2O4 nanoleaf arrays (NCO NLAs) and NiCo2O4/NiCO2O4 nanofile arrays
(NCO/NCO NFAs) material was fabricated on flexible nickel foam (NF) using a facile
hydrothermal approach. The electrochemical performance, including the specific capacitance,
charge/discharge cycles, and lifecycle of the material after the hydrothermal treatment, was assessed.
The morphological and structural behaviors of the NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs
electrodes were analyzed using a range of analysis techniques. The as-obtained nanocomposite of
the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs material delivered outstanding electrochemical performance, including
an ultrahigh specific capacitance (Cs) of 2312 F g−1 at a current density of 2 mA cm−2, along with
excellent cycling stability (98.7% capacitance retention after 5000 cycles at 5 mA cm−2). These values
were higher than those of NF@NCO NLAs (Cs of 1950 F g−1 and 96.3% retention). The enhanced
specific capacitance was attributed to the large electrochemical surface area, which allows for
higher electrical conductivity and rapid transport between the electrons and ions as well as a much
lower charge-transfer resistance and superior rate capability. These results clearly show that a
combination of two types of binary metal oxides could be favorable for improving electrochemical
performance and is expected to play a major role in the future development of nanofile-like composites
(NF@NCO/NCO NFAs) for supercapacitor applications.
Keywords: nickel foam (NF); NiCo2O4 nanoleaf; NiCo2O4/NiCo2O4 nanofile; Superior electrochemical
performance; hydrothermal approach; supercapacitor
1. Introduction
One of the greatest scientific and technological societal challenges of the present time is achieving
secure, sustainable, and highly effective energy conversion and storage equipment system [1–3].
Over the last few decades, a range of energy storage devices, such as solar cells, batteries, lithium-ion
batteries, electrochemical capacitors, fuel cells, and supercapacitors (SCs), have been reported [4].
Among the above energy storage devices, SCs have considerable potential and are used widely in
storage devices owing to their rapid charge-discharge cycle performance, outstanding cyclability,
eco-friendly nature, long cycling life span, and high rate abilities [5–7]. Various materials for faradic
redox reactions (pseudocapacitors (PCs), such as Co3O4, NiO, MnO2, and RuO2, have been used as
electrodes to achieve high energy capability for SCs [8,9]. Nevertheless, the lower electrical conductivity
of traditional PCs limits their utility because they cannot provide high performance at high current
densities. Recently, new types of bimetallic oxides (BMOs), such as CuCo2O4, CoMoO4, NiMoO4,
MnMoO4, and NiCo2O4, have attracted considerable attention in the field of SCs because of their
Energies 2019, 12, 1308; doi:10.3390/en12071308 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies43
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high energy storage performance, including high electrical conductivity and superior energy density
compared to common PC oxides [10–12]. Therefore, it is important to develop various bimetallic oxide
materials for higher performance SCs.
Among the BMOs available, NiCo2O4 has attracted attention for use in high performance
electrochemical SCs applications owing to its outstanding electrochemical conductivity, high theoretical
capacitance, and rapid redox activities [13–15]. Different types of nanostructures (NiCo2O4), including
nanoplates/sheets, nanoparticles/wires and needles, nanospheres/tubes, and nanorods, have been
fabricated for SC applications [16–18]. For example, Zou et al. fabricated chain-like NiCo2O4 nanowires
using a facile hydrothermal and thermal decomposition approach and reported a specific capacitance
(Cs) of 1284 F g−1 at 2 A g−1 [19]. Zhang et al. synthesized hierarchical mesoporous spinal NiCo2O4 via
a simple hydrothermal and post annealing process and reported a Cs of 1619.1 F g−1 at a 2.0 A g−1 [20].
Lei et al. synthesized three-dimensional (3D) hierarchical flower-shaped NiCo2O4 microspheres
through a microwave-assisted heating reflux method and a delivered a Cs of 1006 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 [21].
Moreover, Yedluri et al. fabricated NiCo2O4 nanoplates by a simple chemical bath deposition approach
and reported a Cs of 1018 F g−1 at 20 mA g−2 [22]. Recently, Yuan et al. synthesized ultrathin
mesoporous NiCo2O4 nanosheets through a co-electrodeposition approach and reported a Cs of
1450 F g−1 at 20 A g−1 [23]. Zhu et al. fabricated a spinal NiCo2O4 electrode by facile hydrothermal
synthesis and achieved a high Cs of 1254 F g−1 at 2 A g−1 [24]. Zou et al. synthesized NiCo2O4
nanowires through a hydrothermal approach and reported a high Cs of 1284 F g−1 at 2 A g−1 [25].
Despite these studies highlighting the advantages of NiCo2O4 electrodes, their poor specific capacitance
still limits their wider commercialization; the very low energy and power densities are challenges that
remain to be solved.
The use of active materials in SCs should be improved to increase the specific capacitance, cycling
stability, and energy storage. Combining two types of BMOs to form unique hierarchical nanostructures
is an efficient way to improve the electrochemical (EC) performance. For example, Cui et al. prepared
NiCo2O4@MnMoO4 nanocolumn array structures via a two-step hydrothermal route, which delivered
a Cs of 1705.3 F g−1 at 5 mA cm−2 [26]. Mai et al. synthesized MnMoO4@CoMoO4 nanowires via
a facile hydrothermal method and achieved a high Cs of 187.1 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 [27]. In addition,
Yuan et al. used a facile two-step hydrothermal route to develop a NiCo2O4@MnMoO4 core-shell
nanoarray skeleton, exhibiting a high Cs of 1169 F g−1 at 2.5 mA cm−2 [28]. Furthermore, Cheng et al.
reported a core/shell NiCo2O4@NiCo2O4 nanocactus for SC applications, showing a super high Cs
of 1264 F g−1 at 2 A g−1 [29]. Recently, Gu et al. used a facile hydrothermal method to synthesize
core-shell NiCo2O4@MnMoO4 nanomaterials over a nickel foam substrate and reported a high Cs of
1118 F g−1 at 1 A g−1 and high cycling stability [30]. Zhang et al. presented hierarchical nanospheres
of a NiMoO4@CoMoO4 electrode material via a hydrothermal method for SCs applications, showing
an excellent Cs of 1601.6 F g−1 at 2 A g−1 with superior cycling stability [31]. Overall, these studies
suggested that a combination of two types of BMOs material is crucial for improving the high EC
performance. To the best of our knowledge, the performance of an NF@NCO nanoleaf arrays
(NLAs) and NF@NCO/NCO nanofile arrays (NFAs) composite is not satisfactory, and it is a big
challenge to further improve the energy storage performance of SCs using NF@NCO NLAs and
NF@NCO/NCO NFAs composite materials. Herein, we presented the synthesis of NF@NCO NLAs
and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs composite nanostructures using a facile hydrothermal approach. Owing
to the high surface area and structural features, the NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs
composite electrodes delivered high specific capacitances with good cycling stabilities when employed
as an electrode material for SCs. Compared to the previously reported composite metal oxides,
the excellent electrochemical results suggest that the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs composite could be a
promising candidate for future research work on SCs applications.
Inspired by the above ideas, this study fabricated a hierarchical NCO/NCO NFAs material on a
nickel foam (NF) substrate via a facile hydrothermal technique for high-performance SC applications.
Compared to the above electrochemical (EC) performances, the hierarchical NF@NCO/NCO NFAs
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electrode material provided a facile synthetic process to simultaneously enhance the specific
capacitance (Cs), cycling stability, and electrical conductivity toward flexible high-performance EC
applications. The NF@NCO/NCO NFAs scaffold architecture, which grows on another network SC
of an NF@NCO NLAs material, provides a large surface area with extensive electrochemical active
sites. The NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrode delivered a high Cs of 2312 F g−1 at 2 mA cm−2 and
excellent cycling stability (98.7% capacitance retention after 5000 cycles) compared to SCs of NF@NCO
NLAs (Cs of 1950 F g−1 at 2 mA cm−2 and 96.3% capacitance retention after 5000 cycles). This type of
combination can be expanded to a range of BMOs for various integrated devices to enhance the Cs,
cycling life span, and energy storage performance for improved applications.
2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Chemicals and Materials
Analytical grade nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2·6H2O), cobalt chloride hexahydrate
(CoCl2·6H2O), thiourea (CH4N2S), hexamethylenetetramine (C6H12N4), and potassium hydroxide
(KOH) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. manufacturer, Seoul city, South Korea and used directly
in the fabrication of NF@NCO/NCO NFAs.
2.2. Fabrication of the NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs Materials
The NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and NF@NCO NLAs electrode materials used a simple hydrothermal
technique. Before the growth process, the NF (approximately 1.5 × 2 cm2) was cleaned sequentially
with acetone, 2 M HCl solution, ethanol, and deionized water (DI) with ultrasonication for 20 min each
and then dried at 60 °C for 8 h. In a typical hydrothermal procedure, the NF@NiCo2O4 NLAs were
prepared in a round bottom flask containing a 100 mL of solution of 0.1 M of Ni(NO3)2·6H2O and 0.1 M
of Co(NO3)2·6H2O in DI water with vigorous stirring for 1 h using a magnetic stirrer. Subsequently,
0.8 M of CH4N2S and 0.08 M of C6H12N4 were added slowly to the previous solution with stirring for
2 h. Finally, a clear pink solution was formed under vigorous stirring. The prepared recipe was then
transferred to a 100 mL Teflon-lined stainless-steel (TLSS) autoclave with the prepared NF as growth
solution and heated at 160 °C for 18 h. After the reaction, the NF@NCO NLAs product electrodes were
removed from the TLSS autoclave and cooled naturally to room temperature. The resulting product
was then washed with DI water and ethanol several times. Finally, the obtained product was dried at
100 °C for 10 h to obtain the NF@NCO NLAs.
Finally, the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs composite was fabricated using the following process.
A NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrode was also prepared using the above relevant chemicals for the
NF@NCO NLAs, including 0.1 M of Ni(NO3)2·6H2O, 0.1 M of Co(NO3)2·6H2O, 0.8 M of CH4N2S,
and 0.08 M of C6H12N4. The as-prepared solution was vigorously stirred, and then NF@NCO NFAs
foams were placed vertically in the prepared solution, kept at 150 °C for 20 h in an electric oven,
then cooled naturally to room temperature. After the reaction, the obtained Ni foams were removed
from the oven and washed sequentially with DI water and ethanol and then dried at overnight at
90 °C in order to obtain the final composite (NF@NCO/NCO NFAs) material. The mass-loading of the
active material in NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and NF@NCO NLAs were calculated to be 6 mg cm−2 and
5 mg cm−2, respectively.
2.3. Material Characterizations
The fabricated NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs samples were analyzed by field
emission scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM, Hitachi S4800) to study their microstructure
and surface morphology. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM, CJ111) was
performed to investigate the crystalline structure and morphology. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS, ESCALAB-250Xi) was conducted to examine the chemical composition and surface states.
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X-ray diffraction (XRD, D/max-2400, Rigaku at 30 kV and 30 mA) was performed to study the
crystal structure.
2.4. Electrochemical Measurements
Cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) analysis, and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the as-developed electrodes (NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO
NFAs) were performed using a Biologic SP-150 electrochemical workstation in a three-electrode
setup with a 2.0 M KOH aqueous electrolyte. In the three-electrode setup, the as-developed samples,
platinum wire, and Ag/AgCl were used as the working, counter, and reference electrodes, respectively.
All electrodes were tested in a 2.0 M KOH electrolyte with CV recorded at the potential window of −0.2
to 0.5 V (V versus Ag/AgCl). GCD was recorded at 0 to 0.4 V versus Ag/AgCl. For the three-electrode
setup, the specific capacitance (Cs), energy density (E, W h kg−1), and power density (P, W kg−1) were
calculated from the GCD curves using following equations:
Cs =
I × t












where I (A) represents current density; m (g) is the mass of the electrode; ΔV (V) is the voltage window;
and Δt (s) is the discharge time difference [32].
3. Results and Discussion
Figure S1 in the Supplementary material presents schematic illustration of NF@NCO/NCO
NFAs. Figure 1a–f presents FESEM images of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and NF@NCO NLAs
samples. Figure 1a–c depicts the SEM images of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs on NF substrate at various
magnifications. Leaf-like NF@NCO NLAs were grown compactly over the surface of NF@NCO/NCO
NFAs. The low-magnification SEM images of NF@NCO/NCO NFAs (Figure 1a–c) showed that the
NF was covered uniformly and densely with the as-deposited material. As shown in Figure 1b,
the nanofiles were interconnected with each other to form a stable and uniform structure with a
network structure and no voids on the NF surface area. The high-magnification image in Figure 1c
revealed highly ordered nanofiles grown homogeneously over the surface to form appropriate
diffusion channels for electrolyte penetration, which provides a large specific surface area that
boosts the intercalation/deintercalation rate, undoubtedly enhances the electrochemical performance,
and enables a high transportation efficiency of ions and electrons. FESEM of the as-fabricated leaf-like
structure of NF@NCO NLAs at various magnifications revealed a different structure (Figure 1d–f).
NF@NCO possesses a type of wire/leaf-like nanostructure morphology with various leaf sizes,
a large number of voids, and loosely connected networks surrounded by the surface of the nanoleaf
(Figure 1d,e). This type of network delivered weak intercalation between the NCO and NF surface
area and resulted in poorer electrochemical performance with lower electrical conductivity, as shown
in Figure 1f.
Figure 2 presents HR-TEM, TEM, and HAADF-STEM with EDX images of NF@NCO/NCO
NFAs and NF@NCO NLAs. The structure and morphology of the active NF@NCO/NCO NFAs
electrodes were analyzed, and are shown in Figure 2a,b. The nanofile morphology was observed over
the entire surface of NF@NCO NLAs and the results concur with the FE-SEM images (Figure 1a–c).
The HR-TEM image (Figure 2b) showed that the lattice fringe spacing of the files were 0.247 and
0.205 nm, which were assigned to the (311) and (400) planes of the file-like nanostructured NiCO2O4,
respectively. As shown in Figure 2c,d, the HR-TEM and TEM of the NF@NCO NLAs sample taken
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from the NF substrate clearly showed a flake-like nanostructure similar to FESEM (Figure 1d–f).
In addition, the HAADF-STEM with EDS mapping analysis revealed a homogeneous distribution and
the coexistence of Co, Ni, and O in the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrode (Figure 2e,f).
 
Figure 1. Morphological characterization of NF@NCO/NCO nanofile arrays (NFAs) and NF@NCO
nanoleaf arrays (NLAs). FESEM images of the prepared NF@NCO/NCO NFAs (a–c) and NF@NCO
NLAs (d–f) and their corresponding high magnification images and EDX data (g) and (h).
 
Figure 2. TEM and HR-TEM images of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs (a) and (b) and NF@NCO NLAs
(c) and (d) grown on nickel foam at different magnifications and STEM-EDS color elemental mapping
images of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrode (e–g).
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The fabricated NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and NF@NCO NLAs samples were examined further by
powder XRD and XPS to determine the crystal nature and phase purity. Figure 3a shows the XRD
patterns of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs, NF@NCO NLAs, and NF substrate samples, respectively.
As shown in Figure 3a, XRD peaks were observed at (111), (220), (222), (422), and (511), and were
attributed to the spinal cubic structure of NiCo2O4 and well-matched with the JCPDS card number
(JCPDS card No. 73-1702) [33]. Other XRD peaks at (311), (400), and (440) were also observed due to the
NF substrate and were well-matched with the JCPDS card number (JCPDS card No-04-0850). No other
impurity or other peaks were observed, which confirmed the purity of the as-fabricated material.
 
Figure 3. (a) XRD pattern of the as-synthesized NF@NCO/NCO NFAs, NF@NCO NLAs,
and Nickel foam material, (b) XPS survey spectrum of NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs,
and (c–e) high-resolution XPS spectrum of Ni 2p (c), Co 2p, and O1s (e) for NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and
NF@NCO NLAs.
The oxidation states and elemental identification of NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and NF@NCO NLAs
electrodes were examined by XPS, as shown in Figure 3b. Figure 3b shows the survey spectrum of
both samples. Ni 2p, Co 2p, and O1s signals with no other peaks were detected, which confirmed
that the samples were pure. Figure 3c shows the convoluted Ni 2p spectrum, which exhibits two
major peaks and two broad satellites (Sat.), such as Ni 2p3/2 peaks at approximately 854.0 and 872.0 eV
indicating Ni2+ and Ni3+, respectively, and Ni 2p1/2 peaks at 855.7 and 873.5 eV for Ni2+ and Ni3+,
respectively [34]. The high-resolution Co 2p spectrum (Figure 3d) revealed peaks at 779.4 and 794.5 eV,
which were assigned to Co2+, and the Co 2p peaks at 782.5 and 796.1 eV were attributed to Co3+,
which are in agreement with previous studies. Figure 3e [35] presents the O 1s spectrum, in which
there are three main peaks that appear at 529.3, 531.0, and 532.6 eV, corresponding to metal-oxygen
bonds and the multiplicity of chemisorbed oxygen-metal bonds within the surface of the samples
(NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and NF@NCO NLAs) [36–38].
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The electrochemical properties of the NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs samples were
investigated in a three-electrode system with an aqueous 2.0 M KOH electrolyte using CV and GCD
techniques. Figure 4a shows the CV curves of the as-prepared electrodes at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1
over the voltage window from −0.2 to 0.5 V, respectively. The CV integrated area and the oxidation and
reduction currents of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrode were much larger than that of the NF@NCO
NLAs electrode. In addition, the electrocapacitance of both as-prepared electrodes was examined by
GCD measurements at 2 mA cm−2 in a voltage window of 0 to 0.4 V, as shown in Figure 4b. The GCD
plots revealed significant differences between the two as-prepared electrodes, which showed a larger
enclosed area for the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs than that of the NF@NCO NLAs electrode.
 
Figure 4. Comparison of (a) cyclic voltammetry (CV) and (b) galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD)
plots of the NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrodes measured at a constant scan rate
and current density. (c) CV and (d) GCD behaviors of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrodes at various
scan rates (2, 25, and 50 mV s−1) and current densities (2–20 mA cm−2). (e) CV and (f) GCD behaviors
of the NF@NCO NLAs electrodes at various scan rates (2, 25, and 50 mV s−1), and current densities
(2–20 mA cm−2).
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Figure 4c,e present the CV curves of the as-prepared electrodes (NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and
NF@NCO NLAs) analyzed over the voltage window, −0.2 to 0.5 V, at scan rates of 2, 25, and 50 mV s−1.
Typical CV curves (Figure 4c,e) of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs composite electrode material showed a
much larger integrated area than that of the NF@NCO NLAs electrode, indicating good ion diffusion,
good reversibility of active materials, and high specific capacitance. In addition, the anodic and
cathodic peak position shifted to lower and higher potentials, respectively, and exhibited a similar
structure, which is an indication of the kinetic reversibility and pseudocapacitance behavior of the
as-prepared electrodes. The GCD curves of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and NF@NCO NLAs electrodes
were analyzed at current densities ranging from 2 to 20 mA cm−2, as shown in Figure 4d,f. The GCD
curves of the two as-obtained electrodes were similar, and a pair of charge-discharge plots that were
similar to the reflection process of oxidation and reduction were obtained. Moreover, the flat voltage
plateaus in the GCD results indicate typical pseudocapacitive behavior, which is in agreement with the
electrochemical characteristics of the CV curves.
The specific capacitance of the NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs samples at current
densities of 2, 5, 10, and 20 mA cm−2 were 2312, 2172, 2030, and 1782 F g−1, respectively. In contrast,
the corresponding specific capacitance of the NF@NCO NLAs electrodes were 1950, 1595, 1328,
and 715 F g−1, respectively. These results confirm that the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrode had a
much higher specific capacitance than the NF@NCO NLAs electrode. The remarkable electrochemical
performance of the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrode could be attributed to the excellent adhesion
to the NF substrate with a large surface area and electrical connection of the active material to the
current collector to ensure effective accessibility of the electrolyte ions and electrons. Moreover,
EIS was conducted to examine the ion diffusion and electrical conductivity of the as-obtained samples,
as depicted in Figure 5b. The measurements were performed over the frequency range 0.01 Hz to
100 kHz using a three-electrode system. The NF@NCO/NCO NFAs composite electrode exhibited
a semicircle part in the high frequency region and a vertical line in the low frequency region, which
represents the charge transfer resistance (Rct) and equivalent series resistance (Rs), respectively.
The nanofile-like NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrode exhibited a lower Rct (0.25 Ω) than the NF@NCO
NLAs (Rct = 0.5 Ω) electrode. Moreover, the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs electrode delivered a more
vertical line than that of the NF@NCO NLAs electrode, indicating a higher efficient electro-active
surface area that results in faster electrolyte ion diffusion during the redox reaction kinetics with
excellent conductivity. In addition, the NF@NCO NLAs and NF@NCO/NCO NFAs supercapacitor
devices exhibited an excellent stable high capacitance retention of 98.7% and 96.3%, respectively,
after 5000 cycles at a current density of 5 mA cm−2 in a 2.0 M KOH aqueous electrolyte solution.
Nevertheless, the NF@NCO/NCO NFAs supercapacitor device has more active sites and numerous
pathways for electrolyte ion penetration, which promotes a rapid electrochemical reaction and
improves the energy storage performance.
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Figure 5. (a) Specific capacitance at various current densities, (b) Nyquist plots, and (c) Cycling stability
of the as-prepared NF@NCO/NCO NFAs and NF@NCO NLAs samples.
4. Conclusions
A novel composite material with a NF@NCO/NCO NFAs-like structure was fabricated on an
NF substrate using a facile hydrothermal process. The excellent supercapacitance performance of the
NF@NCO/NCO NFAs was found to depend mainly on easy pathways between the transportation
of electrons and ions, a large electrochemical surface area, more accessible electroactive sites,
and great adhesion to the NF substrate to enhance energy storage and exhibit higher electrochemical
performance than the NF@NCO NLAs electrode. The nanofile-like NF@NCO/NCO NFAs covered
the NF@NCO NLAs surface area fully. As a result, the synthesized hierarchical nanofile-like
NF@NCO/NCO NFAs composite electrode exhibited superior energy storage performance, including
a high specific capacitance of 2312 F g−1 at a current density of 2 mA cm−2, as well as a higher
cycling stability at a current density of 5 mA cm−2 (98.7% retention after 5000 cycles) than the
NF@NCO NLAs (96.3% retention after 5000 cycles). These results demonstrate the outstanding
cycling stability, excellent electrochemical performance, and higher electrical conductivity of the
hierarchical nanofile-like NF@NCO/NCO NFAs composite compared to the NF@NCO NLAs
composite, highlighting its potential for flexible energy storage systems.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/7/1308/
s1, Figure S1: Schematic illustration of NF@NCO/NCO NFAs.
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Abstract: In order to solve the problem of which the dynamic response of a supercapacitor (SC) is
limited due to the mismatch dynamic characteristics between the DC/DC converter and supercapacitor
in an energy storage system, this paper proposes a hybrid model predictive control strategy based on
a dual active bridge (DAB). The hybrid model predictive control model considers the supercapacitor
and DAB in a unified way, including the equivalent series resistance and capacitance parameters of
the SC. The method can obtain a large charging and discharging current of the SC, thereby not only
improving the overall response speed of the system, but also expanding the actual capacity utilization
range of the SC. The simulation results show that compared with the model prediction method of
the dual active bridge converter, the proposed control method can effectively improve the overall
response speed of the system, which can be improved by at least 0.4 ms. In addition, the proposed
method increases the actual upper limit of the SC voltage, reduces the actual lower limit of the SC
voltage, and then expands the actual capacity utilization range of the SC by 18.63%. The proposed
method has good application prospects in improving the dynamic response performance of energy
storage systems.
Keywords: dual active bridge; SC; energy storage; fast response; capacity utilization
1. Introduction
Supercapacitors (SCs) have developed rapidly in recent years due to their large capacity, high
power density [1], high charge-discharge rate, high conversion efficiency, wide operating temperature
range, no pollution, and convenient control. However, due to the wide range of terminal voltages
during the storage and release of energy in an SC, the systems used in actual energy storage systems
are usually equipped with bidirectional DC/DC converters to implement power conversion [2].
In addition, since an SC voltage unit is low [3], many units should be connected in series in actual
use, causing the problem of equalization. For some applications, where the DC bus voltage is relatively
large, such as a three-phase grid-connected inverter, a high-gain bidirectional DC converter suitable
for a wide voltage range is needed to adjust the output voltage to meet the energy requirements of the
DC bus [4]. In recent years, dual active bridge bidirectional DC-DC converters are commonly used in
medium power applications [5], which enable a soft switching operation over a wide voltage range.
Additionally, the transformer turns ratio can be used to obtain a high gain output [6]. In addition, the
DAB converter has the advantages of a high power-density, bidirectional transmission power, high
efficiency, and structural symmetry [7,8]. Due to the large number of switches in a DAB converter, the
control process is generally complicated, so the response time of the converter is longer than with an
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SC [9], which does not reflect the fast response characteristics of SCs. In order to improve the dynamic
response speed of the converter when the load is abrupt or the input voltage fluctuates, some scholars
have proposed related control methods.
In [10], an inductor current boundary control method was proposed based on tradition inductor
current peak control and single-phase shift control. The boundary control method significantly speeds
up the dynamic response of the DC-DC converter when the load suddenly changes, but the method
is too complicated and requires up to five Hall sensors. In [11], a load current feedforward control
method was proposed based on direct power control, which introduces the load current into the control
system, significantly improving the load response speed of the converter. However, it did not analyze
the response characteristics of the converter when the input voltage was changed. In [12], based on the
idea of direct power control, a virtual direct power control strategy was proposed, which introduces
input voltage and load current information at the same time, so that the converter achieves a fast
dynamic response. In [13], based on the working principle of a dual-active bridge DC-DC converter,
the principle of single-phase shift control, and the steady-state characteristics of the output current, an
output current control method based on the input voltage feedforward was proposed to improve the
dynamic characteristics of the converter. This method is based on the research of the dual active bridge
DC-DC converter as the current source. In [14], a model predictive control strategy was proposed based
on the establishment of the state space average model of a DAB by analyzing the characteristics of a
DAB and using the traditional phase shift control as an example. The proposed method significantly
improved the dynamic characteristics of the converter for the input voltage’s abrupt change and the
load’s abrupt change compared with the traditional voltage closed-loop control method.
In order to improve the overall response speed of a super-capacitor energy storage system based
on dual active bridges, a hybrid model predictive control strategy with a fast dynamic response time
is proposed. First, the overall structure model of the energy storage system based on a combined
appropriate SC equivalent model and a DAB converter model is established in this paper. Then, the
working principle of a DAB based on traditional phase shift control is analyzed, and the state space
average model of the energy storage system composed of a DAB converter and SC is established.
By selecting the appropriate evaluation target and establishing the cost function, a model predictive
control strategy incorporating the parameters of the SC equivalent model is proposed to manage
the energy of the system. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy is verified by
simulations in Matlab (9.2.0.538062 (R2017a), MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, America) software
and experiments.
2. Working Principle of the DAB-SC System
2.1. SC Model
The structure of the SC unit is mainly composed of electrodes, electrolytes, diaphragms, and
packaging, and each component has an important impact on its performance. Thus, it is necessary
to build a precise and applicable SC model in circuit analysis. Scholars have proposed many SC
equivalent models based on the physical structure and charging and discharging conditions, such
as the first-order classical resistor-capacitor (RC) model, RC transmission line model, multi-branch
RC parallel model, frequency domain model [15], and artificial neural network (ANN) model. By
combining various SC models to obtain a general model, the general SC equivalent circuit model can
be simplified based on characteristics, such as: Large-scale modularization of SCs, high charging and
discharging power, and high charging and discharging frequency. The simplified model is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Simplified capacitor circuit model of the SC unit.
The use of SCs for large-scale energy storage requires identification of the SC parameters. In the
simplified equivalent circuit model of the SC unit, RES is the equivalent series resistance, which not
only characterizes the heat loss inside an SC, but also causes different voltage drops as the discharge
current changes. Thus, RES affects the maximum value of the discharge current to a certain extent. The
magnitude of RES generally does not change with external factors [16], and is usually measured by a
classical model.
When the charge and discharge conditions of the SC are determined, the main factor that affects
the value of the variable capacitor in the equivalent circuit is the actual operating voltage [17]. In order
to identify the parameters of the SC unit, several sets of tests are needed, by charging the SC unit to
different voltage levels with a constant frequency.











ΔUC − ΔUESR . (1)
In Equation (1), QSC is the amount of charge of an SC; ΔUSC is the actual voltage change; ISC is the
SC current; ΔT is the charging and discharging time; ΔUC is the total voltage change; ΔUESR is the
voltage drop caused by ESR.
After processing the (Ucharge, Cactual) data-points by the linear fitting method, the relationship
between the capacitance and voltage of a SC can be obtained as shown in Equation (2):
Cactual = ΔC + C0 = KvUcharge + C0. (2)
In Equation (2), Cactual is the actual capacitance of an SC at different voltages; ΔC is the variable
capacitance; C0 is the initial capacitance of an SC; Kv is the coefficient of variation of the SC capacitance
with the voltage; Ucharge is the SC’s actual voltage.
In this paper, through the linear fitting of graphic data in [18], the voltage and capacitance data of
Maxwell’s 1 F SC were obtained, and then the data of the 125 V, 63 F SC, which was used in this paper,
was obtained according to the string and parallel relationship of the capacitor. The 125 V, 63 F SC is
made up of 46 modules in series, and the module was obtained by paralleling 2900 Maxwell’s 1 F, 2.7 V
SC units. Additionally, the obtained data of the 125 V, 63 F SC were linearly fitted to obtain a relation
as shown in Equation (3):
Cactual = 0.1127Ucharge + 81.384. (3)
2.2. Principle Analysis of DAB
The DAB converter acts as an interface between the SC and DC bus. Generally, there are two basic
control methods for the DAB converter: The first is pulse width modulation control; the second is phase
shift control. Phase shift control is simpler and easier to implement than the first. Therefore, most DAB
controls adopt the phase shift control method [19]. Taking single-phase shift as an example, when a
single DAB is in normal operation, the switching frequencies of the H-bridges on both sides of the
isolation transformer are the same, and the two H-bridges output square-wave voltages, uab and ucd,
respectively, with a duty ratio of 50%. When the phase of the uab leads the ucd, the energy is forwardly
transmitted; that is, from udc to uo. Otherwise, the energy is reversely transmitted. Therefore, by
controlling the degree of the phase shift angle between the two square wave voltages, the transferred
energy can be controlled.
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Figure 2 shows the topology of the DAB-SC system. Figure 3 shows the main working waveform
of the converter with the phase shift control method. The two switches on each bridge arm are
complementarily turned on, and the diagonal switches are turned on or off at the same time. The
power is controlled by controlling the phase shift angle between the midpoint voltages, uab and ucd,
of the primary and secondary side arms. Ts is half of the switching frequency, Ts = 1/(2fs), and D
represents the phase shift between uab and ucd, where D = ton/Ts, and −1 < D < 1. The working
principles of the converter when transmitting power in the forward and reverse directions are similar.
This paper utilized the forward direction as an example to analyze the operating characteristics of the
DAB converter. Before the analysis, the following assumptions were made: (1) The converter is in
steady state operation; (2) all switches are regarded as ideal switches with a reverse parallel diode, and
the parasitic capacitance is connected in parallel; (3) the size of L is equal to the sum of the leakage
inductance of the transformer and the applied inductance; (4) the transformer is ideal, the excitation
current is zero; and (5) udc > nuo, where n is the turns ratio of the transformer.
Figure 2. Topology of the DAB-SC system.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. The main working waveform of the DAB converter with phase shift control: (a) Forward
power transfer; (b) reverse power transfer.
When the converter is working in the forward direction, the driving signals of S1, S4 and S2, S3 are
ahead of S5, S8 and S6, S7 respectively, as shown in Figure 3a. In the figure, u’cd is the voltage of ucd
converted to the primary side; uL is the voltage across the inductor, L; and iL is the inductor current.
Under steady-state conditions, the relationship between the transmission power of the DAB and
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It can be known from Equation (4) that the transmission power reaches maximum when D = 0.5 in
the forward transmission, and when D = −0.5 in the reverse transmission. Typically, the DAB converter
operates in the range of D∈[−0.5, 0.5].
The output power of the DAB can also be expressed as Po = uoio, and the relationship between






In the DAB converter, there are two key parameters, which are the transformer ratio, n, and the
buffer inductance, L. When the input voltage of the DAB converter is equal to the value of the output
voltage converted to the primary side, the current stress of the device is minimized. By considering the
actual fluctuation of the input and output voltages, the transformer ratio can be selected to make the
rated input voltage equal to the value of the rated output voltage converted to the primary side. For
example, when the rated voltages of the input and output voltages are 700 V and 75 V, respectively, the
transformer ratio is determined to be n = 700/75 ≈ 9.
The zero voltage switch (ZVS) range of the device and the suppression of the reactive power
are mutually contradictory. A larger ZVS range of a device requires larger inductor values; however,
for the suppression of the reactive power, the smaller the inductor value, the better [20], which is a
contradiction. The focus of this paper was to study the response speed of the system, and thus the
influence of ZVS was not considered. Therefore, a small inductance value as selected for the research.
2.3. State Space Average Model of DAB-SC
In order to establish the state space average model of the DAB, the output capacitor voltage and
the inductor current were selected for modeling. It can be seen from Figure 3a that when the voltage,
uab, leads the voltage, ucd, the energy is transmitted forward, 0 < D < 0.5. The overall DAB-SC system
has six working states in one switching cycle, and a system of differential equations can be established
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dt = −niLC − uo−uSCRESC
t ∈ [(1 + D)Ts, 2Ts]. (11)
For each differential equation, it can only represent the voltage–current relationship in this
operating state. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a differential equation that can describe the
characteristics of the converter over the entire switching period. It is worth noting that in the DAB, the
inductor current is a pure alternative current (AC) component whose average value is zero during one
switching cycle, so the average value of the inductor current is meaningless. Therefore, a simplified
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− 〈uo〉 − 〈uSC〉
RESC
. (12)
Similarly, when the voltage, ucd, leads uab, the energy is reversely transmitted; that is, −0.5 < D < 0,






− 〈uo〉 − 〈uSC〉
RESC
. (13)
In conclusion, when −0.5 < D < 0.5, the simplified reduced-order model of the DAB module is as










The state of charge (SOC) reflects the remaining capacity of the SC. In a photovoltaic system
equipped with energy storage, by accurately estimating the SOC, how long the SC can work under a
current load can be determined. There is a definite relationship between the energy, ESC, stored by the





Therefore, it is only necessary to detect the SC voltage to accurately determine its SOC. The














In Equation (16), CSC is the capacity of the SC, Uo is the SC’s terminal voltage, and UN is the rated
voltage of the SC.
Based on the relationship between the terminal voltage and the SOC, the system can be managed
by controlling the terminal voltage. Six voltage limits were set: The DC bus voltage upper limit,
Udc_max; lower limit, Udc_min; SC upper limit voltage, Usc_max; lower limit voltage, Usc_min; upper limit
warning voltage, Usc_h; and lower limit warning voltage, Usc_l. The working principle is as follows:
When the DC bus voltage exceeds Udc_max and the SC voltage is close to Usc_min, the SC can be charged
with a large current. As the SC voltage increases, the phase shift duty ratio of the DAB converter is
changed by predictive control in order to prevent overcharging and to increase the upper limit of the
actual SC charging voltage; when the DC bus voltage exceeds Udc_min, and the SC voltage is close to
Usc_max, the SC performs a large current discharge. As the SC voltage decreases, the phase shift duty
ratio of the DAB converter is also changed by predictive control in order to prevent over discharging
and to decrease the lower limit of the actual SC charging voltage.
According to the State Grid Corporation “DC Power System Technical Supervision Regulations”
and other relevant standards and specifications, when the DC bus power supply is continuously
supplied, normal fluctuation of the grid voltage should be no more than 10% of the rated voltage [21].
The rated DC bus voltage of the microgrid in this paper was set at 700 V with a fluctuation of ±5%;
that is, Udc_min = 665 V, and Udc_max = 735 V. The SC had a rated voltage of 125 V and the upper limit
warning voltage and the lower limit warning voltage were 40%–80%.
In summary, the coordinated control strategy of the energy storage systems is as follows: a) In
the shutdown state of an energy storage system, the DAB converter is in an idle state and is not
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charged or discharged; b) in the SC charging area, when the DC bus voltage, Udc, satisfied that Udc
> 735 V, and SOCsc ≤ 80%, the SC is charged to absorb excess power in the DC bus; and c) in the
SC discharge area, when the DC bus voltage satisfied that Udc < 665 V, and SOCsc > 40%, the SC
discharges, supplementing the power shortage in the DC bus.
4. Model Predictive Control
Model predictive control (MPC) is an active control strategy based on the mathematical model of
the converter and is adjusted by predicting the change trend of the control variables. It predicts the
optimality of the next moment based on the circuit parameters and the sampling information at the
current time to minimize the deviation between the output and the reference. There are many forms of
the MPC algorithm, and all MPC algorithms have three basic characteristics: Prediction model, rolling
optimization, and feedback correction. A schematic diagram of the MPC strategy of the DAB-SC
system studied in this paper is shown in Figure 4, where uo is the DAB output voltage, udc is the DC
bus voltage, and iSC is the SC current.
 
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the MPC strategy.
4.1. Establishment of the Prediction Model for the DAB-SC System
The derivative of the output voltage in Equation (14) reflects the trend of the output voltage.

















The SC has a high-power density characteristic and can provide a large instantaneous current,












In Equation (20), uo(tk) and udc(tk) represent the DAB output voltage and DC bus voltage,
respectively, sampled at time tk; uo(tk+1) represents the predicted value of the SC voltage at time tk+1.
According to the general characteristics of the capacitor, the equation of the equivalent capacitor
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where dt = 2Ts in Equation (21). In order to reflect the fast response characteristic of the SC, we chose
iSC in Equation (21) to be iSC(tk+1). Then, Equation (22) can be obtained:
[uSC(tk+1) − uSC(tk)]CSC = 2TsiSC(tk+1) = iSC(tk+1)fs . (22)
According to Equation (2), the relationship between the capacitance of the SC and the actual
voltage across the SC is as shown in Equation (23):
CSC = Kvuo(tk) + C0. (23)
According to Equation (22) and Equation (23), taking the average value of each state in the case of
the charging and discharging of the SC, Equation (24) can be obtained:
[uo(tk+1) − iSC(tk+1)RES − uo(tk) + iSC(tk)RES]·[Kvuo(tk) + C0] = iSC(tk+1)fs . (24)











iSC(tk)RES + uo(tk), (25)




+ CfsRES + 1. (26)
4.2. Phase Shift Optimization Calculation and Analysis
For energy storage systems with a DAB, the primary control objective is to stabilize the DC bus
voltage. When the bus voltage is too high, the SC needs to be charged. When the bus voltage is low,
the SC is required to discharge.
Therefore, different SC reference voltages were selected in this paper. When the bus voltage is
high, the SC reference value takes the upper limit warning voltage, Usc_h; when the bus voltage is low,
the SC reference value takes the lower limit warning voltage, Usc_l. The value of the SC reference value
is shown in Equation (27):
Uo∗ =
{
USC_h, udc(k) > Udc_max;
USC_l, udc(k) < Udc_min.
(27)

















1, udc(k) > Udc_max;
−1, udc(k) < Udc_min. (29)
Therefore, a cost function is established based on the prediction model of Equation (26) of the
output voltage as shown in Equation (30):
J(k) = (uo(tk+1) −Uo∗)2. (30)
In order to minimize the deviation between the output voltage and the reference voltage in the
next moment, the cost function needs to be minimized; that is, the selected optimal phase shift amount
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should minimize the cost function value. By combining Equations (25), (28), and (29) and deriving












[U∗o − uo(tk) + 1A ·iSC(tk)RES]. (32)
A block diagram of the MPC structure constructed according to Equation (32) is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. MPC structure block diagram.
It can be seen from the above analysis that the optimal phase shift of the DAB converter in the
proposed method is obtained based on the sampling voltage, sampling current, and circuit parameters
of the DAB-SC system. Additionally, the parameters of the SC can reflect the fast response characteristics
of the SC. Compared with predictive control based on the simple construction of a DAB converter, the
proposed control strategy makes the overall response of the DAB-SC system faster.
5. Simulation Analysis
A simulation model of the DAB-SC system, as shown in Figure 6, was built in MATLAB/simulink
according to the topology diagram of Figure 2 and the control block diagram of Figure 5. The
parameters of the simulation are shown in Table 1. Additionally, the experimental simulation pulse
signal generator had a frequency of 20 kHz and a duty cycle of 50%.
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 6. Simulation model of the DAB-SC system based on Matlab/Simulink: (a) The overall model;
(b) model of the DAB converter.
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5.1. SC Discharge in the Normal Working Range
When the DC bus voltage, Udc, is lower than the lower limit voltage of 665 V, which is 651.7 V,
and the initial value of the voltage, Uo, on the SC side is 75 V, the dynamic response time of the
system is 1.9 ms when the bus voltage is stabilized to 665 V with only a prediction model of the DAB
converter. The simulation waveform is shown in Figure 7a. Under the same conditions, using the
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overall prediction model composed of the DAB converter and the SC to control the SC discharge to
stabilize the bus voltage to 665 V, the dynamic response time of the system is 1.5 ms, and the simulation
waveform is shown in Figure 7b. Under these simulation conditions, a detailed waveform of the drive
signal is shown in Figure A1 (see Appendix A).
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. Simulation waveform diagram when the initial voltage, Udc, is 651.7 V and the initial voltage,
Uo, is 75 V: (a) MPC only for the DAB; (b) MPC for the DAB-SC system.
When the DC bus voltage, Udc, is lower than the lower limit voltage of 665 V, which is 651.7 V, and
the initial value of the voltage, Uo, on the SC side is 58.6 V, the dynamic response time of the system is
24.5 ms when the bus voltage is stabilized to 665 V by using the DAB converter only to establish a
prediction model to control the SC discharge. The simulation waveform is shown in Figure 8a. Under
the same conditions, using the overall prediction model composed of the DAB converter and the SC to
control the SC discharge to stabilize the bus voltage to 665 V, the dynamic response time of the system
is 7.5 ms, and the simulation waveform is shown in Figure 8b.
It can be seen from the simulation results in Figures 7 and 8 that when the SC is discharged from
different SOCs, the method of using the overall model of the DAB converter and the SC for predictive
control to stabilize the bus voltage always obtains faster response times than the method of using the
MPC only for the DAB converter to stabilize the bus voltage.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Simulation waveform diagram when the initial voltage, Udc, is 651.7 V and the initial voltage,
Uo, is 58.6 V: (a) MPC only for the DAB; (b) MPC for the DAB-SC system.
5.2. SC Charge in the Normal Working Range
When the DC bus voltage, Udc, is higher than the higher limit voltage of 735 V, which is 749.7 V,
and the initial value of the voltage, Uo, on the SC side is 75 V, the dynamic response time of the system
is 1.7 ms when the bus voltage is stabilized to 735 V by using the DAB converter only to establish a
prediction model to control the SC charge. The simulation waveform is shown in Figure 9a. Under the
same conditions, using the overall prediction model composed of the DAB converter and the SC to
control the SC charge to stabilize the bus voltage to 735 V, the dynamic response time of the system
is 1.1 ms, and the simulation waveform is shown in Figure 9b. Under the simulation conditions, a
detailed waveform of the drive signal is shown in Figure A2 (see Appendix B).
When the output power of the photovoltaic is high, the voltage, Udc, on the DC bus side is higher
than the higher limit voltage of 735 V, which is 749.7 V, and the initial value of the voltage, Uo, on the
SC side is 93.6 V, the dynamic response time of the system is 14 ms when the bus voltage is stabilized
to 735 V by using the DAB converter only to establish a prediction model to control the SC charge. The
simulation waveform is shown in Figure 10a. Under the same conditions, using the overall prediction
model composed of the DAB converter and the SC to control the SC charge to stabilize the bus voltage
to 735 V, the dynamic response time of the system is 5.9 ms, and the simulation waveform is shown in
Figure 10b.
It can be seen from the simulation results in Figures 9 and 10 that when the SC is charged from
different SOCs, the method of using the overall model of the DAB converter and the SC for predictive
control to stabilize the bus voltage always obtains faster response times than the method of using the
MPC only for the DAB converter to stabilize the bus voltage.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 9. Simulation waveform diagram when the initial voltage, Udc, is 749.7 V and the initial voltage,
Uo, is 75 V: (a) MPC only for the DAB; (b) MPC for the DAB-SC system.
(a) (b) 
Figure 10. Simulation waveform diagram when the initial voltage, Udc, is 749.7 V and the initial
voltage, Uo, is 93.6 V: (a) MPC only for the DAB; (b) MPC for the DAB-SC system.
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5.3. SC Discharge Closer to the Lower Limit
Through the observations of Figures 7–10, it can be found that in these four cases, compared with
the method of using the MPC only for the DAB converter to stabilize the bus voltage, the method of
using the overall prediction model composed of the DAB converter and the SC to stabilize the bus
voltage makes the SC voltage have a larger amount of change. Figure 11 contains the simulation
waveforms obtained by using two different control methods when the voltage, Udc, on the DC bus side
is 651.7 V and the initial value of the voltage, Uo, on the SC side is 58 V. As can be seen from Figure 11a,
in this case, a method of establishing a prediction model only for the DAB converter to control the
discharge of the SC cannot stabilize the bus voltage to 665 V. It can be seen from Figure 11b that the
dynamic response time of the system is 12 ms by using the overall prediction model composed of the
DAB converter and the SC to control the SC discharge to stabilize the bus voltage to 665 V.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 11. Simulation waveform diagram when the initial voltage, Udc, is 651.7 V and the initial
voltage, Uo, is 58 V: (a) MPC only for the DAB; (b) MPC for the DAB-SC system.
When the voltage, Udc, on the DC bus side is 651.7 V, and the initial value of the voltage, Uo, on
the SC side is 56.58 V, using the overall prediction model composed of the DAB converter and the SC
to control the SC charge to stabilize the bus voltage to 665 V, the dynamic response time of the system
is 15 ms, and the simulation waveform is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Simulation waveform diagram of the MPC for the DAB-SC system when the initial voltage,
Udc, is 651.7 V and the initial voltage, Uo, is 56.58 V.
5.4. SC Charge Closer to the Upper Limit
Figure 13 contains the simulation waveforms obtained by using two different control methods
when the voltage, Udc, on the DC bus side is 749.7 V and the initial value of the voltage, Uo, on the SC
side is 94 V. As can be seen from Figure 13a, in this case, the method of establishing a prediction model
only for the DAB converter to control the charge of the SC cannot stabilize the bus voltage to 735 V. It
can be seen from Figure 13b that the dynamic response time of the system is 6 ms by using the overall
prediction model composed of the DAB converter and the SC to control the SC charge to stabilize the
bus voltage to 735 V.
When the voltage, Udc, on the DC bus side is 749.7 V, and the initial value of the voltage, Uo, on
the SC side is 98.1 V, using the overall prediction model composed of the DAB converter and the SC to
control the SC charge to stabilize the bus voltage to 735 V, the dynamic response time of the system is
22.3 ms, and the simulation waveform is shown in Figure 14.
It can be seen from the simulation results of Figures 11–14 that compared with the method of
establishing a prediction model only for the DAB converter to stabilize the bus voltage, the method of
using the overall prediction model composed of the DAB converter and the SC to stabilize the bus
voltage increases the actual upper limit of the SC voltage, reduces the actual lower limit of the SC
voltage, and expands the actual capacity utilization range of the SC by 18.63%.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 13. Experimental waveform diagram when the initial voltage, Udc, is 749.7 V and the initial
voltage, Uo, is 94 V: (a) MPC only for the DAB; (b) MPC for the DAB-SC system.
 
Figure 14. Simulation waveform diagram of the MPC for the DAB-SC system when the initial voltage,
Udc, is 749.7 V and the initial voltage, uo, is 98.1 V.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, a hybrid MPC strategy composed of a DAB and SC was proposed in order to improve
the dynamic characteristics of an energy storage system. The structural characteristics of the SCs were
analyzed, and a suitable equivalent model of the SC was chosen for its fast response characteristics. The
working principle of the DAB converter in each stage under single-phase shift control was analyzed
and the prediction model of the DAB-SC system was established. By combining the SC model and the
DAB model, an appropriate evaluation target was selected to establish the objective function for model
prediction. A simulation model of the DAB-SC system was built in MATLAB/Simulink for verification.
The simulation results show that the proposed method with the overall prediction model composed of
a DAB converter and SC can effectively improve the overall response speed of the system and expand
the actual capacity utilization range of the SC. The validity of the proposed method was verified and
the proposed method has good application prospects in improving the dynamic response performance
of energy storage systems.
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Abbreviation
SC Supercapacitor
DAB Dual active bridge
RC Resistor-capacitor
ANN Artificial neural network
DC Direct current
ZVS Zero voltage switch
AC Alternative current
MPC Model predictive control
SOC State of charge
Appendix A
It can be seen from Figure A1 that the secondary side drive signal of the converter leads the
primary side drive signal in SC discharge state. And comparing Figures A1a and A1b, it can be seen
that compared with the method of establishing a prediction model only for the DAB converter to
control SC discharge, the method of controlling SC discharge by using the overall prediction model
composed of the DAB converter and SC has a larger amplitude of inductor current, and due to the
internal resistance RES of SC, the voltage on the low voltage side declines instantaneously when SC
is discharged, making Udc > nUo, therefore, the inductor current in the power transfer mode of the
converter decreases linearly when SC is discharged.
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Figure A1. Detailed simulation waveform diagram of the drive signal when Udc initial voltage is
651.7 V and Uo initial voltage is 75 V: (a) MPC only for DAB; (b) MPC for DAB-SC system.
Appendix B
It can be seen from Figure A2 that the primary side drive signal of the converter leads the
secondary side drive signal in SC discharge state. And comparing Figures A2a and A2b, it can be
seen that compared with the method of establishing a prediction model only for the DAB converter to
control SC discharge, the method of controlling SC discharge by using the overall prediction model
composed of the DAB converter and SC has a larger amplitude of the inductor current, and due to
the internal resistance RES of SC, the voltage on the low voltage side rises instantaneously when SC is
charged, making Udc < nUo, therefore, the inductor current in the power transfer mode of the converter
decreases linearly when SC is charged.
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Figure A2. Detailed Simulation waveform diagram of the drive signal when Udc initial voltage is
749.7 V and Uo initial voltage is 75 V: (a) MPC only for DAB; (b) MPC for DAB-SC system.
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Abstract: The last few decades have seen a significant increase in the number of electric vehicles (EVs)
for private and public transportation around the world. This has resulted in high power demands on
the electrical grid, especially when fast and ultra-fast or flash (at the bus-stop) charging are required.
Consequently, a ground storage should be used in order to mitigate the peak power request period.
This paper deals with an innovative and simple fast charging infrastructure based on supercapacitors,
used to charge the energy storage system on board electric buses. According to the charging level
of the electric bus, the proposed fast charging system is able to provide the maximum power of
180 kW without exceeding 30 s and without using DC–DC converters. In order to limit the maximum
charging current, the electric bus is charged in three steps through three different connectors placed
between the supercapacitors on board the bus and the fast charging system. The fast charging system
has been carefully designed, taking into account several system parameters, such as charging time,
maximum current, and voltage. Experimental tests have been performed on a fast charging station
prototype to validate the theoretical analysis and functionality of the proposed architecture.
Keywords: supercapacitors; fast and flash charging; urban public transportation
1. Introduction
The electric vehicles (EVs) in public transportation could be the keystone to limit a city’s traffic
problem, noise level, and pollution within urban complexes with high population density [1,2]. In fact,
having electric public vehicles in the city center will have a large positive environmental effect on
both noise and pollution. According to the many advantages provided by EVs, more and more cities
have been replacing their public vehicles with electric vehicles [3–8]. In [7], a cost-benefit method was
employed for the scheduling of an electric city bus fleet on a single route. Three different charging
infrastructure scenarios were considered. In the first scenario, only one charging station was used.
The second scenario considered two charging stations that were located at the same terminus. In the
third scenario, two charging stations were located at opposite terminuses. The first scenario is the
cheaper solution compared to the others. The second solution is more suitable in terms of energy
demand and traffic conditions. However, the electric vehicles, such as electric buses, are limited by the
onboard storage system and the long charging times, which depends on the charging infrastructure.
There are several different methods to charge the electric buses [8,9].
1. Overnight charging method. In this case, the electric buses are equipped with a huge energy
storage system in order to satisfy the bus routes during the day. The large storage system (i.e.,
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for a 12 m bus there are about 350 kWh of lithium batteries) must be recharged during the night
(in about 6 h).
2. Route charging method. In this method, the buses are charging in the bus-station during each
break at the end of the routes. The charging time takes only 10–15 min. Compared to the previous
method, the energy storage system is significantly reduced (i.e., for a 12 m bus there are about
40–60 kWh of lithium batteries), whereas the charging infrastructure is more stressed than the
overnight charger due to the higher power requests. Thus, in this case, the advantage is the
smaller energy storage system onboard the buses, leading to less costs.
3. Flash charging method. In this case, the electric bus recharges at bus stops in just a few seconds.
In fact, the charging time takes only 20–30 s (when the passengers are getting on the bus). Then,
each time the buses come to the final stop throughout the day, it quickly recharges. The energy
storage system on board the bus is smaller than in previous cases (i.e., for a 12 m bus there are
about 1–2 kWh of lithium batteries). Since the charge/discharge are carried out at high power,
the energy storage system is composed of supercapacitors instead of batteries. Consequently,
the supercapacitors are used to realize charging infrastructure. Using this method, the costs are
drastically reduced due to the smaller energy storage system on board the bus compared to the
previous methods.
Compared to the slow charging stations, the main advantages of the fast charging stations are
an extended range autonomy and a smaller storage system. Unfortunately, the connection of the
unexpected loads, such as an energy storage system, to the electrical grid may cause unwanted
effects on the grid due to the great power demands for short times. For instance, the Hess-ABB Tosa
(Trolleybus Optimisation System Alimentation), an 18 m bus fitted out by ABB with an optimized
complete traction chain, is composed by 40 kWh energy-storage units and an automatic energy transfer
system at bus-stops. This electric bus is charged two times on the 18 km route. The first charging point,
called Palexpo Flash Station, is equipped with a 400 kW power supply unit and the charging time is
only 15 s, whereas the second charging point is composed by a 200 kW power supply unit, and the
charging time is 3–4 min. These storage systems inevitably require expensive components with a large
effect on investment costs. Performance and cost optimization of charging stations and electric storage
systems pass through technology solutions able to integrate devices with different functions.
In [1], the evaluating methodology of power-quality field measurements of an electric bus charging
station in Taiwan was proposed. In this case, the charging station under study had 11 charging poles,
including two fast charging and nine slow charging poles. Experimental measurements of voltage
flickers, harmonic distortion, including electrical power measurements, and three phase voltages were
performed. In [2], a control structure for the DC charging station was proposed. The charging station
makes use of the frontend AC–DC converter, including the power grid filters, and backend DC–DC
converter connected via DC link capacitor. The DC–DC converter is controlled through the P-controller,
whereas the AC–DC converter is controlled using the PI (Proportional-Integral) controller, where the
input error is provided by the difference between the measured grid voltage and reference voltages.
The charging station proposed in [5] is equipped with a modular multilevel converter (MMC) and the
control structure is based on finite control set-model predictive control.
Such charging processes can be realized using the supercapacitors. The advantages of
supercapacitors can be highlighted in three different characteristics [10]: (1) high specific
power—supercapacitors can be totally discharged and charged in the order of seconds; (2) long
life, to the order of 106 cycles; (3) low specific energy.
The use of supercapacitors in both hybrid vehicles and hybrid storage configurations, including
microcars or forklifts, has been discussed in different papers [11–13]. In an electric microcar tested
on a dynamometer chassis running the urban part of the previous type approval procedure driving
cycle (ECE15) [11], the addition of supercapacitors to the battery storage brought a reduction of the
maximum current from lead-acid batteries and then advantages in terms of vehicle range (more than
50%) and battery life (more than double). The same results have been obtained also on a forklift [12].
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Such advantages (in terms of range) have not been obtained if the vehicle is equipped with lithium-ion
batteries due to their lower internal resistance [13].
In this paper, a flash charging infrastructure, a three-year project called “Ricerca di Sistema
Elettrico”, has been designed, evaluated in terms of investment costs [14,15], and tested using a
reduced scale model prototype [16]. Such charging infrastructure needs to be equipped with a storage
system based on supercapacitors due to the high-power transfer. The realized electric bus has a
hybrid storage system composed of lead acid batteries for the auxiliaries and backup, as well as the
supercapacitors for the traction. Furthermore, the proposed system presents an innovative concept,
where the charging is directly performed between two supercapacitors without use of the converter:
the first one placed in the charging station and the second one placed on board the electric bus. To limit
the charging current, an inductor is connected between the supercapacitors and the charge is made in
three different configurations by changing the connection of the supercapacitors in the charging station.
The advantages of the present configuration are that the charging station is simpler and does not have
any expensive devices like a converter; the only components used are contactors and an inductance,
cheaper than a DC–DC converter designed for such a purpose.
The paper is organized in six parts. The background of the charging station in the electric buses is
discussed in Section 1. The electric bus details (Tecnobus Gulliver U500), equipped with the pantograph
and the hybrid storage system, adapted to be compliant with the present charging system, is explained
in Section 2. The charging architecture and the charging control strategy is discussed in Section 3,
while experimental results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 investigates the possible structure
and the management of a complex charging network for public transport. Finally, Section 6 gives
the conclusions.
2. The Pantograph Equipped Vehicle
The vehicle used to test the flash charge infrastructure was a minibus, Tecnobus Gulliver U500,
also used for previous fast charge experimentation [17,18]. The specifications of the minibus are
reported in Table 1.
Table 1. Tecnobus Gulliver U500 Specification.
Parameter Stock Version Flash Charge Version
Length 5.3 m
Passengers 28
Max Speed 33 km/h
Electric Motor 235 Nm@950 Rpm24.8 kW@1035 Rpm
Auxiliaries consumption ~0.9 kW
Weight (kg) 4285 (Tare)–6045 (Gross) 3500 (Tare)–6045 (Gross)
Storage Lead Acid 72V/585 Ah (42.1 kWh) Lead Acid: 72V/120 Ah (8.6 kWh)Supercapacitors: 375V 63F (410 Wh)
This vehicle was originally equipped with lead acid batteries. The previous experimental results,
carried out at the ENEA (Italian Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic
Development) Casaccia Research Center, were also obtained using the LFP (lithium iron phosphate )
batteries [18].
The energy storage system on board the bus was specifically designed in order to use the flash
charging method. The energy storage was composed by a hybrid system, where 8.6 kWh lead acid
batteries (72 V/120 Ah) were used together with three Maxwell supercapacitor modules (125 V, 63 F)
connected in series, as shown in Figure 1a. The lead acid batteries were used for both the auxiliaries
and as a backup battery, when the supercapacitors were totally discharged during the route of the bus.
Furthermore, the batteries helped to partially discharge the supercapacitors, when their voltage was
too high to be charged. The nominal energy of the supercapacitors was 410 Wh; nevertheless, since the
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supercapacitors worked at half their nominal voltage, only 75% of the supercapacitors’ nominal energy
was used. The description of the architecture on board the bus is explained in more detail in [19].
Figure 1b shows the pantograph installed on the bus. The pantograph was a fast charging device
manufactured by Schunk with the following characteristics:
• Maximum operating voltage: 1000 V;
• Continuous charging current: 150 A (6 h);
• Maximum charging current: 1000 A (15 min);





Figure 1. (a) Hybrid Storage system on board the bus; (b) and the pantograph for ultrafast charge.
3. Charging Architecture
The main characteristics of the flash charging method proposed in this paper are the following:
(1) The charging time at every bus-stop must be less than the pick-up and drop-off times of the
passengers. The acceptable charging time is fixed at 30 s;
(2) The charging station supercapacitors must be rapidly charged. A maximum charging time is set
at 3 min;
(3) The charging station must charge the electric bus even if the bus storage system has a different
voltage from the designed value. The bus energy consumption is not constant during its route,
depending on traffic and passenger load. Consequently, the charging station must be able to
charge the bus independently of the state of the charge of the onboard supercapacitors;
(4) A ground storage is required to reduce the peak power demanded of the power grid.
In [14–16] the charging station was designed and tested in a reduced scale prototype. In that
case, the power levels were not taken into account and the electric scheme of the charging station was
created to optimize the simulation model. Such a system was composed by six ultra-capacitors in the
ground charging station and three onboard the vehicle, each one of 16 V and 250 F. Starting from this
analysis, in this paper a real scale protype was built. In this paper, the proposed charging station was
built with the architecture explained below.
The block scheme of the proposed charging station is depicted in Figure 2. Five contactors
were used to operate the charging process. The charging was made in three steps: (1) four modules,
connected two in series and two in parallel (2s2p), were used to charge the vehicle; (2) an extra module
was added in series to the others; and (3) a sixth module was connected in series to the others.
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Figure 2. Block scheme of the charging station.
In the first step, the contactors RL5, RL11, and RL7 were closed to allow the four-supercapacitor
module to transfer energy from the charging station to the onboard supercapacitors. When the charging
transfer was almost complete (or the current fell below 20 A), the contactor RL5 was opened, while the
contactor RL3 was closed to start the second step. When the second step was finished, the closure of the
RL1 started the third step. Finally, four AC–DC converters with 2 kW rated power were used to charge
the supercapacitors after the energy transfer process. The maximum charging current was limited,
using the inductor and resistor with the parameters listed in Table 2. The inductor is shown in Figure 3.
The supercapacitor configuration together with the inductance is an efficient strategy to manage the
flash charge in a cheap way. The reason for the use of three recharge steps instead of one is related to
the possibility of reducing the maximum recharge current and optimizing the energy transfer.
 
Figure 3. Inductor used in the charging station.
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Table 2. Inductor and resistor parameters.
L = 5.4 mH
Resistance = 0.155 Ω
Maximum Current = 500 A
Ku = 0.5
IRMS = 187 A
4. Results
Different tests were carried out in order to validate the design of the proposed charging station.
• Verifying that the charging process is completed within a prefixed time: At this stage the charging
process is non-automatized, so from one step to the following one there could be a delay that
could be easily removed in the future. The end of each step and the start of the following one is
set to when the current falls below a threshold value of 20 A.
• Verifying that the ground supercapacitors are fully recharged in a fixed period of time in order to
be ready to charge the next bus.
• Verifying that the maximum current and voltage do not exceed the nominal ones:
every supercapacitor module has a nominal voltage of 125 V, but only half of this value is
used. Hence, the maximum charge voltage is 375 V, while the minimum voltage is 187.5 V
• Verifying that the charging station is able to charge the bus even if the bus storage has a
supercapacitor voltage different from the minimum allowed. The bus energy consumption is not
constant during the route, depending on traffic, path, and pay-load. Accordingly, the charging
station must be able to charge the onboard energy storage even if it is not completely discharged.
The simulation results performed in one step (1-step) and three steps (3-step) recharge processes
for the proposed system are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The 1-step charging is faster, but the 3-step
charging is more efficient and the correspondent current is lower. Table 3 shows the comparison
between the two charging methods.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4. Comparison of 1-step and 3-step charge. (a) Charging current as a function of time, (b) bus
supercapacitors voltage.
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Δ
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Voltages and currents as a function of time: (a) station side, (b) onboard side.










1 24 1152 343.7 43.58
3 40 513 370.7 53.69
It has been found that the test results depend on the initial voltage of the supercapacitors. In Table 2
the extreme conditions of recharge are considered. The voltage and current profile during a charging
are shown in Figure 5. The six modules connected as in Figure 2 present different voltage values during
the charge. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the three steps can be easily identified, observing three
different peak current and the three different voltages (supercapacitor voltages on board the vehicle
and the voltage on the ground station).
The maximum peak current, more than 400 A, was obtained during the second step and the
supercapacitor module connected in the second step reached the lowest value of voltage at the end of
the charge process. The charging time, without the delay times due to the manual drive of the charging
steps, was within the 30 s. The charging time of the ground supercapacitors was about 2.5 min.
The charging process when the initial voltage of the onboard supercapacitors was changed from
190 V to 250 V is depicted in Figures 6 and 7. With reference to different onboard voltages, the transfer
energy was reduced during the first step due to the different voltage between ground and onboard
storage. The current changed from 300 A (for voltage = 190 V) to 220 A (voltage = 230 V). Additionally,






Figure 6. Charging process with on board initial voltage of: (a) 190 V, (b) 210V.
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Figure 7. Charge process with onboard initial voltage of: (a) 230 V, (b) 250V.
Thanks to the lighter storage system compared to the original version (powered with 43 kWh lead
acid batteries) the unladen weight passed from 4300 kg to about 3500 kg and the gross laden weight
from 6300 to 5600 kg. Consequently, the range on a reference circuit, internal to the Enea Casaccia
Research Center of about 0.7 km, may range from 320 Wh/km up to 450 Wh/km, depending on the
number of passengers transported.
The bus route was performed in different conditions: a full and empty bus. Moreover, the state of
charge (SOC) of the supercapacitors was changed from 200 V to 275 V. Figure 8 shows the reference
speed profile and the SOC for different bus conditions and different voltages of the supercapacitor
tank. As can be seen from Figure 8, the charging station is able to charge the onboard supercapacitors





Figure 8. (a) Vehicle speed profile and state of charge (SOC) for different bus weights, (b) voltage of the
supercapacitor tank and related SOC.
Figure 9 shows the final voltage at the end of the charge process as a function of the initial voltage
of the supercapacitors. When the onboard SOC is close to zero, the final voltage is about 360 V, and it
increases with an increase in the initial voltage. When the initial voltage reaches the maximum value
(250 V), the charging station uses the two charge steps to bring the final voltage at 375 V. This is the
rated voltage for the supercapacitors; it is not possible to charge the energy storage system of the
bus if the initial voltage has higher values. However, the bus has a hybrid storage system composed
by batteries and supercapacitors. Some of the energy from the supercapacitors is transferred to the
batteries in order to decrease the supercapacitor voltage. Thus, the battery storage on board the bus
can be used to discharge the supercapacitors when their voltage is too high. Furthermore, battery
storage is used as a backup system when the supercapacitors are totally discharged during the route.
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Figure 9. Final onboard supercapacitor voltage as a function of the initial voltage (as recorded before
the charging process).
5. Structure of a Charging Network and its Management
In this paper, the structure of a flash charging station in the bus route was considered. Once the
feasibility of the idea is verified, it is necessary to consider the charging network building for a complex
transport system.
Figure 10 shows how it is possible to connect a supercapacitor bank to different bus stops, and it
is also possible to connect a bus stop to different supercapacitor banks.
  
Figure 10. Proposed structure for the flash charging network.
In this way, it is possible to create a structured flash recharging network.
To build the network the following must be considered:
1. the distance between the different bus stops;
2. the frequency of passing buses;
3. the presence of transformation stations near the stops.
For example, if two stops are very close, and a large interval of time is expected for the passage
of the buses, only one bank of capacitors can be used; if instead there are many stops nearby with a
high frequency of passing buses it is necessary to provide more banks of capacitors, greater than the
number of stops if needed.
A rule that has been established is that if two stops are more than a hundred meters apart then
they are not connected.
To manage the network, it is necessary to establish the value of the supercapacitors’ charge power,
Figure 11 shows a possible technique for managing the charging power.
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Figure 11. Proposed criteria for network management.
From the knowledge of waiting times at the bus stop, a solution for choosing the capacitor recharge
power is shown in Figure 11.
The subject of study has been introduced for completeness; it will be explained in more detail in
other papers, but to give an example, consider a simplified case.
Consider the following charging network (Figure 12), which can be seen as a system where the
status is given by the position of the buses and the SOC of the capacitors on the ground. The input is
the direction and speed of the buses, or equivalent, the waiting times at the stops and the output are
the SuperCapacitorsconnections with the bus stops and their recharging powers.
Figure 12. Example of flash charge network.
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In a first example, the waiting time at the stops is considered a multiple of 3 min, the supercapacitors’
recharge power is a constant and equal to 8 kW. In another case, it is possible to choose between three
thresholds—8, 4, and 2.7 kW.
The following Table 4 shows the transition times at the stops for four buses.
Table 4. Bus travel times and relative stops.
Time (min) 0 3 6 9 12 15
Bus 1 N 1 N 3 N 9
Bus 2 N 6 7 10 N N
Bus 3 N 11 N 4 2 N
Bus 4 N N 11 N N 9
N = No stop.
Table 5 indicates a possible management of the capacitors by adopting a single recharge threshold;
the term Cif indicates that the capacitor is connected to the station f.


















0 8 1 8 6 0 0 0 0 8 11
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 7 8 11
6 0 0 8 3 8 4 0 0 8 10
9 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 8 9 8 9 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 6 indicates a possible solution with three recharge thresholds.


















0 8 1 2.7 3 2.7 4 8 6 8 11
3 2.7 2 2.7 3 2.7 4 8 7 8 11
6 2.7 2 2.7 3 2.7 4 2.7 9 8 10
9 2.7 2 0 0 4 9 2.7 9 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 4 9 2.7 9 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 13 allows the results to be compared for the same time interval.
The subject of study was introduced for completeness; it will be explained in more detail in the
other papers.
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Figure 13. Bus position and configuration of the charging network for 6’ < T < 9′ in the two solutions.
6. Conclusions
The preliminary results of a flash charge system for a public transport vehicle characterized by
supercapacitors and batteries storage system onboard the vehicle were presented. The charging process
was divided into three steps in order to limit the maximum currents.
It can be noticed that such a charging system could be effective from both a technical and
economical point of view when used for reduced distance between two adjacent stops. The necessary
grid average power can be definitely fulfilled by a common urban light system due to the quite low
average value. In fact, the charging process of the ground station is accomplished with a longer time
between two different vehicles. The results have confirmed the theoretical, modeling, and experimental
study served for sizing and implementing of the 1:1 scale system.
In the final part of the paper, suggestions have been proposed for future improvements of the
charging system and for alternative structures of the flash charging stations.
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Abstract: This paper deals with an ultracapacitor (UC) model and its identification procedure. To take
UC’s fractional characteristic into account, two constant phase elements (CPEs) are used to construct
a model structure according to impedance spectrum analysis. The different behaviors of UC such
as capacitance, resistance, and charge distribution dynamics are simulated by the corresponding
part in the model. The resistance under different voltages is calculated through the voltage rebound
method to explore its non-linear characteristics and create a look-up table. A nonlinear fractional
model around an operation voltage is then deduced by applying the resistance table. This time
identification is carried by a proposed hybrid optimization algorithm: Nelder-Mead seeker algorithm
(NMSA), which embeds the Nelder–Mead Simplex (NMS) method into the seeker optimization
algorithm (SOA). Its time behavior has been compared with the linear fractional model for charging
and discharging current profiles at different levels.
Keywords: hybrid optimization; ultracapacitor; fractional-order model; time-domain analysis
1. Introduction
Ultracapacitors (UCs) are currently gaining attention rapidly as a new type of energy-storage
component with a higher density than ordinary capacitance and longer cycle life than batteries [1,2].
However, its energy storage principle determines its capacity cannot temporarily surpass the battery [3].
Thence, it is always associated with batteries in the energy storage unit when it supplies energy to
electric vehicles (EV) or hybrid electric vehicles (HEV). UC can meet vehicle startup and acceleration
requirements due to its high power rate. Thanks to the short charging time of UC, the braking
energy can be absorbed efficiently during decelerating. With a reasonable power distribution strategy
in-vehicle, the application of UC is a good way to reduce battery load and further to improve the
battery’s cycle life.
In the early stage of UC modeling, the internal properties of UC are analyzed in many
electrochemical models. In their model, Gouy and Chapman adopted the principle that ion distribution
of the double-layer’s outer element conformed to the laws of Bolzmann [4]. The mathematical model
proposed in [5] described the effect of pore size on UC performance. On the contrary, the machine
learning model describes the relationships between inputs and outputs without considering the
internal structure. The subject [6–8] utilized ANN technology to predict the performance of carbon
materials in supercapacitors. Among all the modeling approaches, the equivalent circuit model is the
most commonly used. Through studying the slow charging behavior of UC, R.L. Spyker and R.M.
Nelms used a classical equivalent circuit composed of capacitance in parallel with resistance and an
equivalent series resistance [9]. To take into account the fast dynamics, a model consisting of three RC
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branches is proposed that reflected the internal charge distribution process within a specific voltage
range [10]. Because of the widespread use of activated carbon with high surface area, some groups
adopted the transmission line model (TLM) to simulate the frequency response of UC and discussed
the contribution of the parameters to the impedance spectrum [11]. The complex determination of
different elements and large numbers of parameters leads to inconvenience.
To simplify the complexity of the model, the fractional-order model has been employed. A simple
UC model composed of a series resistor and a CPE is used to model the impedance in the frequency
range in [12]. The capacitance-voltage dependence is taken into account in [13] by implanting a
voltage-dependent capacitance in one of the three branches and a fitting formula with an undetermined
coefficient is used. N. Bertrand et al. [14] used a set of linear systems to deduce a global nonlinear model.
In a process of model identification, there are traditional methods such as the least square methods,
the gradient-based methods, and the maximum likelihood methods. They can be suitable for nonlinear
systems after some efforts made by [15]. However, the recognition process of all the above methods
needs to derive the objective function, which is difficult to implement in fractional-order systems. The
derivative-free algorithms, such as the simplex search method [16] and Nelder–Mead simplex (NMS)
algorithm, [17] are successfully applied to the parameter tuning. The limitations of these techniques
are the natural local concern and the sensitivity to the initial solution of the algorithm. Fractional
order system identification problems have been carried out using global heuristic techniques such as
particle swarm optimization (PSO) [18], genetic algorithm (GA) [19], and artificial bee colony algorithm
(ABC) [20]. Compared to the local search algorithm, they have a global performance nature and a
greater possibility to converge to the global optimal point. Nevertheless, they often oscillate in the
vicinity of the optimal point or miss the optimal area due to strong randomness.
The seeker optimization algorithm (SOA) is also a heuristic algorithm, which was invented by
Dai [21]. It explores the experience of human search behavior through the analysis of the human
random search process. By exchanging experience, seekers determine their direction and step size,
then update their location, and, finally, find the optimal point. Since it is proposed, it has been used
by researchers in different engineering applications like system modeling and optimal control [22,23].
To overcome the individual limits of SOA, a hybridization of SOA and NM algorithm is used in this
paper, which simultaneously retains the benefits of both techniques while discarding their drawbacks.
The proposed modeling approach leads to a model that has the following characteristics:
• The model structure is connected to UC dynamic characteristics;
• The using of fractional order reduces the number of parameters;
• The resistance voltage dependence has been taken into account;
• The hybrid optimization algorithm improves recognition accuracy.
2. Fractional-Order Calculus
Fractional-order calculus (FOC) generalizes the integrals and derivatives from integer-order
to arbitrary real order. This theory goes back to a note written by Leibniz, in which the meaning
of the half-derivative of the function x was discussed. Some approaches to generalizations of the
notion of calculus can be found in [24]. A great deal of work has been done to propose the models
of linear time-invariant system and nonlinear system for analyzing the stability, time, frequency
domain response, and other properties of the fractional-order model [25,26]. FOC provides an excellent
instrument for the description of stochastic memory phenomena such as electrochemical phenomena,
chaos, and viscoelasticity. Consider a function y = f (t), which is integrable and has at least m(mεN)
continuous derivatives. The universal expression of integer-order derivatives and integrals is as follows:
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dtm represents the derivative of order m. On the contrary, aD
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t denotes m fold integral if
p = −m(m > 0). The unification of integer-order derivatives and integrals is the basis for allowing p in
(1) to be an arbitrary real number or even a complex number. In this section, three main definitions of








































(t− τ)m−α−1 f (m)(τ)dτ, (m− 1 < α < m) (6)
Grünwald–Letnikov generalizes integer-order calculus directly and requires that f (t) can be
differentiated m = [α] + 1 times (α ∈ R). However, a limit operation is not convenient. Rieman–Liouville
provides an excellent opportunity to weaken the requirement for the differentiability of f (t) through
m-α-1 times integral before m-order derivative. Another definition was proposed by M.Caputo that
exchanges the sequence of derivative and integral. The main advantage of the Caputo approach is
permitting the initial conditions for fractional differential equations to take on the same form as for
integer-order differential equations, which makes them easy to interpret. Another difference between
Caputo’s definition and the other two definitions can be shown in the derivative of a constant C. The
Caputo derivative of a constant is 0, whereas the other two bring a nonzero value as Equation (7), so






3. A New Hybrid Algorithm: NMSA
3.1. Seeker Optimization Algorithm (SOA)
SOA is a new swarm intelligence optimization algorithm, which has better optimization quality
and robustness than GA and PSO [21]. It resolves optimization problems by means of map search. n
seekers search for the lowest position on the D-dimension map if there are D optimized variables. The
lowest position stands for the set of optimal parameters and the height of a point is calculated by the
objective function. Their journey lasts for g days, to begin with, they are sent to the initial position
randomly on the first day. On each of the following days, they need to record the lowest place they
have ever been and the corresponding altitude. Meanwhile, they share their locations and altitudes
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with the information network, which can be read by everyone and the best location of the past few
days can be selected. Afterward, according to several reference locations, each seeker determines the
direction and distance to go tomorrow, following a certain rule, and start their search the next day.
They move, communicate, and make plans at the end of the day journey until their whole journey is
finished and a position closest to the bottom is found.
On kth day, ith seeker pi(k) has a tendency to move towards the personal best position pibest(k)
and the best position of population pzbest(k). Meanwhile, he tends to inherit the moving direction
di(k− 1) of the yesterday if f (pi(k)) < f (pi(k− 1)) and to reverse it if not. Another reference direction
might also exist, which is represented by diother(k). Those reference directions are marked in Figure 1.
Using horizontal as an example, after the number of reference directions toward the positive direction
and those toward the negative direction are counted, respectively, draw the probability distribution
semicircle. Then ith seeker determines his moving direction di(k) by generating a random angle. If the













Figure 1. Determine the search direction.
The search step length li(k) is calculated by Gaussian membership function in Equation (8). μi is
a decreasing function of ith seeker’s fitness ranking Ii. Ii means that f (pi(k)) is the Iith lowest in all
f (p(k)). σi is negatively correlated with k. μi allows the seeker near the optimal point to search for
more details and σi makes seekers search more carefully at the later stage of the search. Figure 2 is an





















Figure 2. Determine the search step length.
3.2. Nelder–Mead Simplex Algorithm
As a derivative-free method, the NM algorithm is used to construct a simplex to solve unconstrained
minimization problems. To minimize a mathematical function f that has n real parameters, the simplex
is designed with n + 1 vertexes and to replace the worst vertex with a better one each iteration via
reflection, expansion, contraction, or reduction.
After the initial simplex is determined, the function f is evaluated at each of the vertices, which
are later renamed according to its value and then comes the relationship in Equation (9). The basis
points and the candidate points that will be used later are listed in Table 1. And they are elected
pursuant to the rule shown in Figure 3. The NM algorithm is the first step towards finding an effective
substitute for Xw along the line segment joining Xc and Xw as seen in Figure 4. If the first step fails, NM
no longer explores that line segment but starts to draw closer to Xb by shrinking. Figure 5 shows the
evolution of simplex when NM is used to find the optimal point of a 2-dimensional objective function.
f (X1) ≤ f (X2) ≤ · · · ≤ f (Xn+1) (9)
Table 1. Basis points and the candidate points of Nelder–Mead (NM).
Basis Candidate
Best vertex Xb = X1 Reflection point Xr = Xc + α(Xc −Xw)
Second worst vertex Xsw = Xn Expansion point Xe = Xc + β(Xr −Xc)
Worst vertex Xw = Xn+1 Outer contraction point Xoc = Xc + γ(Xr −Xc)
Centroid Xc = 1n
n∑
i=1
Xi Inner contraction point Xic = Xc + γ(Xw −Xc)
Shrinkage points Xs(i) = Xb + δ(Xi −Xb)i = 2, 3, . . . , n + 1
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f (xr)<f (xb)
f (xe)<f (xr) f (xr)<f (xsw)
f (xr)<f (xw)
f (xoc)<f (xr) f (xic)<f (xw)
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Figure 5. A case of NM algorithm.
3.3. New Hybrid SOA: NMSA
The random factors in the seeker’s direction and step length bring SOA good global exploration
ability. Nevertheless, it is also the randomness that causes its poor local exploration ability. SOA’s later
search is always wasted. Besides, when dealing with a multi-extremum problem, SOA may converge
to a wrong extreme point because of insufficient exploration to the main extreme point. As a beam
search method, the NM simplex method has opposite capability compared with SOA. However, it also
produces incorrect outputs due to the quality of the initial simplex. In this paper, a synthetic algorithm
of NM and SOA is proposed to make their respective advantages complementary to each other. In
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every day’s searching, the top n + 1 seekers of SOA do the NM transformation and iterate once. After
that, they begin to share their positions and to make the next day’s plan. A diagram of the proposed
method NMSA (The hybrid algorithm based on the seeker algorithm and the Nelder–Mead simplex) is
given in Figure 6.
+NMResult of SOA Result of NMSA  
Figure 6. NMSA algorithm.
To evaluate the performance of the optimization strategy, a set of artificial test functions has been
proposed and used as benchmarks. Typically, they can be classified in the term of modality. If there is
only one peak in the function landscape, the function is said to be unimodal (e.g., sphere function,
booth function, etc.), which is often used for convergence velocity comparison [27]. On the contrary,
the function is a multimodal function (e.g., Rastrigin function, Ackley function, Schwefel function,
etc.). It turns out to be an extremely important performance test for global optimization because it
creates difficulties in finding a global minimum. In such a landscape, the search process can direct the
search away from the true optimal solutions and trapped in one of the local minima.
For our proposed offline global optimization algorithm NMSA, its reliability and precision should
be tested. Rastrigin function, one of the multimodel functions, is based on De Jong’s function with the
addition of cosine modulation to produce many local minima. In addition, the small fitness differences
in the topology increase the complexity of the problem [28]. Therefore, consider the Rastrigin function
as the test function of NMSA. The function is given by the following formula and visualized by Figure 7.
f (x, y) = x2 + y2 − 10 cos(2πx) − 10 cos(2πy) + 20 (10)
Figure 7. Visualization of Rastrigin function.
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Rastrigin function has several minima. The global one is at (0, 0). This minimum gives a function
value f = 0. The nearest other minima are, respectively, at (0, 1), (0, −1), (1, 0), and (−1, 0), and
they all give a value f = 1. As shown in Figure 8, based on the respective function value obtained
by NMSA and SOA after 10 runs, it can be noted that the NMSA algorithm leads successfully to
the global minimum compared with the original SOA. With SOA, nearly half of the optimization
processes converge to secondary minima and the remainder need at least 90 iterations to converge
to the global minimum. NMSA needs less than 60 iterations to get the correct minimum with no
wrong judgments in 10 runs. That is because NM offsets the SOA’s weakness in local exploration and
improves the directionality in NMSA. In general, NMSA has the following characteristics: (1) Its global
and local exploration abilities are well balanced for finding the global minimum; (2) It has combined
the ergodicity and directionality effectively for a faster rate of convergence. In Table 2, the search results
after 100 iterations are presented in two numerical forms: the coordinates of the searched approximate
optimal solution and the corresponding fitness value. The former shows that NMSA has advantages
over SOA in finding global optimization. As for the latter, the fitness value is numerically equal to the
fitness error because the true optimal fitness value in this example is 0. After comparing this value, we
















Figure 8. The Fitness curve of the seeker optimization algorithm (SOA) and NMSA; (a) is the fitness
curve of SOA; (b) is the fitness curve of NMSA.
Table 2. Results of SOA and NMSA.
(x,y)searched by SOA f(x,y) (x,y)searched by NMSA f(x,y)
(+8.8432E−3, −1.1794E−2) +4.3093E−2 (+1.1729E−3, +6.7883E−3) +9.4136E−3
(−2.0045E−3, −2.9132E−3) +2.4808E−3 (−4.1521E−3, +3.3201E−5) +3.4204E−3
(−1.0142E00, −6.2758E−3) +1.0763E00 (−4.3177E−4, −1.2294E−3) +3.3684E−4
(+6.6242E−2, −5.0537E−3) +8.6317E−1 (+2.7027E−3, −7.0799E−3) +1.1392E−2
(+1.0154E00, −6.6096E−3) +1.0867E00 (−9.5493E−3, +3.2802E−3) +2.0220E−2
(+2.1976E−2, −1.4773E−2) +1.3893E−1 (+2.2814E−3, +6.8896E−4) +1.1267E−3
(−1.7572E−2, +8.4259E−3) +7.5280E−2 (−2.1941E−3, −2.5050E−2) +4.4583E−3
(−9.7707E−1, −2.2125E−2) +1.1553E00 (−3.0697E−4, +2.6148E−3) +1.3751E−3
(−2.0418E−2, −5.1174E−2) +5.9771E−1 (−5.7813E−4, −1.8963E−3) +7.7976E−4
(+2.3927E−2, +2.9333E−3) +1.1507E−1 (−9.8208E−4, +1.1038E−4) +1.9376E−4
4. Modeling and Identification of UC
4.1. Fractional Order Modeling of UC
UC, also known as electrochemical double layer capacitor, stores the electrical energy by ion
absorption in the double-layer or pseudo-capacitive between electrode and electrolyte. A double layer
in the order of 0.3–0.8 nm gradually forms during charging or discharging, which leads to a larger
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capacitance and higher energy density than ordinary capacitors. In addition, carbon with pores is
widely used as the electrode of UC because it provides a larger surface area. Because of that energy
storage principle and the use of carbon electrodes, UC performance is affected by distributed surface
reactivity, inhomogeneity, and roughness, which can be better characterized by CPE according to
the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The impedance curve will deflect downward to a
squashed semi-circle if the capacitor parallel with the resistor is replaced by CPE. The CPE can also
model the imperfect capacitor behavior of a double-layer capacitor; therefore, this paper proposed a






Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
CPE2
Figure 9. Ultracapacitor (UC) fractional model.










where C1 and C2 are the capacitance coefficients, α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) and β(0 ≤ β ≤ 1) are the fractional orders
of CPE. According to the equivalent circuit structure, the transfer function of the fractional model can











where Rs represents the series resistance and Rs is particularly small for UC. Part 2 which consists of
CPE1 and Rc serves to capture the charge diffusion caused by specifically adsorbed ions. CPE2 models
the behavior of the double layer. To simplify the solving process, the inverse Laplace transformation in
Equation (13) can be divided into three parts due to its linear nature:






+ C1Dαt U2(t) = I(t) (16)
C2D
β
t U3(t) = I(t) (17)
With the method proposed in [29] by Zhao C.N. and Xue D.Y., the solution to the fractional-order
differential equation
a1Dγ1 y(t) + a2Dγ2 y(t) + · · ·+ anDγn y(t) = u(t) (18)
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can be written as
y(t) =


















j−1, j = 1, 2, · · · (20)
For part 1: U1(t) = Rs·I(t);





For part 3: u(t) = I(t), y(t) = U3(t), a = C2, γ = β.
4.2. Time Domain Response Analysis of UC
After the current is set to zero, the terminal voltage of UC varies with the time. This phenomenon
is called voltage rebound and can be used to calculate the effective resistance of UC with the formula
Rt = Ut/I [30]. The response of Nesscap to a single pulse is drawn in Figure 10. When current is
suddenly set to zero, t = 0 and the resistance at this point R0 = U0/I. As t increases, Rt increases. If
parameters are assigned values: Rs = 1.537 mΩ, Rc = 5.393 mΩ, C1 = 7501 F, C1 = 2918 F, α = 0.2699,
β = 0.9663, the model response fits well with the real response. Decompose the model response into
three parts, as shown in Figure 10, according to the previous section. U1 imitates the immediate
resistance rebound at t = 0 and equals to U0, so Rs = R0. It can be seen both U2 and U3 contribute to
the response for t > 0 and t < 0. U2 mainly represents the obvious inertia properties under the sudden
current change while U3 mainly represents the capacitance characteristics. The existence of α and β
provides a more flexible approach to receive a more accurate model.
t=0
U0 Ut
Figure 10. Single-pulse response of UC.
The resistance of different voltages at 200 A is calculated by using the same method and its
variation with voltage is shown in Figure 11. Charging Rs keeps steady in the charging process. In
discharging experiment, Rs increases sharply. In the later parameter identification, Rs is determined by
the look-up table method.
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Figure 11. Resistance variation at 200 A.
4.3. Parameter Estimation in Time Domain
A Nesscap UC with the nominal capacitance of 3000 F, steady-state resistance of 0.4 mΩ, power
density of 512 W/kg, and energy density of 4.4 Wh/kg is used to carry on charge and discharge
experiments at different currents. The rectangular current with an amplitude value of 200 A is the input
during charging. When Rs can be determined using the look-up table, the remaining five parameters
are identified by NMSA. Its objective function is defined as Equation (21), which can well evaluate the
ability of the model to describe the real capacitance behavior. U(t) is the measured voltage and Û(t) is
the derived result from identified model. Sampling time t = 0.1 s. The key parameters of NMSA are as
follows: population size S = 20, number of searching days g = 100, dimension of map is 5, reflection





U( j) − Û( j)
)
[(tend − t0)/h] (21)
5. Results and Discussion
After performing the optimization procedure, the result is Rc = 14.31 mΩ, C1 = 7021 F,
C2 = 3799 F, α = 0.7944, β = 0.9994 for charging. The validation test has been done with charging and
discharging currents at levels of 300 A and 400 A. The UC voltage is constrained to vary in the voltage
range [1.35 V, 2.7 V]. The results are presented in Figure 12. Compared to the fitness results obtained by
NMSA without considering the voltage dependence of Rs, great improvement was achieved under a
discharge condition. The error between Nesscap and the nonlinear model is within 0.02 V for charging
and 0.05 V for discharging. The result shows that the model gives an accurate voltage response for
300 A and 400 A current level. Though there is a slight difference between the charging and discharging,
which may be caused by changes in other parameters, it can be neglected. The proposed model
simulates UC behavior with good accuracy in the time domain.
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Figure 12. Comparison between model voltage response and UC voltage (The left side is the response
curve and the right side it the response error compared with UC voltage) (a) Validation test with
300 A charging profile; (b) Validation test with 400 A charging profile; (c) Validation test with 300 A
discharging profile; (d) Validation test with 400 A discharging profile.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a fractional model of UC is applied. The influence of two fractional parameters
α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) and β(0 ≤ β ≤ 1) on the UC model’s time domain is analyzed. α represents the inertia
properties in UC, β represents the undesirable components in UC. The voltage dependence of Rs is
discussed and a look-up table is set up to add nonlinear characteristics to the model using the voltage
rebound method. The resistance of UC varies greatly during discharging. A new hybrid optimization
algorithm NMSA is proposed in this paper and has been proven to have sufficient global search
capability and accuracy. After applying 300 A and 400 A level current to the identified model, it can be
proved that the current magnitude and status of charging or discharging have almost no influence or
slight influence on the UCs behavior in the range [200 A, 400 A].
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Abstract: The development of portable electronic devices has greatly stimulated the need for
miniaturized power sources. Planar supercapacitors are micro-scale electrochemical energy storage
devices that can be integrated with other microelectronic devices on a chip. In this paper, we study
the behavior of microsupercapacitors with in-plane interdigital electrodes of carbon nanotube array
under sinusoidal excitation, step voltage input and sawlike voltage input. Considering the anomalous
diffusion of ions in the array and interelectrode space, we propose a fractional-order equivalent circuit
model that successfully describes the measured impedance spectra. We demonstrate that the response
of the investigated micro-supercapacitors is linear and the system is time-invariant. The numerical
inversion of the Laplace transforms for electric current response in an equivalent circuit with a given
impedance leads to results consistent with potentiostatic measurements and cyclic voltammograms.
The use of electrodes based on an ordered array of nanotubes reduces the role of nonlinear effects
in the behavior of a supercapacitor. The effect of the disordering of nanotubes with increasing
array height on supercapacitor impedance is considered in the framework of a distributed-order
subdiffusion model.
Keywords: supercapacitor; anomalous diffusion; fractional derivative; equivalent circuit;
distributed-order subdiffusion
1. Introduction
Planar micro-supercapacitors (PMSCs) are micro-scale electrochemical energy storage devices
that can be embedded in a chip and integrated with other microelectronic devices. Different materials
were suggested for electrodes of PMSC including graphene, nanowires, multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNT), and conducting polymers (see review [1] and references therein). With an in-plane
interdigital structure (Figure 1a,b), the PMSCs have a better performance than the conventional
sandwich-like analogs of similar size [1]. Due to the spatial separation of the electrodes there is no
need for a separator and organic binders. This simplifies the design and simulation of the device [2].
Interdigitized PMSCs possess excellent mechanical and electrical characteristics [3]. Due to design,
the decreased ionic diffusion path between electrodes leads to small ion transport resistance, that
results in higher power capability [3]. The high electrical conductivity of electrodes and their porosity
can mitigate the ion diffusion resistance caused by the electrolyte viscosity [4].
An important problem is the development of reliable models for engineering calculations and
diagnostics of PMSC. The simplest way is to extend the effective models of standard supercapacitors
taking the geometry and specifics of PMSCs into account. One of the successful directions in
phenomenological modeling of conventional supercapacitors is based on the use of fractional
Energies 2020, 13, 213; doi:10.3390/en13010213 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies103
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calculus [5–12]. Usually, these models are formulated in terms of equivalent circuits containing
a constant phase element (CPE) sometimes called a capacitor of fractional order or a fractal
element [13–15]. This element has an impedance with a frequency dependence proportional to
( jω)−α. Bertrand, Sabatier et al., and Allagui et al. [8,16–18] have shown that fractional order models
can effectively describe the dynamical behavior of electrochemical power sources and can be used
to build SOC (state of charge) and/or SOH (state of health) estimators. Fractional differential models
of supercapacitors were used to describe their operation in pulse power systems [19], to describe the
impedance in a frequency range [5,7,20], to study temporal response of supercapacitors [11,21–23],
to identify parameters from transient characteristics [24,25], to control supercapacitor systems using
fractional state models [7], or fractional nonlinear systems [8,26].
Figure 1. Planar supercapacitors studied in this work: photographs of several samples (a), planar
geometry of PMSC (b), SEM images of multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) array in electrodes for
different resolutions (c,d).
In this paper, for the first time, a fractional differential model for PMSC is proposed. We show that
the response of the studied supercapacitors with carbon nanotube-based electrodes is linear and the
system is time-invariant. The proposed model well describes the behavior of PMSC that is confirmed
by various experimental methods. We assume that the use of electrodes with an array of rod-like
nanostructures should reduce the role of nonlinear effects in PMSC behavior. The effect of weak
disordering of CNT array for increased height is considered in the framework of a distributed-order
subdiffusion model.
2. Carbon Nanotubes in Planar Microsupercapacitors
The studied PMSC samples were fabricated on silicon or borosilicate glass substrates by means
of standard microelectronics technologies. In the case of silicon substrates, they were pre-oxidized
to form a layer of high-quality dielectric. The oxide thickness was ~0.3 μm. Next, a layer of metal
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(titanium) was applied to the plates. The measurements were carried out under normal atmospheric
conditions. During measurement, the samples were placed into the shielded volume to protect against
electromagnetic interference. Contacting the electrodes on the chip was carried out using silver-plated
clamps. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes were synthesized by catalytic PECVD process (see details
in [27]) (Figure 1). The capacities of a supercapacitor with a solid electrolyte based on polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) were investigated. Phosphoric acid H3PO4 or lithium chloride LiCl were used as the
ion-conducting agent.
The model developed here is applied to description of PMSC with electrodes composed of
MWCNT forest. Two samples of PMSC are analyzed. They are labeled as D33 and A53, and differ in
the width of stripes with MWCNTs: 30 μm for D33 and 50 μm for A53. Otherwise, they are the same,
including the area. The measured voltammograms (Figure 2) for fabricated PMSCs demonstrate shapes
indicating the absence of electrochemical reactions on electrode-electrolyte interface. These shapes
are typical for supercapacitors, where electric double layer plays the main role in charging kinetics.
As shown below, these samples are characterized by linear response uniform in time that make these
devices very convenient for description and prediction of their behavior under various conditions.
Figure 2. Cyclic voltammograms of planar micro-supercapacitor with solid electrolyte PVA +H3PO4
for scanning rates 50 mV/s (a) and 25 mV/s (b) as well as for the plasma treated sample (c) and curves
measured at two different temperatures (d).
3. Linear Response and Anomalous Diffusion Model
In this section, we consider the linear response in terms of the integral equation describing
a renewal generally non-Markovian process. By using the Mellin tranform of its kernel, it can be shown
that a time-invariant dynamical process obeys a fractional differential equation of a complex order
without additional assumptions [28]. The process is characterized by the order (spectral) distribution,
so this representation incorporates both the standard Debye process and the non-Debye process family
depending on choice of the spectral distribution.
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Generally speaking, the object under investigation in the linear response theory (LRT) is an abstract
system with two points: input and output. The input signal v(t) and output signal u(t) are linked via
some functional relation
u(t) = aFt[v(·)].
Here, F is a response functional and a denotes an initial moment of input signal appearance: v(t) = 0
for t < a. The lower limit a of the functional can be taken as −∞, which allows to include in
consideration signals appeared in remote past or composed of several segments separated by silence
intervals. For short, we will write Ft instead of −∞Ft.
In the frame of LRT, the response functional F should satisfy the following two requirements.
• It is causal: if v(t) = 0 for all t ≤ t1 then Ft[v(·)] = 0 for all t ≤ t1.
• It is linear: for any pair of functions v1(t) and v2(t) of some family of functions {v(t)} and any
pair of constants c1 and c2, the following equality takes place: Ft[c1v1(·) + c2v2(·)] = c1Ft[v1(·)] +
c2Ft[v2(·)].





• If the kernel K is invariant with respect to shift, K(t, t′) = G(t− t′), and G(t) = 0 for t < 0, we deal
with the Standard Linear Response Theory (SRLT).





An interesting behavior of discharging current in Panasonic supercapacitors (0.22, 0.47 and 1 F)
was revealed in [22,23]. This behavior conforms neither of known models based on equivalent circuit
because the response is nonuniform in time. Here, we will show that the response of PMSC-MWCNT
is linear and the system is time-invariant.
The invariance of response kernel with respect to shift in time opens a wide field for using such
power analytical tools as integral transforms. The Mellin transform casts additional light on the sense





























is an integral operator of complex order μ = 1− σ. Passage from the integral to fractional derivatives
can be realized say by means of regularization procedure (derivation of a finite part under μ < 0).
After multiplying on the weight factor and integrating over σ, this term yields the fractional derivative




t v(t) = u(t).
The spectral function w(σ) defines the LRT kinetics and links it with dynamics of an open
system [28].
The application of fractional equations to the analysis of supercapacitors is usually justified by
heterogeneity and complexity of porous electrodes [16,23,31–33]. These equations are often interpreted
in terms of anomalous diffusion processes. Anomalous diffusion is usually associated with power law
expansion of the diffusion packet, Δ(t) ∝ tα/2. The case 0 < α < 1 corresponds to subdiffusion, and the
case α > 1 to superdiffusion.
Different specific mechanisms can lead to anomalous diffusion processes [33,34]. The features
of anomalous diffusion are often described within the continuous time random walk (CTRW) model.
The decoupled version of CTRW model implies that different jump lengths and waiting (trapping) times
between two successive jumps are independent random variables. Fractional-order diffusion equation
can be obtained as the asymptotic equation of CTRW with power law distributions of random trapping
times τ: P{τ > t} ∝ t−ν (0 < ν < 1). Considering CTRW with space dependent jump probabilities,
Barkai et al. [35] derived a time-fractional Fokker–Planck equation (FFPE) for the case, when the mean
waiting time diverges. FFPE describes anomalous diffusion in an external force field, it is derived in
















where c(x, t) is particle concentration, V(x) is an external potential, K is a generalized diffusion
coefficient, kT is the thermal energy.
Here,









dτ, 0 < ν ≤ 1,
is the Riemann–Liouville derivative of fractional order 1− ν [37]. Fundamental solutions to Equation (3)
can be found in [34,35,38].







The Fourier transform of Equation (4) leads to the expression
(iω)νc̃(x,ω) = KΔc̃(x,ω). (5)
The flux density for diffusion described by (4) takes the form
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The subdiffusive generalization of Warburg’s impedance for a semi-infinite medium can be written
in the form [40]
Z( jω) = B(iω)−(1−ν/2). (7)
Here, B is a frequency-independent parameter.
Based on fractional Equations (3) and (4), different generalizations of diffusion impedances can
be obtained for different geometries and boundary conditions (see [32,40–42] and references therein).
In our recent paper [43], effects produced by ion subdiffusion in lithium-ion cell are described within
the fractional-order generalization of the single-particle model. Here, we use relation of fractional-order
impedance to anomalous ion diffusion to interpret the behavior of PMSC.
4. Equivalent Circuit Model
Considering the anomalous diffusion of ions in planar electrodes of PMSC and electrolyte in
the interelectrode space, we obtained the following simple equivalent circuit of PMSC (Figure 3).
It contains CPEs corresponding to ion subdiffusion in the MWCNT array and, in the interelectrode
space, a capacitor CDL and a resistor RDL related to the electric double layer capacity and electrolyte
resistance. The corresponding impedance is





Cαsα + [RDL + 1/(CDLs)]
−1 (8)
Fitting measured impedance spectra, we determined parameters of equivalent circuit for samples
D33 and A53 at room temperature (Table 1). To fit the data, we used the program “EIS Spectrum
Analyzer” [44]. An example of such fitting for D33 sample is shown in Figure 4. The value of parameter
β can be explained by the weak influence of ion diffusion in the interelectrode space on the impedance
spectrum; therefore, the interelectrode region can be described using a series-connected resistor and
an almost “ideal” capacitance. Parameter α is related to ion subdiffusion in MWCNT array. According
to Equation (7), value α = 0.7 corresponds to subdiffusion parameter ν = 2(1− α) = 0.6.
Figure 3. Simple equivalent circuit model of PMSC.
Table 1. Parameters of the equivalent circuit model.
Parameter D33 A54
R, Ohm 1450 1275
CDL, F 1.86× 10−5 1.25× 10−5
RDL, Ohm 0 0
Cβ, sβ/Ohm 2.85× 10−4 1.01× 10−4
β 1.0 0.91
Cα, sα/Ohm 1.14× 10−4 1.14× 10−4
α 0.70 0.78
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Figure 4. Nyquist plot (a) and frequency dependence of phase shift (b) for PMSC (D33) with PVA +
LiCl electrolyte. Circles are experimental data, dots are the result of fitting by impedance Equation (8).
To find electric current as a response of PMSC, we use the numerical inverse Laplace transformation
of the following relation: Ĩ(s) = Ṽ(s)[Z(s)]−1. Note that usually this relation leads to disagreement of
numerical results with measured data, because Z(s) depends on operating voltage and it can not be
considered as a constant characteristic of the device for all voltages. Moreover, nonlinear effects can
take place, whereas Z(s) is obtained for the linearized process.
We use the following input voltage signals and their Laplace transforms.
For potentiostatic charging V(t) and its Laplace transform are




where H is the Heaviside function. For the discharging process, we have




where θ is a charging time. To plot discharging curves in log-log scale, we shift obtained I(t) in time to
charging duration θ.
For cyclic voltammetry, the following voltage signal is used
V(t) = 2V0
















Its Laplace transform has the form
Ṽ(s) = 2V0
























We use the Numerical Laplace Inversion package (Wolfram Mathematica) [45] to invert the Laplace
transform Ĩ(s) = Ṽ(s)[Z(s)]−1. Calculated charging and discharging curves, and voltammograms are
shown in Figures 5 and 6 and compared with experimental data. There were no fitting parameters,
all parameters have been determined from impedance spectra. Thus, we observe quite satisfactory
agreement of model responses with experimental data. This means that the PMSC response in
potentiostatic and cyclic voltammetry measurements are linear and uniform in time and parameters of
equivalent circuit model do not depend on operating voltages.
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Figure 5. Comparison of measured charging and discharging (θ = 100 and 200 s) curves (lines)
for PMSC D33 (a) and A53 (b) with linear responses predicted by the equivalent circuit model with
parameters indicated in Table 1 (points).
Figure 6. Comparison of measured voltammograms (lines) for PMSC D33 (a) and A53 (b) with the
linear responses predicted by the equivalent circuit model with parameters indicated in Table 1 (points).
Effective capacities of the studied PMSC are estimated to be 102 μF for D33 and 54 μF for A53.
D33 is characterized by a smaller electrode stripe width (30 μm) in comparison with A53 (50 μm).
The difference in capacities of these samples can be explained by the difference in surface area of
contact between the MWCNT array and electrolyte. Despite the fact that the MWCNT array is porous
and saturated with electrolyte, it is quite dense and the surface layers of the MWCNT array-electrolyte
contact play the main role.
The deviation of the tails of theoretical discharge curves from the experimental data can be
explained by variations in the parameter of the constant phase element considered in the next section.
These variations can be related to disordering of the array with the height of MWCNT nanotubes.
5. Distributed-Order Fractional Model
To determine the dependence of PMSC capacitance on nanotube height, the MWCNT arrays
with similar morphology, but of different heights, were obtained by varying the synthesis time.
The dependence of array height on the synthesis time is shown in Figure 7 (left panel). Next,
the capacitances of PMSC with PVA+LiCl electrolyte were measured. Figure 7 (right panel) shows
the dependence of specific capacity on the height of the array. The capacitive efficiency of using
the MWCNT array height h, or ratio C/h, decreases with h. The use of hydrophilic treatments can
increase the PMSC capacity by activating the unused area of MWCNT array, however, the power of the
device does not increase. Such behavior can be explained by the small variation of the morphology
of MWCNT forest for increased heights. These changes can modify the type of ion diffusion inside
electrode at different heights (e.g., decrease the subdiffusion exponent). Based on this assumption, we
propose distributed-order fractional circuit model and derive corresponding impedances for different
distribution of subdiffusion parameter on height.
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Figure 7. Dependence of MWCNT height on duration of array synthesis (a) and the efficiency of using
the MWCNT array height for the device capacitance (b). Circles correspond to experimental data, lines
are approximation by a cubic polynomial function (a) and a linear function (b).
Consider two cases of distributed-order fractional models for PMSC. The first model implies
subdiffusive behavior of fractional order homogeneously distributed over entire volume of electrodes.
The second case assumes changing of subdiffusion exponent (fractional order) with height of the array.
We show that these models lead to different PMSC impedances and the second case is more preferable
to describe our measurements.
5.1. Subdiffusion Exponent Distributed Over Electrodes









dν ρ(ν) 0D1−νt c(x, t), (9)
where ρ(ν) is a probability density function for subdiffusion exponent 0 < ν ≤ 1, K is a generalized
diffusion coefficient.
Equation (9) can be derived from the continuity equation with the following relation between
current density and concentration:




dν ρ(ν) Kν 0D1−νt c(x, t)
Using the Fourier transformation of this distributed-order fractional Fick’s law,




dν ρ(ν) Kν (iω)
1−νc̃(x,ω),
and solution of the diffusion equation in the Fourier domain,




dν ρ(ν) Kν (iω)
1−ν
)−1.2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,
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For the case of weak dependence of Kν on ν and uniform distribution of order between νmin and






where B is a constant parameter.
5.2. Variation of Subdiffusion Order with MWCNT Height
Let us assume the presence of variation in morphology of CNT forest with height of array.
Subdiffusion perpendicular to MWCNT inside the electrodes is described by Equation (4), but the order
ν depends on height. A separate layer of thickness dh can be characterized by impedance Equation (7).
These layers are assumed to operate in parallel, and the equivalent circuit presented in Figure 8 should
be used instead of the previous model shown in Figure 3.
Figure 8. (a) Distributed order fractional circuit model of PMSC. (b) Nyquist diagrams for four cases of
fractional PMSC model.















In Figure 8b, Nyquist plots are presented for four cases of subdiffusion index values. Points
denoted as νmax and νmin corresponds to impedance of the circuit presented in Figure 8 with single
α-CPE, characterized by νmin = 0.5 or νmax = 0.9. Points denoted by V (volume) and H (height)
correspond to the similar circuit including impedances described by Equation (10) or Equation (12),
respectively. The shapes of these Nyquist plots look similar, but slope strongly depend on the type of
distribution of ν.
Figure 9 demonstrates charging and discharging curves and voltammograms for the circuit
presented in Figure 8 with νmin = 0.5, νmax = 0.9. Other parameters are R = 1275 Ohm,
Cβ = 0.101× 10−3 sβ/Ohm, β = 0.91, RDL = 0, CDL = 12.5 μF. Discharging curves indicate the
presence of the memory effect, i.e., dependence on the charging prehistory. Cyclic voltammograms of
the distributed-order model have the form similar to the single order model. The difference can be
seen by variation of νmin. Figure 10 shows two IV-curves for νmin = 0.5 and νmin = 0.7. Parameters
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are the same as for Figure 9 except νmin. Due to effect of disordering, smaller values of νmin can be
related to higher MWCNT array. For increased height of array, the capacity of PMSC grows, but the
dependence of C on h is not direct proportionality. The shape of cyclic voltammogram for the same
scanning rate is changed. This shape is closer to rectangle for higher values of νmin. This is qualitative
explanation of the behavior observed in Figure 7.
Figure 9. Theoretical charging-discharging curves (a) and cyclic voltammograms (b) predicted by the
distributed-order fractional model.
Figure 10. Calculated cyclic voltammograms for the distributed-order fractional model of PMSC for
two values of νmin.
6. Conclusions
We studied the behavior of PMSC with electrodes of MWCNT array under sinusoidal excitation,
step voltage input, and sawlike voltage input. Studied PMSC samples were fabricated on glass
substrates by means of standard microelectronics technologies. MWCNTs were synthesized by
a catalytic PECVD process. For the first time, a fractional differential model for planar supercapacitor
is proposed. The corresponding equivalent circuit model, taking the anomalous diffusion of ions in the
array and interelectrode space into account, successfully describes the measured impedance spectra.
We demonstrate that the response of the investigated micro-supercapacitors is linear and uniform in
time. The numerical inversion of the Laplace transforms for electric current response in an equivalent
circuit with a given impedance leads to results consistent with potentiostatic measurements and cyclic
voltammograms. Thus, the use of electrodes based on an ordered array of nanotubes reduces the
role of nonlinear effects in the behavior of a supercapacitor. In addition, the effect of the disordering
of nanotubes with increasing array length on the impedance of a supercapacitor is discussed in the
framework of a distributed-order subdiffusion model. The dependence of PMSC capacitance on
the height of MWCNT arrays in electrodes is measured. The capacity grows with h, while the ratio
C/h decreases. The explanation of such behavior is given within the fractional differential model
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assuming modification of the array morphology for the increased height that leads to a variation of the
subdiffusion exponent.
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Abstract: Supercapacitors, one of the most promising energy storage technologies for high power
density industrial applications, exchange the energy mostly through power electronic converters,
operating under high frequency components due to the commutation. The high frequency produces
important effects on the performance of the supercapacitors in relation to their capacitance, inductance
and internal resistance (ESR). These parameters are fundamental to evaluate the efficiency of this
energy storage system. The aim of the paper is to obtain an accurate model of two supercapacitors
connected in series (functional and extrapolated unit) to represent the frequency effects for a wide
range of frequencies. The methodology is based on the definition of an appropriate equivalent electric
circuit with voltage dependance, obtaining their parameters from experimental tests, carried out by
means of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and the use of specific software tools such
as EC-Lab® and Statgraphics Centurion®. The paper concludes with a model which reproduces
with accuracy both the frequency response of the model BCAP3000 supercapacitors, provided by the
manufacturer, and the experimental results obtained by the authors.
Keywords: supercapacitor; energy storage; modelling; frequency model; capacitance; ESR;
experimental validation
1. Introduction
Among the variety of energy storage systems available for industrial applications, supercapacitors
(SCs) have emerged as one of the most selected solutions when high power density, high efficiency,
long lifespan, and extended range of operating temperatures are required. Specifically, SCs are widely
employed in industry fields where there is a need for storing or releasing a relatively low amount of
energy in a very short time and large number of charge-discharge cycles [1,2].
Although SCs are used in many applications by themselves for peak-power pulses reduction or
compensation of power oscillations, they can also be hybridized with other energy storage systems,
thus increasing the performance of the combined system. Transportation, uninterruptible power supply
(UPS), and energy harvesting are the most relevant applications. Firstly, SCs are used in automotive
industry to increase the efficiency of hybrid electric vehicles, either for an efficient restart of the engine
after a stop, either for limiting the battery current peaks and improving the regenerative breaking in
batteries-SCs hybrid vehicles, or for enhancing the dynamic response and load levelling in case of fuel
cell-SCs hybrid vehicles [3–7]. Secondly, the UPS industry employs hybrid batteries-SCs systems for
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reducing the battery stress and extending the lifespan of the system. Moreover, in applications where
long-time backups are not required, SCs can totally replace the battery storage system [8–10]. Thirdly,
SCs are used in the energy harvesting industry for their integration with non-dispatchable renewable
energy sources, i.e., wind and solar energies. The intermittent nature and uncertain prediction of these
energy resources results in voltage and frequency fluctuations, which can destabilise the electric grid.
Hence, energy storage systems, particularly SCs, play an important role in frequency regulation and
peak shaving [11–13].
SCs modelling has become of maximum importance when designing and dimensioning SC
installations since it is the way to know in advance about the behaviour and performance of the
energy storage system when applied to particular operation profiles or conditions. Control strategies
or operational parameters and limits can also be obtained from a model, enlarging the lifetime of
the storage technology and therefore achieving a higher level of reliability and competitiveness.
Numerous SC models have been published in the literature for different purposes, including capturing
electrical dynamic behaviour, which is of utmost importance for the aforementioned industrial
applications. The models that capture electrical behaviour of SCs can be classified in three main
categories: electrochemical models, intelligent models and equivalent circuit models [2].
Commonly, electrochemical models account for high accuracy and low calculation efficiency, since
they capture the reactions inside the SCs by employing coupled partial differential equations (PDEs).
Among the electrochemical models, the three-domain model based on the uniform formulation of
electrode-electrolyte system developed by Allu et al., and the three-dimensional (3D) model for SCs
that considers 3D electrode morphology developed by Wang and Pilon are the most relevant [14,15].
Intelligent modelling techniques, such as artificial neural network (ANN) and fuzzy logic, have
the capability of depicting the nonlinear relationship between the performance and its influencing
factors, without a detailed understanding of the reactions inside the SCs. Nevertheless, a large amount
of training data is needed to ensure model accuracy and generality. The most relevant models in this
category are the established ANN model developed by Wu et al., and the one-layer feed-forward ANN
developed by Eddahech et al. [16,17].
Equivalent circuit models mimic the electrical behaviour of SCs with parametrised capacitors,
inductances, and resistors (RLC). They aim for simplicity, substituting PDEs with ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), which hugely facilitate their implementation and make them particularly suitable
for industry application analysis and studies. Their accuracy varies depending on the complexity, i.e.,
number of elements and circuit configuration. In the majority of cases, higher complexity implies
higher accuracy.
Three subcategories can be considered for equivalent circuit models: RC models, transmission
line models, and dynamic models. The latter, commonly referred to as frequency domain models,
account for the best overall performance in terms of complexity, accuracy, and robustness [18]. In this
sense, Buller et al. proposed an SC model using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in the
frequency domain, with only four experimental parameters [19]. Moreover, Rafik et al. presented
a frequency domain model with 14 RLC elements whose values are functions of voltage and/or
temperature estimated through EIS methodology [20]. At last, Lajnef et al. developed a less complex
frequency domain model for representing the dynamic behaviour of SCs, concluding that SCs present
a behaviour which is capacitive at low frequencies, equivalent to a transmission line at intermediate
frequencies, and inductive at high frequencies [21].
This paper proposes a new frequency-domain electric model for SCs which considers parameter
variations with voltage and self-discharge behaviour. The model improves the overall accuracy of
previous frequency-domain models, especially for high frequencies, while keeping a similar degree
of complexity and calculation efficiency. A model validation is performed with experimental data
collected in the authors’ laboratory through EIS tests. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a review of the most relevant frequency-domain models of SCs. The main contributions of the
proposed SC model and its relevance for industry are also highlighted in Section 2. Section 3 describes
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the experimental tests performed for characterising the SCs behaviour as a function of frequency
and voltage, together with the obtained results. The adjustment and description of the SC model is
performed in Section 4, together with the comparison between the developed electric model and the
collected experimental data. At last, conclusions are discussed in Section 5.
2. Review of the Existing Models of Supercapacitors in the Frequency Domain
When developing a new model that improves one or more features of the existent ones,
a comprehensive review of the state of the art is needed. As mentioned in Section 1, the most
relevant frequency-domain models reported in the literature are those of Buller et al., Rafik et al., and
Lajnef et al. [19–21]. Buller et al. proposed an SC dynamic model using EIS in the frequency domain,
which is depicted in Figure 1. The real part of the complex impedance (Zp), which represents the
porosity of the SC electrodes, increases as the frequency decreases, so the full SC capacitance is only
available for DC conditions. Besides, a constant L is included for representing the SC behavior at high
frequencies in a simple way, while Ri represents the series internal resistance.
 
Figure 1. SC frequency domain model proposed by Buller et al (adapted from [19]).
The main contribution of this model is the huge reduction in the number of parameters that
need to be determined, diminishing this number to four: L, Ri, C, and the capacitor charge time
constant τ (needed to calculate Rn). Moreover, the model takes into account parameter dependency
with temperature and voltage, producing precise results. As a counterpart, this dependency requires a
large number of EIS measurements, which is time demanding. Moreover, these results are fed into
lookup tables, which makes the model non-generalizable and hard to parametrise. Furthermore, the
model lacks versatility, since it cannot be used for non-dynamic applications due to the absence of
self-discharge modelling. At last, high frequency behaviour is simplified with a constant L, which
results in an inaccurate behaviour for frequencies higher than 1 kHz.
The SC model developed by Rafik et al. follows a similar methodology as Buller et al. Parameters
are frequency, temperature, and voltage dependent, and are determined from experimental data using
EIS. The model is shown in Figure 2.
 
Figure 2. SC frequency domain model proposed by Rafik et al (adapted from [20]).
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The SC behaviour is represented by 14 parameters, being L the equivalent inductance for high
frequency ranges, Re the electronic resistance due to all connections, and Ca the principal capacitance.
Circuit 1, compounded by RV and CV , models the voltage behaviour at low frequencies, while Circuit 2
takes into account the temperature dependency of the electrolyte ionic resistance in the low frequency
range. Circuit 3 is introduced in the model to increase the value of the principal capacitance for average
frequencies. Finally, Circuit 4 describes the leakage current and the internal charge redistribution, i.e.,
the self-discharge behaviour of the SC which is also temperature dependent.
The main contribution of the model proposed by Rafik et al. is the detailed behaviour modelling
achieved through the inclusion of 3 correction circuits. Furthermore, the model takes into account the
leakage current and the charge redistribution on the electrode, making it versatile for a great variety of
studies. Moreover, the model is analytical (no lookup tables are required), which makes the model
easily generalizable. The main drawback of this model is the huge number of EIS tests that are required
to determine the parameters, which is time demanding. Moreover, frequencies higher than 1 kHz, the
behaviour is simplified through a constant L value, which outcomes unprecise results.
The frequency domain model developed by Lajnef et al. considers the SC behaviour as a function
of frequency and voltage, without considering temperature dependency. Experimental data to model
the SC behaviour has also been obtained through EIS tests. The model is displayed in Figure 3.
 
Figure 3. SC frequency domain model proposed by Lajnef et al (adapted from [21]).
The SC is represented by a serial inductor (Ls), an access resistor which physically corresponds
to the resistance of the device terminals (Racc), a capacitor (Cacc), and a non-linear transmission
line with voltage-dependent capacitors. The model considers some simplifications in order to be
non-complicated and suitable for frequencies in the range from 10 mHz to 1 kHz: charge redistribution
and self-discharge is neglected, high frequency behaviour is not modelled, the impedance real-part
dependency on voltage is neglected, and the transmission line is approached by a number of N RC
branches. The higher the order N, the better the dynamic response is reproduced by the model.
The main contribution of this model is its simplicity, while keeping a reasonable accuracy for
frequencies from 10 mHz to 1 kHz. In addition, the number of EIS tests to perform is low when
compared to other models, and the model can be easily parametrized. Furthermore, the model is
analytical (no lookup tables are required). As a counterpart, not taking into account temperature and
self-discharge effects limits its applicability. At last, SC behaviour for high frequencies is not modelled,
making the model non-valid for frequencies higher than 1 kHz.
Considering the drawbacks of the reviewed models, neither of them model the SC behaviour at
high frequencies. Although charge/discharge frequency of SCs in industrial applications is usually
lower than 1 kHz, high frequency components are always present due to the fact that SCs are
integrated with the application by means of power electronic converters. The commutation frequency
is in the range of 5 to 50 kHz for IGBT modules, and higher to 100 kHz for MOSFET modules [22].
Besides, industry tends to increase this switching frequency with technologies like silicon carbide.
This high-frequency components of voltage and current supplied by the power converter are neglected
by the models reported in the literature. Hence, in order to develop a SC model that is suitable for the
industry, the high-frequency behaviour of SCs needs to be taken into account.
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The model developed in this paper, described in detail in Section 4, takes into account the
high-frequency behaviour of a SC, which improves the accuracy for switching frequencies higher
than 1 kHz. Moreover, the model is analytical (no lookup tables are required), and has a low number
of parameters, which simplifies the parametrisation process and makes it generalizable. The model
considers voltage dependence of all parameters, but it does not take into account temperature effects,
since, as stated by manufacturers, for temperatures higher than 20 ◦C, SC properties remain almost
constant [23]. This consideration limits its applicability to low temperatures. However, it simplifies the
model without compromising the accuracy for operating temperatures from 20 ◦C to 65 ◦C. Finally, the
developed model includes charge redistribution and self-discharge behaviour, in order to extend its
applicability to non-dynamic studies.
3. DC Analysis and Frequency Domain Analysis of Supercapacitors: C and ESR Variations with
Frequency
3.1. DC Analysis
The DC characterisation of the supercapacitors (SCs) under experimental analysis is described in
this section. The model of SC used to carry out all the experimental tests (DC and frequency domain)
is he BCAP3000, commercialised in the past by the Maxwell Company (San Diego, California, USA).
The main characteristics of this cell model are summarised in Table 1 [24]:
Table 1. Characteristics of the model BCAP300 cell.
Nominal Capacitance (F) 3000 F
Maximum Capacitance (F) 3600 F
Nominal Voltage (V) 2.7 V
Absolute Maximum Voltage (V) 2.85 V
Maximum Equivalent Series Resistance (ESRDC) initial 0.29 mΩ
Maximum Leakage Current (mA) 5.2 mA
Absolute Maximum Voltage 2.85 V
Short Circuit Current (A) 1900 A
Weight (kg) 0.55 kg
The following paragraph describes the frequency model of the SCs. Regarding the DC analysis, the
simplest model of an SC is a capacitor connected in series with a resistance known as equivalent series
resistance (ESR). This model is only valid when the charge/discharge current of the SC is continuous,
without any AC component. The capacitor represents the element where the energy is stored and the
resistance represents the power losses in the SC. Concerning the power losses, it is very important
to calibrate them because, the higher the power losses, the lower the efficiency and the higher the
temperature reached by the SC. The temperature and the voltage in the SCs are the variables which
cause accelerated ageing in this energy storage system. The ageing implies a capacity decrease, a
resistance increase and therefore a loss of efficiency. Knowing the resistance in SCs is also important to
design a suitable cooling system so that supercapacitors do not reach an excessive temperature.
The capacitance and ESR estimation method used is the one proposed by the manufacturer and it
is based on the assumption that EDLC model can be represented by a simple RC equivalent circuit.
In [14] it is explained how to calculate both the C and the ESR. Figure 4a shows the voltage profile
referred to time applied to SCs to calculate the C and the ESR [15]. As a continuous power source, a
Digatron BTS-600 (Digatron, Aachen, Germany), displayed in Figure 4b, has been used to characterise
the SCs. This power source allows one to charge/discharge the SC cells from half the nominal voltage
until the nominal voltage with a current of 100 A and an error of 0.01%.
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Figure 4. (a) Voltage profile referred to time applied to SCs to calculate the C and the ESR SC; (b)
Digatron BTS-600.
SC cells, as well as batteries, operate at low voltage (ranging from 1 to 3 V depending on the
chemistry), so that in most cases a series connection of supercapacitor cells is necessary to obtain higher
voltage and therefore to provide the required power. For example, a real application operating at a
maximum voltage of 650 V would require 240 cells in series with 2.7 V/cell. Thus, it is necessary to
take into account in the DC analysis the connection plates. In this regard, the value of this element is
calculated before cycling. In this way, a correction must be made to determine the real value of ESR
and be able to ignore the electrical connection and measurement contact.
Regarding the capacitance, it should be taken into consideration that SCs are not linear capacitors,
but their capacitance depends on the voltage, as shown in Figure 5 [20,25,26]. In the case of cells,
manufacturers provide a value of capacity and resistance which is calculated for each cell by using the
method mentioned before. Nevertheless, this capacity is just a mean value of capacity.
Figure 5. Capacitance evolution as a function of the voltage in the SC.
SCs allow the discharge from nominal voltage down to zero volts, but considering that the stored
energy is proportional to the square of cell voltage, they will not be discharged below half of the
nominal voltage (1.35 V). Under this condition, they can provide and store 75% of its maximum energy
without generating a low voltage ratio with DC link [6].
The nominal capacitance obtained from the datasheet is an average value between the maximum
and the minimum voltages of the SC. For this reason, the datasheet gives not only a nominal capacitance
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value, but a maximum (at the highest voltage) and a minimum (at the lowest voltage) value of this
capacitance. At the beginning of the operation life this maximum value is above 3000 F. In order to
model this evolution of capacitance, a charging experimental process has been carried out. The average
capacitance is calculated with small increases of voltage. Figure 5 shows this evolution. It has a
quadratic relationship with voltage as given by the equation below:
C (V) = −95.756·V2 + 613.58·V + 2216.6 (1)
Regarding the SC self-discharge effect, the self-discharge current is the current required to keep
the SC at a given voltage value. The longer the SC is maintained at a given voltage, the lower the
SC leakage current. This effect is influenced by the temperature, the voltage of the cell, the loading
history and the ageing. The self-discharge current is given by the manufacturer in the datasheet as a
constant value. This value is the charging current required to maintain the SC cell at nominal voltage,
after having maintained the SC for 72 h at nominal voltage at a controlled temperature between
23 ◦C ± 2 ◦C [27]. This value (2.7 V) is characteristic of the BCAP3000F cell and the maximum value is
5.2 mA, which is calculated after 72 h of assay. As commented before, the leakage current decreases
with time, which implies that a conservative estimation is to neglect the variation of the leakage current
and set the value to its maximum (5.2 mA in this case).
In order to estimate the leakage current value, an assay has been performed to compare the testing
value with the datasheet one. This assay follows the instructions in the technical documentation
supplied by the manufacturer [28]. The assay is described in three steps [27]:
• An electric circuit is built, composed by a SC cell, a shunt precision resistance (Rshunt = 1 mΩ) in
series with the cell, a jumper in parallel with the resistance, used to charge the SC, and a voltage
source. Additionally, an acquisition system is used to record the value of the leakage current
over time.
• The cell is charged to its nominal voltage (2.7 V). Then, it is maintained in this state during an
hour. After that hour, the jumper is removed and the current crosses through the shunt resistor
and is maintained in that state for 72 h.
• After those 72 h, the assay is ended and the last value measured (72 h) is the maximum leakage





Another effect related to the leakage current that occurs during the first 72 h of the assays is the
redistribution of the electrical loads. This effect is also relevant for the energy storage system during
the whole operation cycle in industrial applications. Assays were carried out on several SC cells
(BCAP3000F 2.7 V), and, for the sake of example, experimental results for one of them are shown in
Figure 6.
Figure 6. Experimental results of the redistribution of electrical loads and leakage current assay on an
SC cell (BCAP3000F 2.7 V) during 72 h after a period of charge.
Using these results, an approximation of the SC voltage evolution with respect to time could be
done. As mentioned before, manufacturers provide only the maximum value of the leakage current,
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which is given to nominal voltage in the supercapacitor. The lower the voltage in the SC, the lower this
leakage current. For this reason, the leakage current could be modelled as a variable shunt resistor in
function of the voltage in the SC. However, this sole element is not enough to properly represent the
leakage current and the process of redistribution of the electrical loads. The electrical circuit that best
models the leakage current and the redistribution of the charges is a resistance (RL) in parallel with a
resistance (Rp1) connected in series with a capacitor (CP1) as is shown in Figure 7. The capacitance
value and the resistance is variable with the voltage. This element connected in parallel to the rest of
the electrical circuit model the SC behaviour at very low frequency. The value of these parameters and
the rest of the electrical circuit will be discussed in Section 4.
 
Figure 7. Electrical circuit of redistribution and leakage effects of a SC cell.
In the next section, an electrical circuit model which best fits with the measured frequency response
of the SC is proposed. The value of all the elements of the electrical circuit, RL, RP1 and CP1 included,
for two SCs connected in series will be commented. As will be explained later, the series connection of
two SCs will be considered as the minimum functional unit.
3.2. AC Analysis
The details of the procedure to analyse the frequency performance of the SCs are explained below.
The experimental data are compared with the data provided by the manufacturer to extract conclusions
about the validity of the tests performed and the proposed electrical circuit model. All the experiment
results have been obtained for a single cell previously charged to 2.7 V. The state of charge of the
supercapacitor is very important because of the variations with the voltage in the SC. The higher the
voltage, the higher the capacitance, as shown in the Figure 5. For frequencies below 100 Hz an AC
bipolar power source, a BOP 20-20 M s/n E130343 (KEPCO, Flushing, NY, USA) has been used to make
the frequency analysis. This power source generates a sinusoidal current signal following the reference
from a signal generator. The function generator used is an 33522A s/n MY50005409 (Agilent, Santa
Clara, California, USA). A high precision, 34972A s/n MY4901941 datalogger (Keysight, Santa Rosa,
California, USA) is also used for the data acquisition to avoid delay between the real and the measured
signal. For frequencies from 100 Hz to 100 kHz a HP 4284A Precision LCR meter (Hewlett Packard,
San José, California, USA) has been used. In frequencies above 100 Hz, this system provides more
precision than the aforementioned power source. According to the switching frequency used in the
power electronic converter, which will drive the charge/discharge current through the capacitor, it is
not necessary to obtain the response for frequencies above 20 kHz.
In both cases, a shunt resistance with a very low inductance (<10 nH) is used for the measurement
of the current. The main electrical characteristics of this resistance are shown in Figure 8. It is a very
stable resistance with a 4-wire measurement to avoid measurement errors. The SC is supplied with
sinusoidal voltage of 10 mVpeak-peak from 0.001 Hz to 10 kHz with intermediate frequency values
(0.001, 0.003, . . . ., 10 kHz). As in the DC analysis, the connection plates between supercapacitors
should be taken into account. A specific test has been carried out connecting two SCs in series.
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Figure 8. Shunt resistance used in the assays; shunt resistance datasheet.
The experimental results obtained for one single cell are shown in red in Figure 9. This result
is compared with the experimental data provided by the manufacturer (blue line). Manufacturer
data are given for a single BCAP3000 cell charged to 2.7 V at 25 ◦C. The resistance of the connection
plates is not included, so it is necessary to add its value to the provided input data. On the other
hand, it is worth mentioning that the manufactured only provides data from 0.013 Hz to 10 kHz, so
below and above these frequencies there is no reference values to compare the experimental results
against. Finally, the manufacturer only supplies the impedance magnitude versus frequency and the
imaginary impedance versus frequency. From these two graphs, the resistance and the capacitance
versus frequency evolutions need to be obtained. For frequencies below 0.1 Hz, it is very difficult
to calculate the resistance from Maxwell curves without errors because the capacitance (hundreds
of Farads) is much higher than the resistance (hundreds of μΩ). The experimental resistance and
capacitance values are compared in Figure 9a,b respectively. The capacitance value is very similar in
both cases: the value obtained experimentally and the value supplied by the manufacturer. However,
in case of the resistance, the differences are greater. Especially for frequencies below 0.03 Hz and above
500 Hz. The capacitance value is maximum below 0.01 Hz and it begins to considerably decrease




Figure 9. (a) SC resistance evolution as a function of the frequency; (b) SC capacitance evolution as a
function of the frequency. Experimental results and shown in red, while the reference values supplied
by the manufacturer are displayed in blue.
As discussed earlier, in industrial applications it is necessary to connect cells of supercapacitors in
series to reach a suitable voltage. However, the unequal voltage distribution in the cells will affect
the performance and reliability of the stack. This unbalance is due to manufacturing deviations in
capacitance, ESR and self-discharge from cell to cell. Self-discharge is a leakage effect dominated by
redox reactions at the electrode surface through which electrons cross the double layer [29]. Capacitance
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variations have a greater effect on the voltage distribution during cycling, and leakage current variations
during standby, as in backup applications. Since the voltage distribution between cells is unequal, there
may be cells with higher voltage, very close to the upper limit voltage. Furthermore, a high voltage
applied to the supercapacitor accelerates the decomposition of the electrolyte, provoking the decrease
of capacitance and, as a result, a greater voltage unbalance. Subsequently, an active cell voltage balance
or a maximum voltage protection system is required to achieve a good voltage distribution and to
prevent any cell from reaching its absolute maximum voltage. The manufacturer supplies an active
system to evenly distribute the total voltage between cells. It is not really an active balancing system
but an overvoltage protection system. It consists of an electronic board which consumes power when
the voltage in the cells is above 2.7 V. Figure 10 shows the connection of SCs in series with the active
balance circuit.
 
Figure 10. Four SCs connected in series with the active balance board in “standby mode” (left one) and
in “on mode” (right one).
When the voltage in the cell is above 2.6 V a certain quantity of current drains through a resistor
in a voltage balance circuit, presented in Figure 11 connected in parallel with the SC., in order to
discharge the cell. The higher above 2.6 V the voltage, the higher this current. The evolution of this
current with voltage is shown in Figure 11. The voltage balance circuit response was obtained with a
laboratory source.
  
Figure 11. Experimental test to measure the current through the active balance circuit when the voltage
in the cell is above 2.6 V.
In order to evaluate the influence of the voltage on the capacitance, the resistance of the connection
plates and the voltage balance circuits, four cells of SCs have been connected in series to experimentally
determine the frequency response. Four different cases have been studied depending on the preload
voltage (Vbias) in the SCs (2 V, 6 V, 8 V and nominal voltage 10.8 V). The total measured resistance and
capacitance (RTOT = 4·RSINGLE and CTOT = CSINGLE/4) for each case compared with the data supplied
by the manufacturer are shown in the Figure 12a,b. The total inductance as a function of the frequency
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is shown in the Figure 13. As only data of one cell is available from the manufacturer, it is necessary to
extrapolate the resistance, the capacitance and the inductance values for four cells connected in series,
including the resistance of the connection plates.
(a) (b) 
Figure 12. (a) SC resistance and (b) SC evolution as a function of the frequency for different values of
initial voltage in the cells.
Figure 13. Inductance as a function of the frequency for different initial voltage in the cells.
In this case, the measured resistance is approximately four times greater than the measured value
in one single cell. On the other hand, observing the graph one can argue the voltage may have some
influence in the resistance in the frequency range below 0.01 Hz. The SCs precharged to 2 and 2.7 V
have a very similar resistance value. The resistance of the SCs precharged to 1.5 V is higher than the
previous value and the highest resistance value is given in the SCs precharged to 0.5 V. Although it is
true that the minimum voltage in operation of the SCs will be 1.35 V, so as not to penalise the efficiency
of the power converter which drives the current through the SCs. At half voltage in the SC, only a
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quarter of the total energy is available. Comparing the capacitance of one single cell with the total
capacitance of four SCs connected in series, the former is in the order of four times greater than the
latter. Conversely, the total inductance of one single cell is in the order of four times larger than the
total inductance value in the series connection of four SCs.
Regarding the value of the capacitance, the higher the voltage in the cells, the higher the capacitance.
As already mentioned above, in the voltage range from 1.35 V to 2.7 V the relation between capacitance
and voltage is quadratic. Below 1.35 V, the capacitance decreases in a more pronounced way with
voltage. As in the case studied of one single cell, the resonance frequency is around 80 Hz.
Figure 13 shows the inductance evolution (sum of the inductances of the four cells) with the
frequency. The inductance value varies depending on the voltage in the cells. The higher the voltage,
the lower the inductance, although the differences are smaller compared to existing difference in the
capacitance. From 80 Hz on, the SC behaves like an inductive element.
4. Frequency Model Design of the Supercapacitor to Adjust the Model Response with the
Experimental Response
As explained in the previous section, with electrochemical systems such as SCs, conventional
electrical elements (resistances, capacitors and inductances) cannot represent the frequency response
of the electrochemical phenomena that occur in this energy storage system. Some of these phenomena
are charge and mass transfer and processes of surface diffusion and adsorption. Therefore, equivalent
electrical circuits are necessary to model these processes by using in dielectric impedance spectroscopy.
These elements are Warburg impedances, constant phase elements (CPE), YAC and ZARC [30–33].
In most of the industrial applications it is necessary the series connection of SCs to reach the
suitable voltage levels. For that purpose, a functional unit with two SCs connected in series and an
active voltage balance board is proposed as the basic unit to model the series connection of n SCs.
The complete set of chains of n SCs will be the sum of n/2 functional units [34]. The suggested model
has to fit the experimental data, taking into account the dependence of the capacitance on the voltage.
In order to find an equivalent electric circuit to model the behaviour of the series connection of the
SCs, the software EC-Lab® (Biologic Science Instruments, Seyssinet-Pariset, France) is used [35]. This
software enables the user to compare the frequency response of the SCs obtained experimentally and
the selected circuit so that the response of both is the same. Figure 14 shows the equivalent electrical
circuit of two SCs connected in series with an active voltage balancing board. This electrical circuit
model is very similar to Rafik’s model, but it has fewer parameters, eleven as opposed to fourteen.
Most electrical circuit parameters in this model have a voltage dependence to get the same frequency
response than the frequency response of the SCs obtained from the experimental data. This is because
the frequency response of the supercapacitor is variable with the voltage. On the other hand, the
electrical circuit proposed models the frequency response of the SCs at high frequencies, above 1 kHz.
Most existing SC electrical circuits in the literature, including Rafik’s model, do not model the frequency
response properly at these frequencies. Taking into account that a power converter will drive the
current through the SCs there will be a high frequency component of this current will pass through the
SCs with no undesirable effects. This high frequency component will increase the power losses of SCs
and the temperature on it provoking an accelerated ageing. On the other hand, the revised models in
Section 2 do not describe the methodology to calculate the parameters of the electrical circuit model.
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Figure 14. Equivalent electrical circuit to model two SCs connected in series with parameters in function
of the voltage in the SC.
As mentioned in Section 3 (DC analysis), RL, Rp1, Cp1 model the behaviour of the two SCs at very
low frequencies, below 1 mHz. The value of these parameters is calculated for very long periods of
charge and discharge (very low frequency response). R1 in series with C1 represent the behaviour of
the SC in the frequency range of 1 mHz to 1 Hz, frequency range where the ESR value provided by the
manufacturer is calculated [27]. C1 is the capacitor with the highest capacitance in the circuit and it is
important to set the initial voltage value of this equivalent capacitor in function of the voltage in the
two SCs. All parameters in the electrical circuit model are influenced by voltage, but this particular
parameter is the one that shows a greater dependence on it. The diffusion phenomena which occurs
from 1 Hz to 300 Hz will be modelled with a resistance in parallel with a capacitance (RC2//C2) and a
resistance in parallel with an inductance (RL2//L2). In this frequency range, the AC ESR value is found.
The first of these circuits (RC2//C2) represents the capacitance zone and the second one represents the
inductive zone that is given from the resonance frequency (80–100 Hz). Finally, the resistance RL1
connected in series with the inductive L1 model the behaviour of the SCs at high frequencies.
The value of RL and Cp1 is variable with voltage to fit the voltage decay in the SCs with the
measured voltage between the positive and negative terminals. As mentioned in Section 3, the total
operating voltage of the two SCs is set at between half the nominal voltage and the nominal voltage
(2.7 V to 5.4 V). The maximum value of RL is given at the nominal voltage and the minimum voltage at
half the nominal voltage. The value of the capacitor Cp1 is variable with the total voltage in the SCs
(Vbias). Rp1 is an invariable resistance with voltage of constant value. Table 2 resumes the value of
these parameters with voltage. Now, it is necessary to calculate the rest of the electrical circuit elements
in function of the frequency response of the SCs.
Table 2. Value of the electrical parameters which model the frecuency response of the two SCs at very
low frecuencies. V is the measured voltage between the positive and negative terminal.
RL (Ω) RP1 (mΩ) CP1 (F)
203.7·V 823.18 93.2028·V
In terms of higher frequency analysis, Figure 15 shows the comparison between the equivalent
resistance of the proposed model and the experimental resistance obtained with two SCs connected in
series and with an initial voltage of 2.7 V. In the same way, Figure 16 shows the comparision between
the evolution of the equivalent capacitance of the electrical circuit model with frecuency and the
evolution with frecuency of the real capacitance (from experimental tests).
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Figure 15. Comparison in the frequency response of the measured resistance from the experimental
tests (red line) and the equivalent resistance value from the electrical circuit model of the SCs (green
line). The resistance value provided by the manufactured is also plotted in blue.
Figure 16. Capacitance value comparison in the frequency response of the electrical circuit (in green)
and the obtained value from the experimental tests (in red). Data provided by the manufacturer is also
plotted (in blue).
Since the variation of the voltage in the SCs affects the frequency response, it is necessary to
calculate the correlation of each circuit element with voltage. In order to derive this mathematical
relationship, the value of each element in the circuit is calculated with the software EC-Lab®. Four
cases have been studied based on the four experimental tests carried out (2.7 V, 2 V, 1.5 V and 0.5 V in
each cell). The circuit parameters obtained for each voltage Vbias (sum of the voltage in each SC) are
shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Values of the electrical circuit elements for the different initial voltages in the cells.
Vbias (V) R1 (Ω) C1 (F) Rc2 (Ω) C2 (F) RL2 (Ω) L2 (H) L1 (H) RL1 (Ω)
1 5.45 × 10−4 708.5 4.94 × 10−5 1850 4.05 × 10−4 7.06 × 10−8 9.29 × 10−8 6.16 × 10−2
3 5.74 × 10−4 1582 6.54 × 10−5 1152 2.40 × 10−4 6.04 × 10−8 8.99 × 10−8 5.96 × 10−2
4 5.68 × 10−4 1644 7.68 × 10−5 981 2.53 × 10−4 5.95 × 10−8 8.25 × 10−8 5.47 × 10−2
5.4 5.96 × 10−4 1801 8.97 × 10−5 870 2.63 × 10−4 5.83 ×10−8 8.02 × 10−8 5.32 × 10−2
Subsequently, the software Statgraphics Centurion® is used to determine, by statistical analysis,
the relation of all these elements with the voltage (Vbias) of the SC. Statgraphics Centurion® is a
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statistics software that performs and explains the basic and advanced statistical functions [36]. Other
softwares can be used to calculate the variation of the electrical parameters with Vbias (SPSS®, S-PLUS®,
MINITAB®, MATLAB® or simply EXCEL®). Statgraphics Centurion® software is used against other
options, but the results obtained with any of the mentioned softwares are very similar. From the
analysis carried out, it has been proved that all electrical circuit parameters, to a greater or lesser
degree, have a quadratic relationship with voltage. However, the capacitance of the SCs (capacitors of
the electrical circuit) has a greater dependence on the voltage than resistance and inductance have.
The model equation to calculate any parameter of the electrical circuit in function of the voltage is
A x2 + B x + C. The values of these coefficients for each element of the electrical circuit are shown in
Table 4.
Table 4. Parameter values of the coefficients A, B y C for the elements of the electrical circuit.
R1 (Ω) C1 (F) Rc2 (Ω) C2 (F) RL2 (Ω) L2 (H) L1 (H) RL1 (Ω)
A 1.12 × 10−5 −22.96 3.68 × 10−7 141.02 2.54 × 10−5 3.10 × 10−9 −8.98 × 10−11 1.12 × 10−5
B −7.93 × 10−5 −269.82 1.12 × 10−5 −1282.12 2.32 × 10−4 −3.04 × 10−8 −6.08 × 10−10 1.12 × 10−5
C 4.82 × 10−5 965.2 3.06 × 10−5 3722.26 5.98 × 10−4 1.09 × 10−7 3.93 × 10−8 1.12 × 10−5
Figures 17 and 18 show the comparison in the frequency response of the measured capacitance
through EIS technique and the electrical model. In both figures, the initial voltage in the cells is different
in order to verify that the model fits the real response and it is valid in the entire operating voltage
range of SCs.
Figure 17. Comparison in the frequency response of the measured capacitance and the value obtained
from the electrical circuit model of the two SCs charged to 2 V. The capacitance value provided by the
manufacturer is also plotted (blue line).
Figure 18. Comparison in the frequency response of the measured capacitance and the electrical circuit
model capacitance of the two SCs charged to 1.5 V. The evolution as per the manufacturer is shown
in blue.
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In the same way as in the case of the capacitance, it is necessary to check if the model fits the real
response at high frequencies, where the SC has an inductive behaviour. Figure 19 shows the difference
between the SC and the proposed model.
Figure 19. Comparison in the frequency response of the measured inductance and the electrical circuit
model of the two SCs charged to 2.7 V.
5. Conclusions
Through the study conducted in this paper, a methodology to determine an electrical circuit which
models the frequency response of supercapacitors (SCs) has been described. A basic energy storage
system unit, comprising the series connection of two SCs, is proposed. It includes the connection plates
and a voltage balancing circuit. The experimental results obtained through EIS methodology have
been compared with the proposed model in order to validate it over the entire operation frequency
range. This frequency range includes frequencies above 1 kHz, where high-frequency components
are found due to the switching frequency of the power electronics. The analysis has evaluated the
voltage influence in the impedance of the SCs (ESR, capacitance and inductance). The electrical model
can be extrapolated to the series connection of more than two SCs, something very common in the
industrial applications. Finally, another conclusion in view of the results obtained is that the faster the
charge/discharge of this energy storage system (SC) the lower the capacity value and therefore the
lower the energy storage capability.
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Abstract: The use of energy storage with high power density and fast response time at container
terminals (CTs) with a power demand of tens of megawatts is one of the most critical factors for
peak reduction and economic benefits. Peak shaving can balance the load demand and facilitate
the participation of small power units in generation based on renewable energies. Therefore, in this
paper, the economic efficiency of peak demand reduction in ship to shore (STS) cranes based on the
ultracapacitor (UC) energy storage sizing has been investigated. The results show the UC energy
storage significantly reduce the peak demand, increasing the load factor, load leveling, and most
importantly, an outstanding reduction in power and energy cost. In fact, the suggested approach is
the start point to improve reliability and reduce peak demand energy consumption.
Keywords: ultracapacitor sizing; techno-economic analysis; energy storage system (ESS); ship to
shore (STS) crane; peak shaving; energy cost
1. Introduction
It is well known that large-scale commodity (and people) transport uses the sea as a crucial and
optimal route. In maritime transportation ports and harbors with power demands of tens of megawatts
based on some vast consumers with a high peak level (such as giant cranes, cold ironing, etc.) require a
unique power system. Hence, the electrical load areas of port facilities must be organized as microgrids
pointing to the goal of a net-zero energy load system that allows a reduced impact on the network
supply [1]. The nodes of the maritime highways are the ports representing strategic and critical logistic
nodes, both for the strategical service and the energy consumption. Container terminals (CTs) are
special zones of the ports used for the transportation of goods as an intermodal exchange between
ships and ships and between ships and other transportation vectors (trucks and trains) [2]. Automated
terminals are defined as terminals with at least some container handling equipment operating without
direct human interaction for 100% of the duty cycle of the equipment. In most cases, drivers have been
physically removed from the cranes, although in some cases drivers remain in the equipment cabins
but are not needed for the entire duty cycle. There are several types of automated container terminal
around the world. The case study of the present paper is Pier E of the Port of Long Beach (POLB),
in which the cranes contribute to most of the power demand. The electrical power system in Pier
E consists of a subpart of the whole system of the POLB, supplied by an MV/V substation 66/12 kV,
owned by Southern California Edison Company [3].
There are different types of crane in operation in a CT. First, ship to shore (STS) cranes, also
well known as quay cranes (QC), act as an interface between land and ships and have to load or
unload container ships as quickly as possible, usually with multiple cranes working on a single ship.
The containers then have to be transported horizontally to the stacking yard behind the STS cranes.
This is done by much smaller vehicles like container tractors, automated guided vehicles (AGVs), or
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automated straddle carriers (ASCs). Finally, the containers are stacked for the most efficient use of
space and time, before they are transferred onto trucks or trains that transport them overland. In
smaller terminals, this stacking can also be done by straddle carriers, but usually, this is done by
rail-mounted gantry (RMG) cranes. Figure 1 provides a flow diagram of a CT operation.
Figure 1. Flow diagram of a container terminal operation.
POLB is one of the busiest and thriving seaports in the world is the second busiest container port
in the US, after the Port of Los Angeles (POLA), which adjoins it. With an extension of about 13 km2, it
generates approximately $100 billion and provides more than 300,000 jobs. In the last few years, as
shown in Figure 2, the container trades are reaching the highest level ever, and a contraction has been
recorded in a ten-year period [4].
Figure 2. Container trades in TEUs.
Nowadays, by expanding renewable energy sources in electrical power systems, ports authorities
have encouraged the use of these units. New solutions for electrical grids are under study in the global
community. The main research areas are assigned to renewables, sustainability, low or zero-emissions,
smart grids, aggregation, etc. The goal is to create models for smart grids operating in seaports
to optimize energy consumption and to reduce the emissions. Not only energy management but
also safety and maintenance are the drivers to find new solutions [5,6]. Considering a CT port as a
microgrid, such as Figure 3, requires two main infrastructures. The first is the physical assets such
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as power lines, breakers, transformers, conventional and renewable energy sources, and the second
one is communication and control, which is necessary for communication and the controls between
the physical assets, for example the local ethernet network, serial connection, microgrid controller,
protective relay [7].
Figure 3. Future plan for Energy Island at POLB.
The new scenarios of sustainability, for electrical and energy systems in ports, can be synthesized
in the 4-L pillars approach: less, leveled, local, load (also called lele-lolo approach) [8]. Since the cranes,
need about 72% of the total power at Pier E (in detail, STS cranes about 37%, ASC cranes 32% and
RMG around 3%) [9] with the considerable peak power demand. Hence, the most interesting aspects
are the solutions related to the peak-power problem of the cranes. This paper presents a strategy to
reduce the peak of the electric power for operation of the group of STS cranes and economic analysis
by the integration of energy storage systems (ESSs). The strategy is the optimal sizing of the ESSs,
in the first step, and the second one, the coordination of the duty-cycles of the cranes by adopting
delay times and synchronization for the operation of the group of STS cranes. The control also exploits
the regenerative energy produced by the cranes during some falling phase. The control strategy is
based on demand-side management (DSM) with the goal of reduction in the peak (leveled L of 4-L
pillars approach). A leveled use of energy aims to have a high load factor and to avoid the billing of
peaks unnecessary in the average demand; less use of energy powerfully promotes the rational use of
energy and considers the recovery of energy losses as a virtual energy source. Local use of energy
promotes a local renewable generation for net-zero energy behavior to reduce environmental pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions. Load use of energy promotes an NZELS that avoids reversing energy
to the network used as a unidirectional source.
2. STS Crane Operation and Power Demand
In Pier E, double-twin lift cranes are installed with an average consumption of around 3MVA
each, during operation with the normal loads, and peak power around 6 MVA for the worst cycle.
Figure 4 shows the one-line diagram for STS cranes power supply at Pier E. Presently, 10 STS
cranes do the container moving for two ships at the same time. The development (in the near future) of
Pier E is planned for 14 cranes to increase productivity. The minimum number of STS cranes in a group
is five, and the total is 10 STS cranes. By this system, a list of different goals as below are achieved:
1. STS cranes’ supply by two transformers substation increases reliability dramatically.
2. In the main substation, two independent 66 kV lines with double bus-bar are recommended in
which reliability is enhanced.
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3. The double cable lines in the STS cranes’ power substations mean that if a fault occurs, the system
can reconfigure and operate without delay.
4. With a double bus-bar, if a failure occurs, it could be isolated, and operation may continue
normally on other berths.
Figure 4. One-line diagram for STS cranes Power Supply.
However, for the mentation of these proposed aims, as a first and main step, it is required to
accomplish the cranes’ duty cycle operation to reduce the peak power, or regenerative energy flows
into the grid from this starting point, thus a flywheel energy storage system (FESS) is proposed [10,11].
An STS crane is able to unload two 40 ft. containers at once, with a cycle that is completed by two
independent cranes mounted on the same frame, while sharing a common platform. To differentiate
the two cranes, two different acronyms will be used, the first one is ship to the platform (STP, more
than one container for lifting) for the main dual hoist crane and the second one for the platform to
shore (PTS, only a sigle container for lifting) crane. Since the PTS crane is equipped with a single hoist
lifting capability, it has designed to operate two times faster than the PTS sub-crane. Table 1 shows the
dimensions, both in feet and meters, of the considered crane, as well as the expected times in which
the crane is expected to execute the task of the cycle.
The total time needed for the main crane to complete the operation of the loading and unloading
of two containers is around 112 seconds, which depends on a few factors, such as the container’s
position on the ship, wind, weight, and other aleatory variables. Calculations were made considering a
wind speed of less than 5 m/s, standards 65 LT containers, and the main crane in double-lift mode.
Figure 5 shows the STS cranes’ scheme and speed for a reference duty cycle. The power demand for an
STS crane is shown in Figure 6. The green line is for a PTS crane, the blue line for a STP crane, and the
red line is the total STS crane power demand. As represented, the power consumption is very high
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during the main hoist operation, reaching a peak of 3908 kW, and the average power required from the
grid is about 378 kW for all duty cycles.
Table 1. The ship to shore (STS) crane’s speed and time.
Considered Peration Meter Time (s) Load Time (s) No Load
STP hoist 24.38 20.08 12.38
STP Trolley 64.01 25.84 25.84
STP Lowering 18.29 15.50 10.10
PTS Hoist 9.75 6.63 6.86
PTS Trolley 29.72 12.99 12.99
PTS to AGV 18.29 13.94 10.02
 
(a) A dual STS crane scheme. (b) Crane speed for a dual hoist STS crane. 
Figure 5. STS Crane scheme and reference speed.
Figure 6. The reference load profile for the different part in an STS crane ( Dual Hoist operation).
3. ESSs Selection for Port Cranes
Nowadays, energy storage technologies are used for many applications, for example, power
and energy balance, load levelling and peak shaving in power systems. A comparison of the main
applications, such as ultracapacitors (UC), battery energy storage systems (BESS) and flywheel energy
storage systems (FESS), is shown in Table 2 and Figure 7. UC technologies are proven for different
applications, including for peak shaving in cranes. The benefits of power density and fast response
time are essential aspects of industrial facilities.
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Table 2. Energy storage comparison [12].
Storage Specific Power (W/kg) Specific Energy (Wh/kg) Response Time Efficiency
UC 500–10000 0.05–15 Milliseconds >95%
BESS <500 50–200 Seconds 60%–80%
FESS 400–1500 5–100 Seconds 80%–95%
Figure 7. A qualitative comparison between an ultracapacitor, battery, and flywheel.
Due to the fast power changes with the high peak value (in seconds) and independent DC link of
each crane, UCs with high power density and fast response time are the best choice for peak power and
cost savings. Today, UCs are used in a wide range of applications in industry and transportation [13,14].
Among the most critical applications of UCs can point to controlled electric drives [15,16], RTG
cranes and elevators for braking energy [17–21], renewable energy (full cell [22], photovoltaic system [23]
and wind turbine [24] contributions), diesel-electric generators include gantry cranes [25–27] and
hybrid excavator machines [28], power quality, uninterruptible power supplies, and traction drives
(rail, road, and off-road vehicles) [29–32].
4. UC Sizing in Terms of Required Energy and Power
Figure 8 shows the overall scheme of the dual hoist STS crane which is connected to the POLB
grid through the AC/DC/AC converters to avoid the voltage rise, leading power factor, and harmonic
distortions [33]. The UC bank is connected to the DC link via the bidirectional DC/DC converter.
The bidirectional DC/DC converter operates on the boost mode in which electric power is supplied
from the UC stage (UC bank discharging in hoisting mode) to the dc link, and on buck mode in
which electric power is absorbed from the dc link to the UC (UC bank charging in lowering mode).
Bidirectional DC/DC converter applications can handle a high amount of load currents up to several
hundred amperes. The control strategy of the DC/DC converter is based on a TMS320vc33 digital
signal processor (DSP) which is able to do the speed and electromagnetic torque estimation [34].
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Figure 8. Ultracapacitor (UC) bank location in the dual hoist STS crane via the bidirectional DC/DC
converter [35].
The buck-boost converter can be adjusted to keep the output voltage stable because of the varying
duty cycle, which can be adjusted by a PWM generator through the internal feedback loop. Based
on the required voltage for the motors in the STS cranes (460–470 V), the DC link voltage should be
adjusted in such a way by some variations during receiving regenerative power from the load side
(UC in charging mode in buck operation) and providing power to the loads (UC in discharging mode
in boost operation), the DC link voltage must have upper and lower boundaries revealing the DC link
working area.









3× 0.95 × 460 = 800 V (1)
VDCmin = Kr ×VLLrms = 1.35× 460 = 621V (2)
where Ma and Kr are the modulation index and coefficient for a three-phase bridge rectifier, respectively.
As the UC voltage plays an outstanding role in power calculation, the upper and lower boundaries of
the UC voltage must be declared based on Equations (3) and (4).
VUCmax ≤ VDCmax ⇒ VUCmax = 750 V (3)
VUCmin ≥ 0.5×VUCmax ⇒ VUCmin = 0.5× 750 = 375  400 V (4)
Figure 9 determines the boundary and limitation for the DC link voltage and UC bank. In this
paper, Maxwell BMOD0063 P125 UC module is used for these goals with the rated capacitance 63 F,
DC voltage 125 V, rated current 750 A, and maximum power 103.7 kW [37].
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Figure 9. The boundary and limitation for the DC link voltage (a) and UC bank (b) [38].
As the impact of this approach will increase with the increase in the number of cranes due to
the maximum utilization of regenerative energy by other cranes for peak shaving, a strategy should
be adopted to minimize both the peak power demand and the excess energy use in the operation of
the group with a low number of STS cranes. The peak demand power levels for the dual-hoist STS
crane in motoring and generating modes are 3909 kW and −3213 kW, respectively. To achieve the
optimal number of UC modules, two different calculations in points of required energy and power
is investigated.
4.1. UC Sizing Based on the Energy Production
In the next part, the UC sizing is performed in the required energy and operationg voltage points.
4.1.1. Capacitance Calculation Based on the Required Energy
The total amount of required capacitance is derived from the Equation (5):
EUC = 0.5×Ceq × (V2UCmax −V2UCmin)
⇒ Ceq = 2×EUC(V2UCmax−V2UCmin) =
2 × 9152 ×103
7502−4002 = 45.47 F
(5)
Due to the nominal voltage of the UC module that is 125 V, hence the rated VDCmax, which is












= 10.5 F (7)
Consequently, the number of parallel branches which include six UCs (in series) and as a result,






= int( 45.4710.5 ) = 5
UCTotal = 5× 6 = 30
(8)
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4.1.2. Capacitance Calculation based on Voltage Operation Point
According to rate of energy for charging (ECH) and discharging (EDCH ) of the UC that are









9152× 7502 + 9152× 4002
9152 + 9152
 601 V (9)







= 50.67 F (10)
Due to each branch equal capacitance, 10.5 F, the number of parallel branches and the total number
of required UCs are calculated by Equation (11) and the UC bank arrangements in terms of required






= int( 50.6710.5 ) = 5






















Figure 10. UC bank sizing in terms of required energy.
4.2. UC Sizing Based on the Required Power
As the UC voltage plays an outstanding role in the amount of produced power, the number of
required UCs will vary dependently. In this regard, the amount of power produced by each UC module
alters between its maximum and minimum boundaries that occur in the case of maximum voltage and
minimum voltage, respectively.
4.2.1. PUC when the UC Voltage is Minimum (PUCmin)
According to Equation (12) [39], the amount of current that the UC module can produce depends
on its state of charge (SOC). The equation is as follows:
IUCmax =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
IUCrated if SOC > 50%
(20/3) × SOC− (400/3) if SOC = [20%− 50%]
0 if SOC < 20%
(12)
In this regard, if the SOC > 50%, the generated current can be at the rated value, while for SOC of
from 50% to 20%, the amount of current proportionately decreases with the SOC. Consequently, the
SOC of all the UCs must remain above 50% in different conditions. Finally, the amount of generated
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power varies by the alteration of voltage because the current remains steady at the rated amount for




⇒ PUCmin = VUCmin × IUCrated  51 kW (13)
According to the minimum amount of power provided by each UC, that occurs in case of minimum








Due to the placement of six UCs in each branch to provide DC link maximum voltage (750 V), the
total number of branches and as a result the total number of required UCs are calculated as follows:
NP = int( 406 ) = 7
UCTotal = 6× 7 = 42 (15)
4.2.2. PUC when the UC Voltage is Maximum (Pmax)
The upper limit of generated power is obtained in a case of rated voltage and current as follows:
Pmax = Vmax × IUCrated = 103.7 kW (16)








Considering six UC modules in each branch, the number of parallel branches and the total required
UCs are equal to (18) and the UC bank arrangements in terms of required power is shown in Figure 11.
NP = int( 206 ) = 4





















Figure 11. UC bank sizing based on the required power.
In order to increase the reliability of the system, the maximum value of the UC in point on energy
and power evaluation should be selected, which carries out 42 UC modules in the Pmin scenario. In
the next part, the cost-benefit analysis will be investigated.
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5. Cost Benefits Analysis by UC Utilization
Peak shaving based on demand-side management and the integration of energy storage systems
is the main step to reduce the cost of electricity, especially for industrial loads. For this goal in the STS
crane, this paper considers a hierarchical control strategy to include all the modes. As the first solution,
it can be done by coordinate cranes’ duty cycles for the STS crane installed in the same meter. This
solution is made possible in a full automation CT. Hence, the UC sizing can decrease the local peak
for each STS crane and then by duty cycle coordination for the group of STS cranes the general peak
reduction has been done.
Cost Benefits for a Single STS Crane
To calculate the first invoice, Southern California Edison, the distribution operator, installs a meter
at the beginning of the customer’s line, immediately before the point of delivery. The peak power
recorded in a month is used to calculate “facilities demand”; the average power consumption is not
involved in this calculation. The exposed cost of the energy is around 0.18 $/kWh in the USA, while
the exposed cost of peak power demand is about 22 $/kW. According to Table 3, the amount of energy
in motoring mode is about 91,512 kW in each cycle, of which any proportion of that can be used to
reduce the energy needed to support peak values because the energy’s peak usually accounts for
around 40% of the total electric bill per month in the US. In terms of financial issues, more peak power
reduction causes more money-saving and cost-efficiency. In this regard, in the case of using 1% of the
total available energy, the amount of obtained cost is about 20 k$ per month. Also, for 5%, 10%, and
20% energy usage, the amount of earned profit will be about 38 k$, 45 k$, and 53 k$, respectively.
Table 3. Percentage of the peak shaving and monthly earnings based on UC bank for STS crane.
Total ED
[kWcycle]







1 915.12 23.4 20,132
5 1721.42 44 37,871
10 2048.82 52.4 45,074
15 2262.72 57.9 49,779
20 2441.52 62.5 53,713
Table 4 shows the results for the different percentages of regenerative energy utilization in the
generator operation of an STS crane. According to Table 4, the final result for the rate of energy that
the UC bank should store is equal to 18.6% of the total regenerating energy, in the case of 10% peak
shaving of the total demand power in motoring mode (Table 3). The calculations are as follows:
%P∧SUC = (
Ppeak−UC
PPeak−Motoring )⇒ %P∧SUC = ( 2048.83908.5 ) = 52.4%
%P∧SUC = (
Ppeak−UC
PPeak−Regeneration )⇒ %P∧SUC = ( 1977.83212.6 ) = 61.5%
(19)
Table 4. Percentage of the peak shaving based on UC bank for the STS crane.







As can be observed in Figure 12, by the optimal UC bank sizing (from a technical and economic
point of view), the power demand significantly dropped, as shown in blue. In Figure 12, the red
curve is related to the conventional STS crane, the green one is the UC bank charging and discharging
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operation, and finally, the blue curve is the optimized load profile for the STS crane, and it has been
considered as a new load profile for the next step, which will be crane’s duty cycle management.
Figure 12. The shaved peak by UC bank to achieve the optimal power profile for the STS crane in kW.
6. Peak Shaving Optimization for the Group of STS Cranes
After UC sizing, to find the best delay times between STS cranes, the particle swarm optimization
(PSO) algorithm was applied [40]. The PSO algorithm is a solution for optimization issues such as
economic dispatch, control, and losses [41]. It is described as:
1. position (Xi) and velocity (Vi) vectors are randomly initialized with the problem dimensions.
The position of each particle is based on Equation (20) based on the best particle search, the best

















where c1 and c2 are two positive constant integers, r1 and r2 are two random numbers with
uniform distribution in the range [0~1] and w is the inertia, which is chosen as follows [20,21]:
w = wmax − wmax −wminitermax × iter (21)
where itermax is the maximum number of repetitions, and iter is the number of repetitions.
2. Fitness of each Pbest particle is measured, and the particle that has the best Gbest fit is stored.
Pbestik is the best position of the ith particle, which is based on the experience of the particle.
Gbest is the best position of the particle, based on the group’s overall experience. Figure 13 shows
the delay time management of the PSO flowchart for the STS crane group.
By the duty cycle management for the group of STS cranes, the normal and optimal load profile
with the integration of the UC bank are the reference load profile. It is not common to use only one
crane in maritime applications, but port managers used to take advantage of cranes as a group of a few
ones. The minimum and the maximum number of STS cranes in the group in Pier E at POLB have
been considered, respectively, as five and 10. Consequently, financial calculations are accomplished in
a case of using a group of cranes. Table 5 represents the Pmax in different scenarios.
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Figure 13. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) flowchart for power demand optimization in the STS
crane group.
Table 5. Rated Pmax in different scenarios for the group of STS cranes [kW].
Number of STS Cranes
Duty Cycle Management Scenario
Normal Scenario DSM Scenario DSM + UC Scenario
5 10,300 5880 4222
10 14,380 8180 5476
Although each crane has a peak power of 4 MW and it is predicted that the system experiences
20 MW as a peak power of a five-crane group, in normal operation the peak power level is about 10 and
14 MW for using five and 10 cranes, respectively. In addition, the system with the only DSM strategy
and UC along with DSM strategy scenarios result in almost 5880 kW and 4222 kW of peak power, in a

















where C is a vector of optimization variables and n is the number of cranes, OF is the objective function,
Pmax and Pave are the maximum and the average power of the STS cranes in each iteration in MW, and
finally, PˆF is the peak factor rate (PˆF = Pmax/Pave).
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Table 6. Rated peak factor (P∧F ) for the STS crane group in different scenarios.
Number of STS Cranes
Duty cycle management Scenario
Normal Scenario DSM Scenario DSM + UC Scenario
5 5.43 3.1 2.23
10 3.8 2.16 1.45
Table 7 is related to the peak shaving percentage (%PˆS), which is determined with Equation (23).
Peak load shaving is a process that aims to flatten the load curve. Due to the available strategies for
load peak shaving, DSM and integration of energy storage technology have been applied for peak
reduction in this paper.
P∧Ssci = 1− (P∧Fsci /P∧FNormal) × 100 (23)
Table 7. Percentage of the peak shaving (%PˆS) for the STS crane group in different scenarios.
Number of STS Cranes
Duty Cycle Management Scenario
Normal Scenario DSM Scenario DSM + UC Scenario
5 0 43 59
10 0 44 62
Table 8 shows the advantages and disadvantages of using DSM and UC methods from the port
authorization point of view. The DSM method has a simple implementation, resulting in cost reduction,
while the UC method provides flexible and efficient operation in comparison with the former method
Table 8. Demand-side management (DSM) and UC pros and cons.
Only DSM Strategy Both UC and DSM Strategies
Pros
 General peak shaving.
 Fewer maintenance costs.
 Without the required initial cost.
 Higher efficiency even in
temporary conditions.
 Short term payback.
 Suitable and efficient operation.
Cons
 Not comfortable efficiency in low
count condition.
 In some forced times, the port authority is not
willing to follow.
 Complex coordination and operation.
 Complicated control strategy.
 Required initial investment.
Figure 14 provides an overall scheme of hierarchical STS load reduction which is applied in three
different stages. First, local peak shaving is accomplished by using UC for each STS crane. In the
second stage, between two STS crane groups, the general peak shaving is carried out by considering a
duty cycle recognizing a specific working period for each crane. In the last stage, a flywheel energy
storage system (FESS) is used in a common bus between two STS crane groups to fulfill load leveling.
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’ ’
Figure 14. Hierarchical control of for peak load shaving in STS crane group.
7. Cost Evaluation
Financial issues, such as payback duration and total imposed costs, remain one of the most
outstanding factors in the initial designing and evaluating the systems. As mentioned before, cost
analysis must be carried out in a case of using a few in a group because it is common to select from 5 to
10 cranes as a group in maritime affairs rather than using a single crane. Payback duration will be
calculated according to DC/DC cost, which is about 60 k$, and UC module, cost which is 5 k$, and due
to using 42 UCs for each crane. As five cranes are used, the initial cost is obtained as being 1350 k$ for
each crane.
According to Table 5, the amount of peak shaving which is accomplished by five STS cranes and
by using both the UC and DSM scenarios is about 6078 kW, while this amount is almost 4420 kW
for using the DSM strategy alone. According to the fact that DSM scenario cost is negligible is and
the earned profit must be calculated by a comparison between DSM only and UC along with DSM
scenarios. Based on the tariff of imposed cost by peak power, which is 22 $/kW, the amount of earned
profit is about 37 k$ for a single month by using both the UC and DSM strategies. Due to a one-month
maintenance period, the total crane operating duration is considered as 11 months, and the annual
earned profit is almost 401 k$ and the initial investment will be paid back after three years and half. As
shown in Figure 15, Pier E will start to profit from the fourth year.
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Figure 15. Payback process based on annual earning for the 5-STS crane group.
8. Conclusions
The present paper studied the techno-economic possibility of ultracapacitor (UCs) energy storage
sizing in the ship to shore (STS) cranes at a container terminal (CT) port. The goal is to reduce the peak
power absorbed by UC sizing. Hence, by hierarchical control, first based on a DSM strategy using the
PSO algorithm along with UC sizing in the DC link for a group of STS cranes, and second by DSM
strategy for each STS crane group, that goal is acheived. The proposed solution in a technical point of
view has high efficiency even in temporary conditions, short term payback and suitable and efficient
operation. In this regard, payback is obtained in four years. In this regard, the initial investment will
be paid back before the end of the fourth year and from the fifth year onward, the investment will
be profitable.
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DSM Demand Side Management
ED Energy Demand
ER Energy Regeneration
FESS Flywheel Energy Storage System
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PSO Particle Swarm Optimization
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